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Abstract
Computer models that simulate the hydrologic cycle at a
watershed scale facilitate assessment of variability in climate,
biota, geology, and human activities on water availability and
flow. This report describes an updated version of the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System. The Precipitation-Runoff
Modeling System is a deterministic, distributed-parameter,
physical-process-based modeling system developed to evaluate the response of various combinations of climate and land
use on streamflow and general watershed hydrology. Several
new model components were developed, and all existing components were updated, to enhance performance and supportability. This report describes the history, application, concepts,
organization, and mathematical formulation of the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System and its model components. This
updated version provides improvements in (1) system flexibility for integrated science, (2) verification of conservation of
water during simulation, (3) methods for spatial distribution of
climate boundary conditions, and (4) methods for simulation
of soil-water flow and storage.

Introduction
The Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System,
version 4 (PRMS-IV) computer software is an updated version
of the deterministic, distributed-parameter, physical-process
hydrologic model commonly called the Precipitation-Runoff
Modeling System (PRMS) (Leavesley and others, 1983). The
primary objectives of this new version remain the same as
for previous versions: (1) simulation of hydrologic processes
including evaporation, transpiration, runoff, infiltration, interflow, and groundwater flow as determined by the energy and
water budgets of the plant canopy, snowpack, and soil zone
on the basis of distributed climate information (temperature,
precipitation, and solar radiation); (2) simulation of hydrologic water budgets at the watershed scale for temporal scales
ranging from days to centuries; (3) integration of PRMS with
other models used for natural-resource management or with

models from other scientific disciplines; and (4) provision of a
modular design that allows for selection of alternative hydrologic-process algorithms from the standard PRMS-IV module
library. This report documents the design, computations, and
application of PRMS-IV.

History
Several forms of PRMS have existed since the initial
release in 1983. The earliest versions were programmed for
the mainframe computer systems of that time. Subsequently,
in the 1990s, PRMS was reprogrammed to take advantage of
engineering workstation computer technology. These predecessors to PRMS-IV are described briefly below.

1983
PRMS was originally developed as a single
FORTRAN 77 program composed of algorithms encoded in
subroutines, each representing an individual physical process
of the hydrologic cycle (Leavesley, 1973; Leavesley and
others, 1981; Leavesley and others, 1983, Leavesley, 1989).
For the processes related to temperature distribution, solarradiation distribution, evaporation, transpiration, and surface
runoff, two or more different algorithms were encoded, each
representing a different approach. A specific algorithm was
selected at run time by setting values in the input file. This
modular-design concept enabled the creation and application
of a model that was most appropriate for a given study and
supported the long-term goal to expand the available processsimulation capabilities of PRMS (Leavesley and others, 2005).
The structure of the 1983 version of PRMS substantially
differs from PRMS-IV in that the original use of “punch card”
formats for input files, line-printer-generated output plots, use
of the U.S. Geological Survey’s (USGS) National Water Data
Storage and Retrieval system (Hutchinson, 1975), and the jobcontrol language specifications necessary to execute PRMS
on the Amdahl and Prime computer systems (Leavesley and
others, 1983) have been replaced by using files to control
program input, execution, and output.
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1996
Although computationally efficient, the procedure
required to add hydrologic-process algorithms to the original
code was less than adequate. As a result, the architecture and
modular structure of PRMS were redesigned to allow better
integration and hydrologic-process algorithm-development
capabilities. This new structure was the USGS Modular
Modeling System (MMS) (Leavesley and others, 1996;
Leavesley and others, 2002), an integrated system of computer
software developed for simulating a variety of water, energy,
and biogeochemical processes that included PRMS. The basic
hydrologic-process algorithms in PRMS, as described by
Leavesley and Stannard (1995), were maintained in the MMS
version; however, the use of MMS enabled the addition of
new process algorithms and the enhancement of many of the
features and capabilities in the original PRMS (Leavesley and
others, 2005). These additions included graphical and networked data systems that took advantage of increased computational power.

2014
The current version of PRMS, PRMS-IV, has been
designed as a stand-alone program that can be executed on a
Linux or Microsoft Windows platform. In some ways, PRMSIV may appear to return to the concepts and design of the
earliest versions of PRMS. Much of the support functionality
provided by MMS has been stripped away in favor of a “batch
execution” mode for maximum application flexibility and computational efficiency. This approach also supports maximum
portability between computers running the Windows and Linux
operating systems. Development of PRMS-IV emphasized ease
of deployment, installation, and reliability over the MMS concepts of “model building.” However, the module and function
library developed for the MMS version of PRMS have been
shown to be useful and have been retained in PRMS-IV.

Overview of PRMS-IV
PRMS-IV is a deterministic, distributed-parameter,
physical-process hydrologic model used to simulate and
evaluate the watershed response of various combinations
of climate and land use. Response to normal and extreme
rainfall and snowmelt can be simulated to evaluate changes
in water-balance relations, streamflow regimes, soil-moisture

relations, and groundwater recharge. Each hydrologic process
is represented within PRMS-IV by an algorithm that is based
on a physical law or an empirical relation with measured or
estimated characteristics.
Distributed-parameter capabilities are provided by partitioning a watershed into hydrologic response units (HRUs)
that are based on the physical attributes of the watershed such
as land-surface elevation, slope and aspect, vegetation type,
soil type, and spatiotemporal climate patterns. The phrases
“hydrologic response” or “response of the watershed,” as
used in this report, refer to the effect that the changes in these
attributes have on the simulation of the hydrologic processes.
The physical attributes and hydrologic response of each HRU
are assumed to be homogeneous. A water balance and an
energy balance are computed daily for each HRU. The sum
of the responses of all HRUs, weighted on a unit-area basis,
produces the daily watershed response in the most basic configuration. In addition, PRMS-IV can provide more sophisticated methods of internal routing that are available for more
complex modeling applications.
A review of the purpose and accuracy of the hydrologicprocess algorithms in the PRMS-IV library has resulted in
a rewrite of the code into the FORTRAN 90 programming
language. This rewrite has resulted in (1) a source code that
can be integrated more easily with other models such as the
USGS coupled Ground-water and Surface-water FLOW model
(GSFLOW) (Markstrom and others, 2008); (2) greater stability
and reliability; (3) improved maintainability and supportability; and (4) self-generated documentation. In addition, care has
been taken to ensure that simulation results from PRMS-IV
are comparable to previous versions of PRMS; however, bug
fixes, updated algorithms, and evolving model structure may
result in differences between the calculations made by PRMSIV and previous versions of the code.

Application of PRMS
Since the initial release, there have been many applications of PRMS. For example, there have been many
PRMS-modeling applications developed for water and
natural-resource management; these applications evaluate the
hydrologic response to changes in watershed conditions. In
more recent years, PRMS has been used to evaluate the hydrologic response to climate change. Table 1 lists some of these
applications, within the United States and abroad, organized
by their geographic setting and primary purpose.
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Table 1. Selected applications of the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System organized by purpose and geographic region.—Continued
Primary
purpose

Geographic
region
Northwest

Northeast

Southwest

Rocky
Mountains

Model
Calibration
and Parameter
Estimation

Ely, 2006; Hay
and others,
2006a

Dressler and
others, 2006

Hay and others,
2006b; Kuhn
and Parker,
1992

Water- and
NaturalResource
Management

Ahearn and
Mastin, 2009;
van Heeswijk, Bjerklie, 2010;
Dudley, 2008
2006; Mastin
and Vaccaro,
2002a; Mastin
and Vaccaro,
2002b; Lee and
Risley, 2001;
Laenen and
Risley, 1997;
Risley, 1994;
Nakama and
Risley, 1993

Markstrom and
Koczot, 2008;
Koczot and
others, 2005;
Leavesley and
others, 2002;
Berris and
others, 2001;
Jeton, 1999;
Jeton, 2000;
Jeton and others, 1996; Hejl,
1989

Markstrom
and others,
2001; Ryan,
1996; Fulp and
others 1995;
Kuhn, 1989;
Parker and
Norris, 1989;
Norris, 1986;
Brendecke and
others, 1985 ;
Brendecke and
Sweeten, 1985;
Norris and
Parker, 1985

Great Plains

Cary, 1991;
Cary, 1984

Southeast

Others

Rivera-Santos,
1990

Hay and
Umemoto,
2007; Duan
and others,
2006; Leavesley and others,
2003; Barrett
and others,
2000; Flügel
and Lüllwitz,
1993; World
Meteorological
Organization,
1986; Troutman, 1985

Puente and
Atkins, 1989;
Kidd and
Bossong, 1987;
Bower, 1985;
Scott, 1984

Leavesley,
2005a; Leavesley, 2005b;
Yeung, 2005;
Leavesley,
1999a; Leavesley, 1999b;
Leavesley and
Hay, 1998;
Stannard and
Kuhn, 1989
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Table 1. Selected applications of the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System organized by purpose and geographic region.—Continued
Primary
purpose

Geographic
region
Northwest

Northeast

Southwest

Interaction of
Groundwater
and Surface
water

Vaccaro, 2007;
Vaccaro, 1992

Bjerklie and
others, 2010

Markstrom and
others, 2008;
Jeton and Maurer, 2007

Interaction of
Climate and
Atmosphere
with Surface
water

Mastin and
others, 2011

Bjerklie and
others, 2011

Koczot and
others, 2011;
Boyle and
others, 2006;
Dettinger and
others, 2004

Other

Leavesley and
others, 1989

Olson, 2002

Rocky
Mountains

Great Plains

Southeast

Others
Steuer and
Hunt, 2001;
Hunt and
Steuer, 2001

Viger and others, 2011

Battaglin and
others, 2011;
Hay and others,
2006c; Wilby
and others,
1999; Hay and
Clark, 2003;
Hay and others,
2000; McCabe
and Hay, 1995;
Battaglin and
others, 1993;
Hay and others, 1993

Yates and
others, 2001;
Yates and others, 2000

Vining, 2004;
Leavesley,
2002; Vining,
2002;
Emerson,
1991; Rankl,
1987; Carey
and Simon,
1984

Markstrom and
others, 2012;
Christiansen
and others,
2011; Hay and
others, 2011;
Milly and
Dunne, 2011;
Risley and
others, 2011;
Walker and
others, 2011;
Markstrom
and Hay,
2009;Hay and
others, 2002;
Clark and Hay,
2004; Gibson
and others,
2005; Hay
and McCabe,
2002; Wilby
and others,
2000; Hay and
others, 2000;
Clark and Hay,
2000
Reed, 1986
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Purpose and Scope
This report describes PRMS-IV, a modular computer program for modeling watershed hydrologic processes. Previously,
PRMS has been documented in Leavesley and others (1983),
Leavesley and others (1996), and Markstrom and others
(2008). This report supersedes these reports in the description,
design, implementation, and application of PRMS-IV.
To support users and developers of PRMS-IV, technical information is presented in three appendixes to this
report. Appendix 1 provides detailed documentation of
the hydrologic-process simulation modules included with
PRMS-IV. Appendix 2 is the PRMS-IV Users’ Guide and provides an overview of practical ways to work with PRMS-IV.
Appendix 3 presents an example application of PRMS-IV,
which demonstrates several options and capabilities.

Concepts and Definitions
Selected concepts and definitions of PRMS-IV are
presented in this section as background for the more detailed
information provided later in the report. These concepts
define and explain some of the key ideas of PRMS-IV.
PRMS-IV users are advised to consult the appendixes of this
report for the detailed documentation necessary to build a
PRMS-IV application.

Conceptual Model of the Watershed
The PRMS-IV conceptual model of a watershed (figs. 1
and 2) originally was described by Leavesley and others
(1983) and is summarized here. Inputs to the hydrologic
model are daily time-series values of precipitation, minimum
and maximum air temperature, and short-wave solar radiation.
Daily short-wave solar radiation can be estimated internally
by the model if it is not provided by the user. Precipitation
in the form of rain, snow, or a mixture of both is reduced by
vegetative canopy interception; precipitation not intercepted
by the canopy becomes the net precipitation throughfall that is
delivered to the watershed surface. Energy inputs of air temperature and solar radiation drive the processes of evaporation,
transpiration, sublimation, and snowmelt. The structure of the
watershed is conceptualized as a series of reservoirs, stream
segments, and lakes. Use of the term “reservoir” in this report,
and within the context of describing PRMS-IV, refers to the
conceptual water-storage mechanism in the PRMS-IV model
and not to a physical pond or lake used for the storage and
regulation of water (for example, the conceptual water-storage
reservoirs [preferential-flow, capillary, and gravity reservoirs]
shown in fig. 2). For each time step of the simulation, the

amount of water stored in the reservoirs, stream segments, and
lakes is referred to as the “state.” The amount of water moving
between these elements is referred to as the “flux.” The simulated hydrologic response of the watershed is characterized by
these states and fluxes. PRMS-IV maintains a water balance
on the entire watershed as well as on the individual reservoirs,
stream segments, and lakes.
The soil-zone represents that part of the soil mantle that
can lose water through evaporation and transpiration. The
depth of the soil-zone is defined by the average rooting depth
of the dominant vegetation type covering the soil surface.
Water storage in the soil zone is increased by the infiltration of
rainfall and snowmelt and depleted by evaporation and transpiration. Infiltration is net precipitation minus surface runoff.
Soil-water storage and flux in the soil zone is accounted for
with a series of conceptual reservoirs, as described in the
“Soil-Zone and Groundwater Storage Reservoirs” section and
Appendix 1 in this report. Water moves between these reservoirs on the basis of antecedent conditions and soil properties.
The impervious-zone reservoir represents an area with no
infiltration capacity. This reservoir has a maximum retentionstorage capacity that must be satisfied before surface runoff to
streams will occur (Leavesley and others, 1983).
Snowmelt is determined by a water and energy balance
computed on snowpacks, which accumulate, sublimate, and
melt (fig. 3). Net precipitation and surface runoff can contribute to surface depression storage (fig. 2). Depression storage is
depleted by spillage and evaporation. Recharge to the groundwater reservoir (fig. 1) comes from the soil zone. This groundwater subsequently becomes groundwater flow to streams and
lakes. Water can also leave the groundwater reservoir through
the groundwater sink, which represents transbasin groundwater flow or under gage streamflow.
Lateral inflows to the stream channels are computed
as the sum of the surface runoff, subsurface reservoir flow,
and groundwater flow. In more complex watersheds, water
can cascade from reservoir to reservoir before it reaches the
stream channels. Streamflow can also be stored and attenuated by lakes.

Spatial Discretization
PRMS-IV requires that the subject watershed be spatially discretized into a set of unique hydrologic units. This
process of spatial discretization usually is accomplished
through the use of a geographic information system (GIS)
computer program. Discretization allows for spatial variability in model input and simulation results. These results
can be evaluated at each individual unit or at groups of units.
A PRMS-IV application is based on five types of spatial
units: (1) the model domain, (2) stream segments, (3) HRUs,
(4) lakes, and (5) subbasins.
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Solar radiation
Evaporation
Sublimation

Precipitation

Air temperature

Plant canopy interception
Rain

Rain

Snow

Snowmelt

Snow pack
Snowmelt
Upslope surface
runoff and
interflow

Rain
Hortonian runoff

Impervious reservoir

elt

Dunnian runoff

Soil zone
(see figure 2 for details)

Interflow

Recharge
Groundwater
reservoir

Streamflow and lake routing

Evaporation &
transpiration

Groundwater
flow

Groundwater sink

Figure 1. Hydrological processes simulated by the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System (modified from
Markstrom and others, 2008).
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Evaporation and
transpiration

Infiltration
excess

Throughfall, snowmelt
and upslope Hortonian
surface runoff

Hortonian surface
runoff
Saturation
excess

Depression
storage
Preferential-flow reservoir

Dunnian surface
runoff
Fast interflow

Upslope Dunnian
surface runoff
and interflow
Capillary reservoir

Gravity reservoir

Direct recharge

Gravity drainage

Figure 2. Details of the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System Soil Zone.

Slow interflow
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Evapotranspiration

Air
temperature

Evaporation

Solar
radiation*

Precipitation

PRECIPITATION-RUNOFF
MODELING SYSTEM
* Not input into the Feather River PRMS

Interception

Sublimation

Throughfall
Snowpack

Sublimation

Rain

Snowmelt

Rain
Evaporation
Surface runoff

Impervious-zone
reservoir
Evaporation
Transpiration

Recharge zone
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Figure 3. Components of the snowpack energy balance, accumulation, snowmelt, and sublimation (from Koczot and others, 2005).
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Model Domain
Precise specification of the geographic area to be simulated
by PRMS-IV is required. This geographic area is called the
“model domain.” A typical model domain for PRMS-IV comprises one or more surface watersheds, in which a watershed
is defined as the area of land that drains into a stream above a
given location (Chow and others, 1988, p. 7). Other ways to
define the model domain may include (1) boundaries defined by
other simulation models, or (2) anthropogenic regions such as
urban areas, agricultural fields, or political boundaries.

Stream Segments
A stream segment is the smallest geographic feature for
simulation of channelized flow occurring in a watershed. This
flow can be ephemeral, intermittent, or perennial. A drainage
network comprised of one or more stream segments must be
bounded by the model domain. PRMS-IV will calculate lateral
flows, inflow, and outflow at every stream segment. In addition, users can specify the flow at any stream segment.

Hydrologic Response Units
The model domain is discretized into a network of landsurface HRUs. The discretization can be based on hydrologic
and physical characteristics such as drainage divides; landsurface elevation, slope, and aspect; vegetation type and cover;
land use; distribution of precipitation, temperature, and solar
radiation; soil morphology and geology; and flow direction.
Each HRU is assumed to be homogeneous with respect to
these hydrologic and physical characteristics and to its hydrologic response. In PRMS-IV, a water balance and an energy
balance are computed at each simulation time step for each
HRU. Each HRU is identified by a numerical index. Assignment of the index to the HRU is arbitrary, but indexes must be
unique, consecutive, and start with 1.
The delineation of the model domain into HRUs can
be automated with the aid of a GIS analysis. One of three
different delineation approaches is typically used (Viger and
Leavesley, 2007): (1) a topological approach, which results
in irregularly shaped hill slopes and flow planes; (2) a gridbased approach, which results in regular rectangles; or (3) a
noncontiguous approach, which results in many unique and
irregularly shaped polygons, determined by combinations
of watershed characteristics, which could include topology,
climate, and vegetation. Two examples of HRU delineation of
a hypothetical watershed are shown in figure 4.
In PRMS-IV, each HRU can be designated as one of four
types: land, lake, swale, or inactive. A land HRU is the most
common type of HRU; land HRUs simulate all of the hydrologic processes shown in figures 1 and 2. Many applications

consist only of land HRUs. When the model domain includes
large lakes, these areas should be delineated separately and
designated as a lake-type HRU. Swales are land-type HRUs in
which the surface runoff and interflow components of lateral
flow are not present. These HRUs typically correspond to low
areas in the model domain that capture flow and only contribute to groundwater flow. Inactive HRUs allow for areas within
the model domain to be excluded from the PRMS-IV simulation. This option is used for calibration purposes and integration with other simulation models.

Lakes
A lake is a special type of HRU, which is simulated with
different algorithms that are applicable for hydrological properties of lakes. Lake HRUs are usually delineated on the basis
of their geographical extent at the high-water level. In PRMSIV, water bodies can be simulated as either lake-type HRUs,
or surface-depression storage within land-type HRUs. How
specific water bodies should be simulated depends on their
size, and more importantly, on the effect that the water body
has on the hydrologic response of the watershed.

Subbasins
A sub-area of the model domain that contributes streamflow to a specific point (for example, a streamgage, control
structure, or stream segment) can be identified as a subbasin.
Subbasins are defined as sets of HRUs and typically are used
for streamflow accounting within part of a watershed.

Temporal Discretization
The continuum of time, for a user-defined period, must
be discretized into a series of daily time steps for a PRMS-IV
simulation.

Soil-Zone and Groundwater Storage Reservoirs
PRMS-IV accounts for soil-zone water content with a
conceptual three-reservoir system (figs. 1 and 2). Use of the
term “reservoir” refers to the conceptual water-storage mechanism and not to a physical pond or lake used for the storage
and regulation of water. These conceptual soil-zone reservoirs
are the preferential-flow, capillary, and gravity reservoirs, and
are coincident in physical space (fig. 2). How water moves
between and is stored within the soil-zone and groundwater
reservoirs determines much of the capability and limitation of
PRMS-IV to predict streamflow. The names of these reservoirs have changed from previous versions of PRMS and are
described in more detail in Appendix 1 of this report.
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Figure 4. Delineation of hydrologic response units of a hypothetical watershed determined from A, topology
and B, topology, climate, and vegetation (from Markstrom and others, 2008).

Preferential-Flow Reservoirs

Gravity Reservoirs

Soil-water content over the field-capacity threshold can
be apportioned to the preferential-flow reservoir. This reservoir accounts for fast lateral interflow through large openings in the soil profile. The capacity of the preferential-flow
reservoir is determined by the difference between total soil
saturation and field capacity. Previous versions of PRMS do
not account for preferential-flow reservoirs.

Soil-water content over the field-capacity threshold also
can be apportioned to the gravity reservoir. This reservoir
accounts for slow, lateral interflow and drainage to the groundwater reservoir from the soil profile. The capacity of a gravity
reservoir is determined by the difference between total soil
saturation and field capacity minus the capacity of the preferential-flow reservoir. Gravity reservoirs were called subsurface
reservoirs in previous versions of PRMS.

Capillary Reservoirs
The capillary reservoir represents the soil-water content
between the wilting and field-capacity thresholds. Soil water in
this reservoir is held by capillary forces and is immobile. The
capacity of this reservoir is sometimes referred to as the available water content of the soil profile. Antecedent conditions of
the capillary reservoir affect infiltration, evapotranspiration,
and surface runoff. Capillary reservoirs are only simulated in
the pervious portions of an HRU. Capillary reservoirs were
called soil-zone reservoirs in previous versions of PRMS.

Groundwater Reservoirs
Water moves into the groundwater reservoir as vertical
flow from the soil zone (recharge, fig. 1). The primary purpose
of the groundwater reservoir is to account for the baseflow
component of streamflow. Water moves out of the groundwater
reservoir as groundwater flow to the stream network or to the
groundwater sink, which is water that leaves the model domain.
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Organization of PRMS-IV
Processes
The PRMS-IV simulation of the hydrologic cycle of a
watershed is broken into 17 processes, defined in the “Implementation” section and fully documented in Appendix 1 of
this report. Each of these processes represents either one of
the major hydrological processes (for example, surface runoff,
interflow, or groundwater flow) or an administrative task (for
example, reading of input data or output report generation).
Each process is executed in the correct order by PRMS-IV for
the simulation of the hydrologic response of the watershed.

Modules
A module is computer source code used to simulate a
hydrologic process. The term “module” in this report refers to
this source code, unless otherwise specified. A given process
can have several modules in the library, each representing
an alternative conceptualization or approach to simulation of
the hydrologic process. Each module needs specific inputs
to execute, and computes specific outputs that can be used as
inputs to other modules. Each module has four system callable
functions: declare, initialize, run, and cleanup. These functions
are called by PRMS-IV to perform the simulation. Modules
communicate their input and output to each other through a
well-defined memory structure.

Parameters, Variables, and Dimensions
A parameter is an input value that does not change during
the course of a PRMS-IV simulation, such as the area of each
HRU. The actual parameters used in the simulation are determined by the modules that have been selected. The numerical
values of each parameter are read from the PRMS-IV Parameter File before the simulation is initiated. The format of this
file is described in the “Input and Output Files” section of this
report. The parameters that are required for each module are
defined in Appendix 1.
A variable is a value that can change each time step during the course of a PRMS-IV simulation, such as the specified
daily values of precipitation (input) and computed values of
soil-moisture content (output). Input variables are read at each
simulation time step from the PRMS-IV Data File. Output
variables are computed each time step by the modules. These
output variables are available as input to other modules or as
output to files. The format of both input- and output-variable
files is described in the “Input and Output Files” section of
this report. The actual variables used in the simulation are
determined by the modules that have been selected and are
defined in Appendix 1.

A dimension is a value used to describe the array size
(number of values) of a parameter or a variable. In PRMS-IV,
all parameters and variables are implemented as arrays and
have one or more dimensions associated with them. The value
of each dimension is specified in the PRMS-IV Parameter File,
as described in the “Input and Output Files” section of this
report. All PRMS-IV dimensions are defined in Appendix 1.

Implementation
The elements of the PRMS-IV conceptual model,
described in the previous section, are implemented as a set of
modules that are summarized below and described in detail in
Appendix 1. This section also describes the sequence that the
modules are called in PRMS-IV and summarizes the input and
output files required for a PRMS-IV simulation.

Processes and Modules
The hydrologic cycle is simulated in PRMS-IV by 17
processes, resulting in a total of 39 modules (table 2) that
currently are supported. Table 2 also lists 8 modules that
are depricated not supported or described in this report, but
are included in PRMS-IV for backwards compatability. The
Climate-by-HRU (CBH) Distribution module (climate_hru)
is listed in the table for six processes as it can be used for an
individual process (temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, transpiration, and potential evapotranspiration) or in any
combination of processes (combined). These modules are written in FORTRAN 90. Some modules have been revised from
previous PRMS versions, while others are new for PRMS-IV.
One module is used to simulate each process. Each module is
summarized here and fully documented in Appendix 1.
When more than one module is available for simulation
of a process, the user can choose which module to use by
specifying it as input in the Control File. The Control File is
a required input file in which the user specifies settings that
control how PRMS-IV will run. The content of the Control
File is described in the “Input Files” section of this report and
the format of the Control File is described in Appendix 2.

Basin Definition Process
The Basin Definition module (basin) sets up many
of the domain-wide variables, checks the validity of HRU
physical parameters, computes the area and volume of the
conceptual storage reservoirs, and determines the routing order
between geographical features. Because there is only one
module available to simulate this process, the user does not
specify this selection in the Control File.
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Table 2. Description of modules implemented in the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
Module name

Description
Basin definition process

basin

Defines shared watershed-wide and hydrologic response unit (HRU) physical parameters and variables.
Cascading flow process

cascade

Determines computational order of the HRUs and groundwater reservoirs for routing flow downslope.

soltab

Compute potential solar radiation and sunlight hours for each HRU for each day of year; modification of soltab_prms.

Solar table process
Time series data process
obs

Reads and stores observed data from all specified measurement stations.

temp_1sta

Distributes maximum and minimum temperatures to each HRU by using temperature data measured at one station and
an estimated monthly lapse rate.

Temperature distribution process

temp_laps

Distributes maximum and minimum temperatures to each HRU by computing a daily lapse rate with temperature data
measured at two stations.

temp_dist2

Distributes maximum and minimum temperatures to each HRU by using a basin-wide lapse rate applied to the temperature data, adjusted for distance, measured at each station.

climate_hru

Reads distributed temperature values directly from files.
Precipitation distribution process

precip_1sta

Determines the form of precipitation and distributes it from one or more stations to each HRU by using monthly correction factors to account for differences in altitude, spatial variation, topography, and measurement gage efficiency.

precip_laps

Determines the form of precipitation and distributes it to each HRU by using monthly lapse rates.

precip_dist2
climate_hru

Determines the form of precipitation and distributes it to each HRU by using an inverse distance weighting scheme.
Reads distributed precipitation values directly from files.
Combined climate distribution process

ide_dist

Determines the form of precipitation and distributes precipitation and temperatures to each HRU on the basis of measurements at stations with closest elevation or shortest distance to the respective HRU.

xyz_dist

Determines the form of precipitation and distributes precipitation and temperatures to each HRU by using a multiple
linear regression of measured data from a group of measurement stations or from atmospheric model simulation.

climate_hru

Reads distributed climate values directly from files.
Solar radiation distribution process

ddsolrad

Distributes solar radiation to each HRU and estimates missing solar radiation data using a maximum temperature per
degree-day relation; modification of ddsolrad_prms.

ccsolrad

Distributes solar radiation to each HRU and estimates missing solar radiation data using a relation between solar
radiation and cloud cover; modification of ccsolrad_prms.

climate_hru

Reads distributed solar radiation values directly from files.
Transpiration period process

transp_frost

transp_tindex
climate_hru

Determines whether the current time step is in a period of active transpiration by the killing frost method.
Determines whether the current time step is in a period of active transpiration by the temperature index method.
Reads the state of transpiration directly from files.
Potential evapotranspiration process

potet_hamon

Computes the potential evapotranspiration by using the Hamon formulation (Hamon, 1961); modification of potet_hamon_prms.

potet_jh

Computes the potential evapotranspiration by using the Jensen-Haise formulation (Jensen and Haise, 1963).

potet_hs
potet_pt

potet_pm

Computes the potential evapotranspiration by using the Hargreaves-Samani formulation (Hargreaves and Samani, 1982).
Computes the potential evapotranspiration by using the Priestley-Taylor formulation (Priestley and Taylor, 1972).
Computes the potential evapotranspiration by using the Penman-Monteith formulation (Penman, 1948; Monteith, 1965).
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Table 2. Description of modules implemented in the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
Module name
potet_pan

climate_hru

Description
Computes the potential evapotranspiration for each HRU by using pan-evaporation data.
Reads distributed potential evapotranspiration values directly from files.
Canopy Interception process

intcp

Computes volume of intercepted precipitation, evaporation from intercepted precipitation, and throughfall that
reaches the soil or snowpack.
Snow process

snowcomp

Initiates development of a snowpack and simulates snow accumulation and depletion processes by using an energybudget approach.

srunoff_smidx

Computes surface runoff and infiltration for each HRU by using a nonlinear variable-source-area method allowing for
cascading flow; modification of srunoff_smidx_prms.

srunoff_carea

Computes surface runoff and infiltration for each HRU by using a linear variable-source-area method allowing for
cascading flow; modification of srunoff_carea_prms.

Surface runoff process

Soil-zone process
soilzone

Computes inflows to and outflows from soil zone of each HRU and includes inflows from infiltration, groundwater,
and upslope HRUs, and outflows to gravity drainage, interflow, and surface runoff to down-slope HRUs; merge of
smbal_prms and ssflow_prms with enhancements.
Groundwater process

gwflow

Sums inflow to and outflow from PRMS groundwater reservoirs; outflow can be routed to downslope groundwater
reservoirs and stream segments; modification of gwflow_prms.
Streamflow process

strmflow

Computes daily streamflow as the sum of surface runoff, shallow-subsurface flow, detention reservoir flow, and
groundwater flow.

muskingum

Routes water between segments in the system using Muskingum routing.

strmflow_in_out

strmflow_lake

Routes water between segments in the system by setting the outflow to the inflow.
Computes basin on-channel reservoir storage and outflows.
Summary process

basin_sum
subbasin

map_results

Computes daily, monthly, yearly, and total flow summaries of volumes and flows for all HRUs.
Computes streamflow at internal basin nodes and variables by subbasin.
Writes HRU summaries to a user specified target map at weekly, monthly, yearly, and total time steps.
Deprecated modules

ccsolrad_prms
ddsolrad_prms

Similar to module ccsolrad, except this version uses conceptual radiation planes instead of HRUs.
Similar to module ddsolrad, except this version uses conceptual radiation planes instead of HRUs.

hru_sum_prms

Computes monthly and yearly summaries of selected variables for each HRU.

smbal_prms

Computes soil-moisture accounting for each HRU.

potet_hamon_prms Similar to module potet_hamon, except this version uses conceptual radiation planes instead of HRUs.
soltab_prms
ssflow_prms

temp_2sta_prms

Similar to module soltab, except this version uses conceptual radiation planes instead of HRUs.
Adds inflow to subsurface reservoirs and computes outflow to ground-water reservoirs and to streamflow.
Similar to temp_laps, except this version bases the lapse rate on the difference between the elevation of a measurement station assigned to an HRU and the difference in elevation for two station measurement stations.
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Cascading Flow Process

Precipitation Distribution Process

The Cascading Flow module (cascade) computes routing variables that are used by other modules to route lateral
flow (surface runoff, interflow, and groundwater discharge)
from upslope to downslope HRUs, lakes, or stream segments.
Use of cascading flow allows surface runoff and interflow
from an HRU to replenish soil-water storage deficits of
downslope HRUs before being accounted as streamflow. The
flow paths between groundwater reservoirs can be different
than the surface-water flow paths. Because there is only one
module to simulate this process, the user does not specify this
selection in the Control File.

The Precipitation Distribution modules (precip_1sta,
precip_laps, and precip_dist2) distribute precipitation to each HRU. The user must select a Precipitation
Distribution module by setting the control parameter precip_
module in the Control File to a valid Precipitation Distribution
module name (table 2). Alternatively, a Combined Climate
Distribution module (ide_dist or xyz_dist) or the PreProcessed Climate Distribution module (climate_hru)
can be selected as the Precipitation Distribution process. As
stated above with the Temperature Distribution process, if the
user selects ide_dist or xyz_dist for the Precipitation
Distribution process, that module also must be selected as the
Temperature Distribution process.

Solar Table Process
The Solar Table module (soltab) calculates a table of
366 (maximum number of days in a year) values of clear-sky
solar radiation and daylight length for each HRU based on
slope, aspect, and latitude. This module also computes values
of clear-sky solar radiation at a horizontal surface at the model
domain centroid for each day of the year. Because there is only
one module to simulate this process, the user does not specify
this selection in the Control File.

Time Series Data Process
The Time Series Data module (obs) determines the
availability of the measured data for each time step specified
in the Data File. Required measured data are (1) precipitation
and (2) maximum and minimum air temperatures. Optional
measured data, if specified in the Data File, could include solar
radiation and streamflow. Because there is only one module to
simulate this process, the user does not specify this selection
in the Control File.

Temperature Distribution Process
The Temperature Distribution modules (temp_1sta,
temp_laps, and temp_dist2) distribute maximum and
minimum daily air temperatures to each HRU. The user
must select a Temperature Distribution module by setting the
control parameter temp_module in the Control File to a valid
Temperature Distribution module name (table 2). Alternatively, a Combined Climate Distribution module (ide_dist
or xyz_dist) or the Pre-Processed Climate Distribution
module (climate_hru) can be selected as the Temperature
Distribution process. If the user selects ide_dist or xyz_
dist for the Temperature Distribution process, that module
also must be selected as the Precipitation Distribution process.

Combined Climate Distribution Process
The ide_dist and xyz_dist modules distribute
maximum and minimum temperatures and precipitation to
each HRU. To select one of these modules, the same module
name must be selected for both the Temperature Distribution
process and Precipitation Distribution process input by setting
the control parameters temp_module and precip_module in the
Control File (table 2).
The Climate-by-HRU (CBH) Distribution Module
(climate_hru) provides methods to input daily, time-series
climate values, pre-distributed to each HRU as an alternative
to the use of climate distribution modules available in PRMSIV. Thus, it is possible to use any method to pre-process and
distribute climate values to HRUs outside of a PRMS-IV
simulation. For example, precipitation can be distributed from
a time-series grid (such as from a general circulation model
or radar data set) to each HRU with an area-weighted overlay
between the precipitation grid map and HRU map. The types
of climate values that can be read by the climate_hru
module are (1) daily precipitation, (2) maximum and minimum air temperature, (3) potential evapotranspiration, (4)
solar radiation, (5) active transpiration, and (6) humidity.
These values are read from separate climate-by-HRU (CBH)
Files for each data type, one file for types 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6
and two for type 2. CBH Files are identical in format to the
PRMS Data File (Markstrom and others, 2008, fig. A1-1). Any
combination of these data types can be input to a simulation.
Thus, one to six types and up to seven CBH files can be used.
Data types not specified using CBH Files, are computed and
distributed to each HRU using the selected climate distribution
module. The user selects the climate_hru module by setting any of the control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, transp_module, and et_module and the
associated pathname of the CBH File(s) by setting the control
parameters tmin_day, tmax_day, precip_day, swrad_day,
transp_day, and potet_day, respectively, in the Control File.
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Solar Radiation Distribution Process

Surface Runoff Process

The Solar Radiation Distribution modules (ddsolrad
and ccsolrad) distribute solar radiation to each HRU. These
modules include algorithms for estimating solar radiation
when measured solar-radiation data are not available. The
climate_hru module can be used to input solar radiation
directly from a file. The user must select a Solar Radiation
Distribution module by setting the control parameter solrad_
module in the Control File to a valid Solar Radiation Distribution module name (table 2).

The Surface Runoff modules (srunoff_smidx and
srunoff_carea) partition snowmelt and net precipitation
that reach the soil surface into soil infiltration or infiltration
excess surface runoff on the pervious parts of each HRU.
These modules also compute evaporation from the impervious
parts of each HRU. These modules also compute evaporation,
runoff, and seepage from surface depression storage. The user
must select a Surface Runoff module by setting the control
parameter srunoff_module in the Control File to a valid Surface Runoff module name (table 2).

Transpiration Period Process
The Transpiration Period modules (transp_frost and
transp_tindex) determine whether the dominate vegetation in each HRU is actively transpiring. Alternatively, transpiration values can be pre-distributed to each HRU and input to
PRMS-IV using the climate_hru module that is described
in the “Combined Climate Distribution Process” section in
this report. The user must select a Transpiration Period module
by setting the control parameter transp_module in the Control
File to a valid Transpiration Period module name (table 2).

Potential Evapotranspiration Process
The Potential Evapotranspiration modules (potet_
hamon, potet_jh, potet_hs, potet_pt, potet_
penmon and potet_pan) calculate the amount of potential
evapotranspiration in an HRU. The climate_hru module
can be used to input potential evapotranspiration directly
from a file. The user must select a Potential Evapotranspiration module by setting the control parameter et_module in the
Control File to a valid Potential Evapotranspiration module
name (table 2).

Canopy Interception Process
The Interception module (intcp) calculates the amount
of rain and snow that is intercepted by vegetation, the amount
of evaporation of intercepted rain and snow, and the amount of
net rain and snow throughfall that reaches the soil or snowpack.
Because there is only one module to simulate this process, the
user does not specify this selection in the Control File.

Snow Process
The Snow module (snowcomp) simulates the initiation,
accumulation, and depletion of a snowpack on each HRU.
This module computes snowmelt, snowpack depth, density,
liquid-water equivalent, free-water content, snowpack temperature, albedo, and cover area of each snowpack. Because
there is only one module to simulate this process, the user does
not specify this selection in the Control File.

Soil-Zone Process
The Soil-Zone module (soilzone) calculates storage
and all inflows and outflows in the soil zone for each HRU.
Inflow to the soil zone includes the infiltration computed
by the Surface Runoff module. Outflows from the soil zone
include evapotranspiration, slow interflow, preferential flow,
and saturation excess surface runoff. Absolute storage and
changes in soil-zone storage are calculated by this module.
The user must select the Soil-Zone module by setting the control parameter soilzone_module to soilzone (table 2).

Groundwater Process
The Groundwater module (gwflow) calculates groundwater storage and all inflows and outflows to and from the saturated zone for each HRU. Inflow to the saturated zone includes
the recharge computed by the Soil-Zone module. Outflows
from the saturated zone include the baseflow contribution to
streamflow and groundwater flow out of the model domain
that is not accounted for by streamflow. The absolute amount
of storage and changes in storage in the saturated zone are also
calculated by this module. Because there is only one module
to simulate this process, the user does not specify this selection in the Control File.

Streamflow Process
The Streamflow modules (strmflow, muskingum,
strmflow_in_out, and strmflow_lake) calculate total
streamflow out of the model domain by summing the contributions to streamflow computed by the other modules. These
contributions always include baseflow, interflow, and direct
surface runoff. Depending on module configuration, they can
also include other components of streamflow. Explicit streamflow routing may or may not be employed by a Streamflow
module. The user must select a Streamflow module by setting
the control parameter strmflow_module in the Control File to
a valid Streamflow module name (table 2).
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Summary Process
The Summary modules (basin_sum, subbasin,
and map_results) calculate water balances and generate
various reports for a simulation. The Basin Summary module (basin_sum) generates an overall water-balance report
for the model domain.The Subbasin module (subbasin)
calculates streamflow for groups of HRUs and area-weighted
variables for specified subbasins. Finally, the Results Mapping module (map_results) aggregates (or disaggregates)
simulated output from PRMS-IV into a different spatiotemporal resolution for input to other simulation models. All of the
files created by the Summary Process modules are described in
more detail in the “Output Files” section in this report.

Operational Sequence
Execution of the PRMS-IV simulation consists of a
sequence of twelve stages (fig. 5):
1.

2.

3.

4.

The simulation starts by reading the Control File and
assigning the specified modules to their respective processes and computation options. Collectively, the modules
that have been assigned in this way are referred to as the
“active modules.”
PRMS-IV executes the “declare” function of all active
modules in the proper sequence. This step allocates arrays
and defines the actual parameters and variables used in the
simulation by the active modules.
Parameter values are read from the Parameter File. If
values are not specified for a parameter in the Parameter
File, default values are assigned.
PRMS-IV executes the “initialization” function of all
active modules in the proper sequence. State and flux
variables for active modules are initialized and parameter
values checked for validity.

5.

The time-step loop begins the “run” function.

6.

For each time step, the input variables, which may include
precipitation, air temperature, and measured streamflow
values, are read from the Data File (this is the Time Series
Data Process).

7.

PRMS-IV executes all active modules in the proper
sequence beginning with distribution of climate and
energy information to the HRUs (includes the Temperature Distribution, Precipitation Distribution, Combined
Climate Distribution, Solar Radiation Distribution,
Transpiration Period, and Potential Evapotranspiration
Processes). This information is used to drive the simulation of the selected hydrologic processes.

8.

The HRU states and fluxes on the land surface are computed by the modules that simulate the surface processes
(includes the Canopy Interception, Snow, and Surface Runoff Processes). Then the remaining HRU states and fluxes
are computed by the modules that simulate the sub-surface
processes (includes the Soil-Zone, Groundwater Process).

9.

The stream network processes are computed that simulate
streamflow and lake dynamics processes (includes the
Streamflow Process).

10. After all computations are completed for a time step,
results are summarized and written to output files (Summary Process).
11. The input data for the next time step are read and the steps
6–10 are repeated until the last time step is completed.
12. All final results are written and output files are closed.

Execute PRMS-IV
Read Control File
Declare: Allocate Arrays
Read Parameter File
Initialize: States and Fluxes
Run: Time-step Loop
Read Data File
Distribute Climate to HRUs
Compute HRU States and Fluxes
Compute Lake Storage and Streamflow
Output Results to Files
Continue Time Loop as Necessary
Cleanup: Close Files

Figure 5. Computational sequence of PrecipitationRunoff Modeling System (PRMS-IV).
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Input and Output Files
Input data for a PRMS-IV simulation are specified in several files that must be prepared prior to simulation. Output data
from a PRMS-IV simulation can be written to several files.
The names, locations, and in some cases, formats of these
files are specified by the user. The input and output files for a
PRMS-IV simulation are described below.

Input Files
Three input files are required for a PRMS-IV simulation.
These are the Control File, the Data File, and the Parameter
File. A fourth type of input file, Climate by HRU (CBH)
file(s) are required if the climate_hru module has been
specified for any process. Brief descriptions of each input file
follow; detailed descriptions of each input file are provided in
Appendix 2.
The Control File contains all of the control parameters
that PRMS-IV uses during the course of the simulation. There
are five basic types of control parameters specified in this file:
(1) those related to model execution, (2) those related to model
input, (3) those related to model output, (4) those related to
initial conditions, and (5) those related to specification of the
active modules. Specifically, the Control File is used to specify
input and output file names, content of the output files, simulation starting and ending dates, and the active modules.
The Data File contains measured time-series data used
in a PRMS-IV simulation. These input data may include
daily precipitation, maximum and minimum air temperatures, solar radiation, pan evaporation, measured streamflow,
humidity, wind speed, and snowpack-water equivalent. At
least one time-series must be specified. Time series of daily
precipitation and maximum and minimum air temperatures
are required for a simulation unless this information is input
using CBH files.
The Parameter File contains the values of the parameters
that are specified for each module that do not change during a
simulation. This file also is used to specify the dimensions of
the arrays for the parameters and variables that are specified in
both the Parameter and Data Files.
The CBH files contain the time series of values for each
HRU, for a particular process, that are read in as input during
the simulation.

Output Files
Four output files can be generated in a PRMS-IV simulation: the Water-Budget File, the Statistic Variables File, the
Animation File, and the Map Results File. Brief descriptions
of each output file follow; detailed descriptions of each output
file are provided in Appendix 2.
The Water-Budget File provides a summary table of the
water budget for a PRMS-IV simulation. Three types of summary tables are available. The first is a listing of the measured
and simulated flow. The second is a table of water-balance

computations that includes the area-weighted average of net
precipitation, evapotranspiration from all sources, storage in
all reservoirs, and the simulated and measured streamflows.
The third is a detailed summary, including several important
states and fluxes. Any of the three types of summary tables
may be specified in any combination of the available time
increments—daily, monthly, yearly, or total for the simulation.
Errors in the overall water budget also are reported in this file.
The Statistic Variables File is a text file that provides
selected variables as time-series output. It has a similar format
to the Data File used for model input. This file can be used
with external visualization and statistics programs.
Animation Files are text files that provide selected variable output as time series of spatial arrays. These files can be
used with GIS or map-based animation programs.
Map Results Files are text files that provide selected
variable output as time series of spatial arrays that have been
mapped to alternative spatial and temporal resolutions. These
files can be used to loosely couple PRMS-IV to other simulation programs.

Summary
This report documents PRMS-IV, an updated version
of the deterministic, distributed-parameter, physical-process
hydrologic model commonly called the Precipitation-Runoff
Modeling System (PRMS). The PRMS-IV simulates the processes of the hydrologic cycle, including evaporation, transpiration, runoff, infiltration, and interflow estimated by balancing energy and mass budgets of the plant canopy, snowpack,
and soil zone on the basis of distributed climate information
(temperature, precipitation, and solar radiation). To ensure
that mass is conserved, hydrologic water budgets of the model
domain, at temporal scales ranging from days to centuries are
computed. The modular design of PRMS-IV facilitates integration with other models used for natural-resource management and other scientific disciplines.
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Appendix 1. PRMS-IV Module Documentation
Introduction
This appendix describes the inputs and outputs, equations, computations, references, assumptions, and limitations of the
modules included in the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV) hydrologic simulation model. Each module simulates part of the hydrologic cycle and is encoded as a FORTRAN 90 source code file, compiled and made available in
the PRMS-IV executable. The PRMS-IV executable runs the user-specified modules in the correct sequence to simulate the full
hydrologic cycle, including: (1) computation of climate distribution, (2) period of active transpiration, (3) potential evapotranspiration (PET), (4) canopy precipitation interception, (5) snowpack accumulation and depletion, (6) surface runoff and infiltration, (7) soil-zone moisture accounting, (8) groundwater flow, (9) streamflow routing, and (10) surface-depression storage. These
modules, along with several others that are used for model setup, data input, and model output reports are described below.
Module documentation consists of a description, relevant equations, and tables describing the inputs and outputs. The
symbols used in the equations are defined by the names in the tables. These names are consistent with the names used in the
PRMS-IV input and output files and source code. These tables also define the dimension(s), units, type, valid value range, and
default values.

Styles and Formats
The following font styles and formats are used in this appendix:
• Module variable names are identified in italic font.
• Module parameter and dimension names are identified in bold font.
• Module names are identified in Courier font .

Data Types Used in the PRMS-IV Modules
Dimensions are input values that set the array sizes of variables and parameters, such as the number of HRUs. The
PRMS-IV dimensions (table 1-1) are specified at the beginning of the first Parameter File as specified in the Control File.

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; >, greater than; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, strmflow_module, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and
mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2; parameter hru_solsta defined in table 1-3]

Dimension3

Description

Default

Required/Condition

Spatial dimensions
ngw2

Number of groundwater reservoirs

1

required

ngwcell

Number of spatial units in the target map for mapped results

0

mapOutON_OFF = 1

nhru
nhrucell

Number of hydrologic response units
Number of unique intersections between HRUs and spatial units of a target map for
mapped results
Number of lake HRUs

1
0

required
mapOutON_OFF = 1

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake

nlake
nradpl

Number of solar radiation planes—deprecated

0

solrad_module = ccsolrad_prms or ddsolrad_prms

nsegment

Number of stream-channel segments

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake, muskingum, or strmflow_in_out or
cascade_flag = 1 or cascadegw_flag = 1

nssr2

Number of subsurface reservoirs

1

required

nsub

Number of internal subbasins

0

subbasin_flag = 1

Time-series input data dimensions1
nevap

Number of pan-evaporation data sets

0

et_module = potet_pan

nhumid

Number of relative humidity measurement stations

0

optional

nlakeelev
nobs

Maximum number of lake elevations for any rating table data set
Number of streamflow-measurement stations

0
0

nrain

Number of precipitation-measurement stations

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake
replacement flow when strmflow_module = strmflow_lake, muskingum, or strmflow_in_out
precip_module = precip_1sta, precip_laps, precip_dist2, ide_dist, or
xyz_dist

nratetbl

Number of rating-table data sets for lake elevations

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake

nsnow

Number of snow-depth measurement stations

0

optional

nsol
ntemp

Number of solar-radiation measurement stations
Number of air-temperature-measurement stations

0
0

computation of solar radiation distribution using parameter hru_solsta
temp_module = temp_1sta, temp_2sta_prms—deprecated, temp_laps,
temp_dist2, ide_dist, or xyz_dist

nwind

Number of wind-speed measurement stations

0

optional

ncascade

Number of HRU links for cascading flow

0

cascade_flag = 1

Computation dimensions
ncascdgw

Number of GWR links for cascading flow

0

cascadegw_flag = 1

ndepl

Number of snow-depletion curves

1

required

ndeplval

Number of values in all snow-depletion curves (set to ndepl*11)

11

required
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Table 1-1. Dimensions used in the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued

Table 1-1. Dimensions used in the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; >, greater than; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, strmflow_module, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and
mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2; parameter hru_solsta defined in table 1-3]

Dimension3

Description

Default

Required/Condition

Lake computation dimensions
Maximum number of storage/outflow table values for storage-detention reservoirs
0
and lakes connected to the stream network using Puls routing

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake

ngate

Maximum number of reservoir gate-opening values (columns) for lake rating table 1

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake and nratetbl > 0

ngate2

Maximum number of reservoir gate-opening values (columns) for lake rating table 2

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake and nratetbl > 1

ngate3

Maximum number of reservoir gate-opening values (columns) for lake rating table 3

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake and nratetbl > 2

ngate4

Maximum number of reservoir gate-opening values (columns) for lake rating table 4

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake and nratetbl > 3

mxnsos

nstage

Maximum number of lake elevations values (rows) for lake rating table 1

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake and nratetbl > 0

nstage2

Maximum number of lake elevations values (rows) for lake rating table 2

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake and nratetbl > 1

nstage3

Maximum number of lake elevations values (rows) for lake rating table 3

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake and nratetbl > 2

nstage4

Maximum number of lake elevations values (rows) for lake rating table 4

0

strmflow_module = strmflow_lake and nratetbl > 3

ndays

Maximum number of days in a year

Fixed dimensions
nlapse

Number of lapse rates in X, Y, and Z directions

nmonths

Number of months in a year

one

Dimension of scalar parameters and variables

366
3

optional
precip_module = xyz_dist

12

optional

1

optional

All associated data specified in Data File can be used for calibration purposes.

1

Use of nssr and ngw not equal to nhru is deprecated.

2

Dimensions that do not have an associated parameter specified in the Parameter File or variable specified in the Data File are optional.

3
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Parameters are user-specified input values that do not change during a simulation, such as the name of the Parameter and
Data Files, simulation start time, and the area and type of each hydrologic response unit (HRU). All parameters are defined
as arrays. Scalar parameters, such as watershed area, have an array size of 1 and are specified by using the dimension one.
PRMS-IV parameters that can be specified in the Control File (see Appendix 2 for a description of the Control File format)
are described in table 1-2. Parameters that can be specified in the Parameter File and the modules that use them are listed in
table 1-3. Additional information regarding selected control parameters is presented below to augment table 1-2:
• start_time and end_time—are used to specify the starting and ending times of the simulation. Both times are specified
by using six lines of integer values in the following order: year, month, day, hour, minute, and second. The specified
times must include time-series data items of the specified time period in the Data File (see Appendix 2 for a description
of the Data File format). PRMS-IV only allows a daily time step; values for hour, minute, and second should be set to 0.
• et_module, precip_module, soilzone_module, solrad_module, srunoff_module, strmflow_module, temp_module, and
transp_module—are used to select a PRMS-IV module for the corresponding process. The computations for each process are described in this appendix. If the module xyz_dist or ide_dist is selected for the temperature-distribution
method (temp_module), this module also must be selected as the precipitation-distribution module (precip_module), and
vice versa.
• data_file—is used to specify a list of Data Files to use in a simulation. Typically, a single Data File is used. If more than
one is specified, all of them are used.
• param_file—is used to specify a list of Parameters Files to use in a simulation. Typically, a single Parameter File is used.
If more than one is specified, all of them are used in the order specified.
• statVar_names and aniOutVar_names—are used to specify lists of names of output variables (states and fluxes) to
include in the Statistic Variables (statvar) File and Animation File(s), respectively. A description of these files is given
in the section “Output Files” in Appendix 2. All output variables listed in the tables of this appendix are available for
inclusion in the Statistic Variables and Animation Variables files for analysis and debugging purposes. Users can select
as many output variables as desired to include in both files by using control parameters nstatVars and naniOutVars,
respectively. If control parameter statsON_OFF is set to 0, the Statistic Variables File is not created and values of statVar_names and nstatVars are ignored. Likewise, if control parameter aniOutON_OFF is set to 0, Animation File(s)
are not created and values of aniOutVar_names and naniOutVars are ignored.
• ani_output_file—is used as the root filename for Animation File(s). A separate output file is generated for each dimension associated with the list of variables, specified by aniOutVar_names when aniOutON_OFF is set to 1. Variables
with the same dimension are included in a single file. The names of each file differ in the suffix appended to ani_output_file. The suffix for each file is set to the dimension name. For example, if ani_output_file is specified as ./output/
sagehen_ani and variables with dimension nhru are specified in the aniOutVar_names list of variable names, the file
./output/sagehen_ani.nhru is generated.
init_vars_from_file, var_init_file, save_vars_to_file, var_save_file—are used to specify whether or not the state of the
model, that is, values of input parameters and computed results (states and fluxes) will be read from and(or) written to Initial
Conditions (IC) Files. The values written to an IC File represents the conditions for the last day of a simulation time period
and a particular set of computation options. This file can be input as the initial (or antecedent) conditions of subsequent (or
restart) simulations using the identical computation options. The IC Files are typically the result of a long, time-period “spinup” simulation computed to account for the hydrologic memory throughout the model domain and historical climate conditions.
An IC File should only be used as input to a restart simulation as a continuation from the last day of the spin-up simulation. To
read a valid IC File specify init_vars_from_file equal 1 and the pathname using var_init_file. To generate an IC File specify
save_vars_to_file equal 1 and the pathname using var_save_file. If the values of var_init_file and var_save_file are equal and
init_vars_from_file and save_vars_to_file equal 1, then the original IC File input to the simulation is overwritten with the state
of the model at the end of the simulation. One use of the IC File option is for forecasting hydrologic conditions. For example, a
series of predicitive simulations can be generated based on ensembles of projected climate forecasts (that is, particular realizations of future conditions) and identical initial conditions, previously computed for a selected date. Another possible use is in
model calibration procedures that require identical initial conditions for each of the required calibration simulations.

Table 1-2. Parameters specified in the Control File for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[Data Type: 1=integer, 2=single precision floating point (real), 3=double precision floating point (double); 4=character string; HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-byHRU; ET, evapotranspiration; >, greater than; dimensions ncascade, ncascdgw, and nsub defined in table 1-1; modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms, ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms,
smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV; the first two blocks of control parameters listed in the
table are recommended for every simulation, though all parameters are optional depending appropriateness of the default values]

Parameter
name

Description

Option

Number of
values

Data
type

Default
value

Simulation execution and required input and output files
data_file2

Pathname(s) for measured input Data File(s), typically a single Data File is
specified

measured input

number of Data Files

4

prms.data

end_time

Simulation end date and time specified in order in the control item as: year,
month, day, hour, minute, second

time period

6

1

2001, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0

model_mode

Flag to indicate the simulation mode (PRMS=PRMS; FROST=growing
season for each HRU; WRITE_CLIMATE=write CBH files of
minimum and maximum air temperature (variables tminf and tmaxfFahrenheit); precipitation (variable hru_ppt-inches); solar radiation
(variable swrad-Langleys); potential ET (variable potet-inches); and/
or transpiration flag (variable transp_on-none); POTET=simulate
to potential ET; TRANSPIRE=simulate to transpiration period;
DOCUMENTATION=write files of all declared parameters and variables
in the executable)

simulation mode
selection

1

4

PRMS

model_output_file2

Pathname for Water-Budget File for results module basin_sum and hru_sum_
prms—deprecated

simulation output

1

4

prms.out

param_file2

Pathname(s) for Parameter File(s)

parameter input

number of Parameter
Files

4

prms.params

start_time

Simulation start date and time specified in order in the control item as: year,
month, day, hour, minute, second

time period

6

1

2000, 10, 1, 0, 0, 0

Module selection and simulation options
Flag to indicate if HRU cascades are computed (0=no; 1=yes)

cascade flow with
ncascade > 0

1

1

1

cascadegw_flag

Flag to indicate if GWR cascades are computed (0=no; 1=yes)

cascade flow with
ncascdgw > 0

1

1

1

dprst_flag

Flag to indicate if depression-storage simulation is computed (0=no; 1=yes)

surface-depression
storage

1

1

0

et_module

Module name for potential evapotranspiration method (climate_hru, potet_
jh, potet_hamon, potet_hs, potet_pt, potet_pm, potet_pan, or potet_hamon_prms—deprecated)

module selection

1

4

potet_jh

precip_module

Module name for precipitation-distribution method (climate_hru, ide_dist,
precip_1sta, precip_dist2, precip_laps, or xyz_dist)

module selection

1

4

precip_1sta

soilzone_module

Module name for capillary and gravity reservoir simulation method; either
soilzone or deprecated modules smbal_prms and ssflow_prms (soilzone or
smbal_prms)

module selection

1

4

soilzone
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cascade_flag

[Data Type: 1=integer, 2=single precision floating point (real), 3=double precision floating point (double); 4=character string; HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-byHRU; ET, evapotranspiration; >, greater than; dimensions ncascade, ncascdgw, and nsub defined in table 1-1; modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms, ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms,
smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV; the first two blocks of control parameters listed in the
table are recommended for every simulation, though all parameters are optional depending appropriateness of the default values]

Parameter
name

Description

Option

Number of
values

Data
type

Default
value

solrad_module

Module name for solar-radiation-distribution method (ccsolrad, ddsolrad,
ccsolrad_prms—deprecated, or ddsolrad_prms—deprecated; if either
deprecated module is specified, soltab_prms—deprecated is used instead
of the soltab module and hru_sum_prms is active)

module selection

1

4

ddsolrad

srunoff_module

Module name for surface-runoff/infiltration computation method (srunoff_
carea or srunoff_smidx)

module selection

1

4

srunoff_smidx

strmflow_module

Module name for streamflow routing simulation method (strmflow, muskingum, strmflow_in_out, or strmflow_lake)

module selection

1

4

strmflow

subbasin_flag

Flag to indicate if internal subbasin are computed (0=no; 1=yes)

nsub > 0

1

1

1

temp_module

Module name for temperature-distribution method (climate_hru, temp_1sta,
temp_dist2, temp_laps, ide_dist, xyz_dist, or temp_2sta_prms—
deprecated)

module selection

1

4

temp_1sta

transp_module

Module name for transpiration simulation method (climate_hru, transp_frost,
or transp_tindex)

module selection

1

4

transp_tindex

et_module = potet_pm

1

4

humidity.day

Climate-by-HRU Files
humidity_day

Pathname of the CBH file of pre-processed humidity input data for each
HRU to specify variable humidity_hru-decimal fraction

orad_flag

Flag to specify whether or not the variable orad is specified as the last column of the swrad_day CBH file (0=no; 1=yes)

solrad_module =
climate_hru

1

1

1

potet_day2

Pathname of the CBH file of pre-processed potential-ET input data for each
HRU to specify variable potet-inches

et_module =
climate_hru

1

4

potet.day

precip_day2

Pathname of the CBH file of pre-processed precipitation input data for each
HRU to specify variable precip-inches

precip_module =
climate_hru

1

4

precip.day

swrad_day2

Pathname of the CBH file of pre-processed solar-radiation input data for
each HRU to specify variable swrad-Langleys

solrad_module =
climate_hru

1

4

swrad.day

tmax_day2

Pathname of the CBH file of pre-processed maximum air temperature input
data for each HRU to specify variable tmaxf-degrees Fahrenheit

temp_module =
climate_hru

1

4

tmax.day

tmin_day2

Pathname of the CBH file of pre-processed minimum air temperature input
data for each HRU to specify variable tminf-degrees Fahrenheit

temp_module =
climate_hru

1

4

tmin.day

transp_day2

Pathname of the CBH file of pre-processed transpiration on or off flag for
each HRU file to specify variable transp_on-none

transp_module =
climate_hru

1

4

transp.day

windspeed_day2

Pathname of the CBH file of pre-processed wind speed input data for each
HRU to specify variable windspeed_hru-meters/second

et_module = potet_pm

1

4

windspeed.day

2
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Table 1-2. Parameters specified in the Control File for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[Data Type: 1=integer, 2=single precision floating point (real), 3=double precision floating point (double); 4=character string; HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-byHRU; ET, evapotranspiration; >, greater than; dimensions ncascade, ncascdgw, and nsub defined in table 1-1; modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms, ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms,
smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV; the first two blocks of control parameters listed in the
table are recommended for every simulation, though all parameters are optional depending appropriateness of the default values]

Parameter
name

Option

Number of
values

Data
type

Default
value

CBH input

1

1

1

parameter input

1

1

1

debug output

1

1

0

statsON_OFF = 1

1

1

0

Description
Debug options

cbh_check_flag

Flag to indicate if CBH values are validated each time step (0=no; 1=yes)

parameter_check_flag Flag to indicate if selected parameter values validation checks are treated as
warnings or errors (0=no; 1=yes; 2=check parameters and then stop)
print_debug1

Flag to indicate type of debug output
(-1=minimize screen output; 0=none; 1=water balances; 2=basin module;
4=basin_sum module; 5=soltab module; 7=soilzone module; 9=snowcomp
module; 13=cascade module; 14=subbasin module)
Statistic Variables (statvar) Files

nstatVars

Number of variables to include in Statistics Variables File and names specified in statVar_names

stat_var_file2

Pathname for Statistics Variables File

statsON_OFF = 1

1

4

statvar.out

statsON_OFF

Switch to specify whether or not the Statistics Variables File is generated
(0=no; 1=statvar text format; 2=CSV format)

statsON_OFF = 1

1

1

0

statVar_element

List of identification numbers corresponding to variables specified in statVar_names list (1 to variable’s dimension size)

statsON_OFF = 1

nstatVars

4

none

statVar_names3

List of variable names for which output is written to Statistics Variables File

statsON_OFF = 1

nstatVars

4

none

Initial Condition Files
init_vars_from_file

Flag to specify whether or not the Initial Conditions File is specified as an
input file (0=no; 1=yes; 2=yes and use parameter values in Parameter File
instead of values in Initial Conditions File)

initial condtions

1

1

0

save_vars_to_file

Flag to determine if an Initial Conditions File will be generated at the end of
simulation (0=no; 1=yes)

initial condtions

1

1

0

var_init_file2
var_save_file2

Pathname for Initial Conditions input file
init_vars_from_file = 1
Pathname for the Initial Conditions File to be generated at end of simulation save_vars_to_file = 1

1
1

4
4

prms_ic.in
prms_ic.out

aniOutON_OFF = 1

1

4

animation.out

animation output

1

1

0

Animation Files
ani_output_file

2

Switch to specify whether or not Animation File(s) are generated (0=no;
1=yes)
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aniOutON_OFF

Root pathname for Animation Files(s) to which a filename suffix based on
dimension name associated with selected variables is appended

[Data Type: 1=integer, 2=single precision floating point (real), 3=double precision floating point (double); 4=character string; HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-byHRU; ET, evapotranspiration; >, greater than; dimensions ncascade, ncascdgw, and nsub defined in table 1-1; modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms, ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms,
smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV; the first two blocks of control parameters listed in the
table are recommended for every simulation, though all parameters are optional depending appropriateness of the default values]

Parameter
name

Description

Option

Number of
values

Data
type

Default
value

aniOutVar_names3

List of variable names for which all values of the variable (that is, the entire
dimension size) for each time step are written Animation Dimension
Files(s)

aniOutON_OFF = 1

naniOutVars

4

none

naniOutVars

Number of output variables specified in the aniOutVar_names list

aniOutON_OFF = 1

1

1

0

mapped results

1

1

0

mapOutON_OFF

Mapped Results Files
Switch to specify whether or not mapped output file(s) by a specified number
of columns (parameter ncol) of monthly, yearly, or total simulation results
is generated (0=no; 1=yes)

mapOutVar_names3

List of variable names for which output is written to mapped output files(s)

map_resultsON_OFF
=1

nmapVars

4

none

nmapOutVars

Number of variables to include in mapped output file(s)

map_resultsON_OFF
=1

1

1

0

Runtime graphs
dispGraphsBuffSize

Number of time steps to wait before updating the runtime graph

ndispGraphs > 0

1

1

50

dispVar_element

List of identification numbers corresponding to variables specified in
dispVar_names list (1 to variable’s dimension size)

ndispGraphs > 0

number of variables

4

none

dispVar_names3

List of variable names for which plots are output to the runtime graph

ndispGraphs > 0

number of variables

4

none

dispVar_plot

List of variable names for which plots are output to the runtime graph

ndispGraphs > 0

number of variables

4

none

executable_desc

Descriptive text to identify the PRMS-IV executable

ndispGraphs > 0

1

4

MOWS executable

executable_model2

Pathname (full or relative) of the PRMS-IV executable

ndispGraphs > 0

1

4

prmsIV

initial_deltat

Initial time step for the simulation

ndispGraphs > 0

1

2

24.0

ndispGraphs

Number of plots included in the runtime graph

graphical output

1

1

0

File and screen output options: 1=water balance output files written in current directory, for intcp module file intcp.wbal; for snowcomp module snowcomp.wbal; for srunoff module srunoff_smidx.
wbal or srunoff_carea.wbal; for soilzone module soilzone.wbal; for gwflow module gwflow.wbal; 2=basin module output written to screen; 4=basin_sum debug information written to file basin_sum.
dbg in current directory; 5=soltab module output written to the file soltab_debug in current directory; 7=soilzone debug information concerning input parameter consistency written to file soilzone.dbg
in current directory; 9=arrays of net_rain, net_snow, and snowmelt written to screen; 13=subbasin error and warning messages and cascade paths are written to the file cascade.msgs in current directory;
14=subbasin computation order written to file tree_structure in current directory.
1

Pathnames for all files can have a maximum of 132 characters.

2

Variable names can have a maximum of 32 characters.

3
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Table 1-3. Parameters listed by usage with the associated modules in which they are used for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

1.0

deprecated10

Basic physical attributes
basin_area

Area of basin

one

real

acres

0.0 to 1.0E9

elev_units

Flag to indicate the units of elevation values
(0=feet; 1=meters)

one

integer

none

0 or 1

hru_area

Area of each HRU

nhru

real

acres

hru_aspect

Aspect of each HRU

nhru

real

hru_elev

Mean elevation for each HRU

nhru

hru_lat

Latitude of each HRU

hru_radpl

Index of radiation plane used to compute solar
radiation for each HRU

hru_slope
hru_type5

0

required

0.01 to 1.0E9

1.0

required

angular degrees

0.0 to 360.0

0.0

required6

real

elev_units

–1,000.0 to
30,000.0

0.0

required

nhru

real

angular degrees

–90.0 to 90.0

40.0

required6

nradpl

integer

none

1 to nradpl

1

solrad_module =
ddsolrad_prms or
ccsolrad_prms

Slope of each HRU

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 10.0

0.0

required6

Type of each HRU (0=inactive; 1=land; 2=lake;
3=swale)

nhru

integer

none

0 to 3

1

required

Measured input
Index of measured streamflow station corresponding to the basin outlet

one

integer

none

1 to nobs

0

nobs > 0

precip_units

Flag to indicate the units of measured precipitation values (0=inches; 1=mm)

one

integer

none

0 or 1

0

required

rad_conv

Conversion factor to Langleys for measured solar
radiation

one

real

Langleys/
radiation units

0.1 to 100.0

1.0

nsol > 0

rain_code

Monthly (January to December) flag indicating
rule for precipitation measurement station use
(1=only precipitation if the regression stations
have precipitation; 2=only precipitation if any
station in the basin has precipitation; 3=precipitation if module xyz_dist computes any;
4=only precipitation if rain_day variable is set
to 1; 5=only precipitation if psta_freq_nuse
stations have precipitation)

nmonths

integer

none

1 to 5

2

precip_module =
xyz_dist

runoff_units

Measured streamflow units (0=cfs; 1=cms)

one

integer

none

0 or 1

0

nobs > 0

temp_units

Flag to indicate the units of measured air-temperature values (0=Fahrenheit; 1=Celsius)

one

integer

none

0 or 1

0

required
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outlet_sta

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

Air temperature and precipitation distribution
adj_by_hru

Flag to indicate whether to adjust precipitation and air temperature by HRU or subbasin
(0=subbasin; 1=HRU)

one

integer

none

0 or 1

adjmix_rain

Monthly (January to December) factor to adjust
rain proportion in a mixed rain/snow event

nmonths

real

decimal fraction

0.6 to 1.4

basin_tsta

Index of temperature station used to compute
basin temperature values

one

integer

none

1 to ntemp

1

temp_module
= temp_1sta,
temp_2sta_prms,
temp_dist2, or
temp_laps

conv_flag

Elevation conversion flag (0=none; 1=feet to
meters; 2=meters to feet)

one

integer

none

0 to 2

0

precip_module and
temp_module =
xyz_dist

dist_exp

Exponent for inverse distance calculations

one

real

none

0.0 to 10.0

2.0

precip_module and
temp_module =
ide_dist

dist_max

Maximum distance from an HRU to a measurement station for use in calculations

one

real

feet

0.0 to 1.0E9

1.0E9

precip_module =
precip_dist2 and/
or temp_module =
temp_dist2

hi_index

Index of upper temperature station for daily lapse
rate computations

one

integer

none

1 to ntemp

1

temp_module =
temp_2sta_prms

hru_plaps

Index of the lapse precipitation measurement
station used for lapse rate calculations for each
HRU

nhru

integer

none

1 to nrain

1

precip_module =
precip_laps

hru_psta

Index of the base precipitation measurement
station used for lapse rate calculations for each
HRU

nhru

integer

none

1 to nrain

1

precip_module
= precip_1sta or
precip_laps

hru_tlaps

Index of the lapse temperature station used for
lapse rate calculations

nhru

integer

none

1 to ntemp

1

temp_module =
temp_laps

hru_tsta

Index of the base temperature station used for
lapse rate calculations

nhru

integer

none

1 to ntemp

1

temp_module =
temp_1sta, temp_
laps, or temp_2sta_
prms

1

1.0

precip_module =
climate_hru
required
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Table 1-3. Parameters listed by usage with the associated modules in which they are used for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

hru_x

Longitude (X) for each HRU in albers projection

nhru

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0.0

precip_module and
temp_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

hru_xlong

Longitude of each HRU for the centroid, State
Plane Coordinate System

nhru

real

feet

–1.0E9 to 1.0E9

0.0

temp_module
= temp_dist2 or
precip_module =
precip_dist2

hru_y

Latitude (Y) for each HRU in albers projection

nhru

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0.0

precip_module and
temp_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

hru_ylat

Latitude of each HRU for the centroid, State
Plane Coordinate System

nhru

real

feet

–1.0E9 to 1.0E9

0.0

temp_module =
temp_dist2 and/or
precip_module =
precip_dist2

lapsemax_max

Monthly (January to December) maximum lapse
rate to constrain lowest maximum lapse rate
based on historical daily air temperatures for all
air temperature-measurement stations

nmonths

real

temp_units/ feet

–3.0 to 3.0

2.0

temp_module =
temp_dist2

lapsemax_min

Monthly (January to December) maximum lapse
rate to constrain lowest minimum lapse rate on
the basis of historical daily air temperatures for
all air temperature-measurement stations

nmonths

real

temp_units/ feet

–7.0 to –3.0

–6.5

temp_module =
temp_dist2

lapsemin_max

Monthly (January to December) minimum lapse
rate to constrain lowest maximum lapse rate on
the basis of historical daily air temperatures for
all air temperature-measurement stations

nmonths

real

temp_units/ feet

–2.0 to 4.0

3.0

temp_module =
temp_dist2

lapsemin_min

Monthly (January to December) minimum lapse
rate to constrain lowest minimum lapse rate on
the basis of historical daily air temperatures for
all air temperature-measurement stations

nmonths

real

temp_units/ feet

–7.0 to –3.0

–4.0

temp_module =
temp_dist2

lo_index

Index of lower temperature station for daily lapse
rate computations

one

integer

none

1 to ntemp

1

temp_module =
temp_2sta_prms

max_lapse

Monthly (January to December) maximum air
temperature lapse rate for each direction (X, Y,
and Z) )

nlapse,
nmonths

real

none

–100.0 to 100.0

0.0

temp_module =
xyz_dist
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Description

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

max_missing

Maximum number of consecutive missing values
allowed for any air temperature measurement
station; missing value set to last valid value;
0=unlimited

one

integer

none

0 to 10

3

temp_module
= temp_1sta or
temp_laps

max_psta

Maximum number of precipitation measurement
stations to distribute to an HRU

one

integer

none

2 to nrain

50

precip_module =
precip_dist2

max_tsta

Maximum number of air temperature measurement stations to use for distributing temperature to any HRU

one

integer

none

2 to ntemp

50

temp_module =
temp_dist2

maxday_prec

Maximum measured precipitation value above
which precipitation is assumed to be in error

one

real

precip_units

0.0 to 20.0

15.0

precip_module =
precip_dist2

min_lapse

Monthly (January to December) minimum air
temperature lapse rate for each direction (X, Y,
and Z)

nlapse,
nmonths

real

none

–100.0 to 100.0

0.0

temp_module =
xyz_dist

monmax

Monthly maximum air temperature to constrain
lowest maximum air temperatures for bad
values on the basis of historical temperature for
all measurement stations

nmonths

real

temp_units

0.0 to 115.0

100.0

temp_module =
temp_dist2

monmin

Monthly minimum air temperature to constrain
lowest maximum air temperatures for bad
values on the basis of historical temperature for
all measurement stations

nmonths

real

temp_units

–60.0 to 65.0

–60.0

temp_module =
temp_dist2

ndist_psta

Number of precipitation measure stations for
inverse distance calculations

one

integer

none

1 to nrain

3

precip_module =
ide_dist

ndist_tsta

Number of air temperature-measurement stations
for inverse distance calculations

one

integer

none

1 to ntemp

3

temp_module =
ide_dist

padj_rn

Monthly (January to December) factor to adjust
precipitation lapse rate computed between station hru_psta and station hru_plaps; positive
factors are multiplied times the lapse rate and
negative factors are made positive and substituted for the computed lapse rate

nrain,
nmonths

real

precip_units

–2.0 to 10.0

1.0

precip_module =
precip_laps

padj_sn

Monthly (January to December) factor to adjust
precipitation lapse rate computed between station hru_psta and station hru_plaps; positive
factors are multiplied times the lapse rate and
negative factors are made positive and substituted for the computed lapse rate

nrain,
nmonths

real

precip_units

–2.0 to 10.0

1.0

precip_module =
precip_laps

Default

Required/condition
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[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

nrain,
nmonths

real

precip_units

0.00001 to 100.0

1.0

precip_module =
precip_laps

Mean monthly (January to December) precipitation for each lapse precipitation measurement
station

ppt_add

Mean value for the precipitation measurement
station transformation equation

one

real

precip_units

–10.0 to 10.0

0.0

precip_module =
xyz_dist

ppt_div

Standard deviation for the precipitation measurement station transformation equation (not 0.0)

one

real

precip_units

–10.0 to 10.0

0.0

precip_module =
xyz_dist

ppt_lapse

Monthly (January to December) precipitation
lapse rate for each direction (X, Y, and Z)

nlapse,
nmonths

real

none

–10.0 to 10.0

0.0

precip_module =
xyz_dist

prcp_wght_dist

Monthly (January to December) precipitation
weighting function for inverse distance calculations

nmonths

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.5

precip_module =
ide_dist

psta_elev

Elevation of each precipitation measurement
station

nrain

real

elev_units

–300.0 to 30,000.0

0.0

precip_module =
ide_dist, xyz_dist, or
precip_laps

psta_freq_nuse

The subset of precipitation measurement stations
used to determine if there is precipitation in the
basin (0=station not used; 1=station used)

nrain

integer

none

0 or 1

psta_mon

Monthly (January to December) factor to precipitation at each measured station to adjust precipitation distributed to each HRU to account
for differences in elevation, and so forth)

nrain,
nmonths

real

precip_units

psta_month_ppt

Average monthly (January to December)
maximum precipitation at each precipitation
measurement station

nrain,
nmonths

real

psta_nuse

The subset of precipitation measurement stations
used in the distribution regression (0=station
not used; 1=station used)

nrain

psta_x

Longitude (X) for each precipitation measurement
station in albers projection

psta_xlong
psta_y

1

precip_module =
xyz_dist

0.00001 to 50.0

1.0

precip_module =
precip_dist2

precip_units

0.0 to 20.0

0.0

precip_module =
xyz_dist

integer

none

0 or 1

1

precip_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

nrain

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0

precip_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

Longitude of each precipitation measurement station, State Plane Coordinate System

nrain

real

feet

–1.0E9 to 1.0E9

0.0

Latitude (Y) for each precipitation measurement
station in albers projection

nrain

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0

precip_module =
precip_dist2
precip_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist
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pmn_mo

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

psta_ylat

Latitude of each precipitation measurement station, State Plane Coordinate System

nrain

real

feet

–1.0E9 to 1.0E9

0.0

precip_module =
precip_dist2

rain_adj

Monthly (January to December) factor to adjust
measured precipitation on each HRU to account for differences in elevation, and so forth

nhru,
nmonths

real

decimal fraction

0.5 to 2.0

1.0

precip_module =
precip_1sta

rain_cbh_adj

Monthly (January to December) adjustment factor
to measured precipitation on each HRU to account for differences in elevation, and so forth;
used if control parameter

nhru,
nmonths

real

decimal fraction

0.5 to 2.0

1.0

precip_module =
climate_hru

rain_mon

Monthly (January to December) factor to rain on
each HRU to adjust precipitation distributed to
each HRU to account for differences in elevation, and so forth

nhru,
nmonths

real

precip_units

0.0 to 50.0

1.0

precip_module =
precip_dist2

rain_sub_adj

Monthly (January to December) rain adjustment
factor to measured precipitation for each subbasin

nsub,
nmonths

real

decimal fraction

0.5 to 2.0

1.0

precip_module =
climate_hru

snow_adj

Monthly (January to December) factor to adjust
measured precipitation on each HRU to account for differences in elevation, and so forth

nhru,
nmonths

real

decimal fraction

0.5 to 2.0

1.0

precip_module =
precip_1sta

snow_cbh_adj

Monthly (January to December) adjustment factor
to measured precipitation on each HRU to account for differences in elevation, and so forth

nhru,
nmonths

real

decimal fraction

0.5 to 2.0

1.0

precip_module =
climate_hru

snow_mon

Monthly (January to December) factor to snow on
each HRU to adjust precipitation distributed to
each HRU to account for differences in elevation, and so forth

nhru,
nmonths

real

precip_units

0.0 to 50.0

1.0

precip_module =
precip_dist2

snow_sub_adj

Monthly (January to December) snow adjustment factor to measured precipitation for each
subbasin

nsub,
nmonths

real

decimal fraction

0.5 to 2.0

1.0

precip_module =
climate_hru

solrad_elev

Elevation of the solar radiation station used for
the degree-day curves to distribute temerature

one

real

elev_units

–300.0 to 30,000.0

0.0

temp_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

temp_wght_dist

Monthly (January to December) temperature
weighting function for inverse distance calculations)

nmonths

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.5

temp_module =
ide_dist
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Table 1-3. Parameters listed by usage with the associated modules in which they are used for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

tmax_add

Mean value for the air-temperature measurement
station transformation equation for maximum
air temperature

one

real

temp_units

–100.0 to 100.0

0.0

temp_module =
xyz_dist

tmax_adj

Adjustment to maximum air temperature for
each HRU, estimated on the basis of slope and
aspect

nhru

real

temp_units

–10.0 to 10.0

0.0

temp_module
= temp_1sta,
temp_2sta_prms,
temp_dist2, temp_
laps, ide_dist or
xyz_dist

tmax_allrain

Monthly (January to December) maximum air
temperature when precipitation is assumed to
be rain; if HRU air temperature is greater than
or equal to this value, precipitation is rain

nmonths

real

temp_units

–8.0 to 60.0

38.0

required

tmax_allsnow

Monthly (January to December) maximum air
temperature when precipitation is assumed to
be snow; if HRU air temperature is less than or
equal to this value, precipitation is snow

one

real

temp_units

–10.0 to 40.0

32.0

required

tmax_cbh_adj

Adjustment to maximum air temperature for each
HRU, estimated based on slope and aspect

nhru

real

temp_units

–10.0 to 10.0

0.0

temp_module =
climate_hru

tmax_div

Standard deviation for the air-temperature-measurement station transformation equation for
maximum air temperature (not 0.0)

one

real

temp_units

–100.0 to 100.0

0.0

temp_module =
xyz_dist

tmax_lapse

Monthly (January to December) values representing the change in maximum air temperature per
1,000 elev_units of elevation change

nmonths

real

temp_units/
elev_units

–10.0 to 10.0

3.0

temp_module =
temp_1sta

tmax_mo_adj

Monthly (January to December) adjustment factor
to maximum air temperature for each HRU,
estimated on the basis of slope and aspect

nhru,
nmonths

real

temp_units

–10.0 to 10.0

0.0

temp_module =
temp_dist2

tmin_add

Mean value for the air-temperature-measurement
station transformation equation for minimum
air temperature

one

real

temp_units

–100.0 to 100.0

0.0

temp_module =
xyz_dist
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Description

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

tmin_adj

Adjustment to minimum air temperature for
each HRU, estimated on the basis of slope and
aspect

nhru

real

temp_units

–10.0 to 10.0

0.0

temp_module
= temp_1sta,
temp_2sta_prms,
temp_dist2, temp_
laps, ide_dist or
xyz_dist

tmin_cbh_adj

Adjustment to minimum air temperature for each
HRU, estimated based on slope and aspect

nhru

real

temp_units

–10.0 to 10.0

0.0

temp_module =
climate_hru

tmin_div

Standard deviation for the air-temperature-measurement station transformation equation for
minimum air temperature (not 0.0)

one

real

temp_units

–100.0 to 100.0

0.0

temp_module =
xyz_dist

tmin_lapse

Monthly (January to December) values representing the change in minimum air temperature per
1,000 elev_units of elevation change

nmonths

real

temp_units/
elev_units

–10.0 to 10.0

3.0

temp_module =
temp_1sta

tmin_mo_adj

Monthly (January to December) adjustment factor
to minimum air temperature for each HRU,
estimated on the basis of slope and aspect

nhru,
nmonths

real

temp_units

–10.0 to 10.0

0.0

temp_module =
temp_dist2

tsta_elev

Elevation of each air-temperature-measurement
station

ntemp

real

elev_units

–300.0 to 30,000.0

0.0

temp_module
= temp_1sta,
temp_2sta_prms,
temp_dist2, temp_
laps, ide_dist or
xyz_dist

tsta_month_max

Average monthly (January to December) maximum air temperature at each air-temperaturemeasurement station

ntemp,
nmonths

real

temp_units

–100.0 to 100.0

0.0

temp_module =
xyz_dist

tsta_month_min

Average monthly (January to December) minimum air temperature at each air-temperaturemeasurement station

ntemp,
nmonths

real

temp_units

–100.0 to 100.0

0.0

temp_module =
xyz_dist

tsta_nuse

The subset of temperature stations used in the
distribution regression (0=station not used;
1=station used)

ntemp

integer

none

0 or 1

tsta_x

Longitude (X) for each air temperaturemeasurement station in albers projection

ntemp

real

meters

tsta_xlong

Longitude of each temperature-measurement station, State Plane Coordinate System

ntemp

real

feet

1

temp_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0.0

temp_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

–1.0E9 to 1.0E9

0.0

temp_module =
temp_dist2
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[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

tsta_y

Latitude (Y) for each air-temperature-measurement station in albers projection

ntemp

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0.0

temp_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

tsta_ylat

Latitude of each temperature-measurement station, State Plane Coordinate System

ntemp

real

feet

–1.0E9 to 1.0E9

0.0

temp_module =
temp_dist2

x_add

Mean value for the climate station transformation
equation for the longitude (X) coordinate

one

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0.0

precip_module and
temp_module =
xyz_dist

x_div

Standard deviation for the climate station
transformation equation for the longitude (X)
coordinate (not 0.0)

one

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0.0

precip_module and
temp_module =
xyz_dist

y_add

Mean value for the climate station transformation
equation for the latitude (Y) coordinate

one

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0.0

precip_module and
temp_module =
xyz_dist

y_div

Standard deviation for the climate station
transformation equation for the latitude (Y)
coordinate

one

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0.0

precip_module and
temp_module =
xyz_dist

z_add

Mean value for the climate station transformation
equation for the elevation (Z) coordinate

one

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0.0

precip_module and
temp_module =
xyz_dist

z_div

Standard deviation for the climate station
transformation equation for the elevation (Z)
coordinate (not 0.0)

one

real

meters

–1.0E7 to 1.0E7

0.0

precip_module and
temp_module =
xyz_dist

Solar radiation
one

integer

none

0 to nsol

0

Monthly (January to December) intercept in
cloud-cover relationship

nmonths

real

none

0.0 to 5.0

1.83

solrad_module =
ccsolrad or ccsolrad_prms

ccov_slope

Monthly (January to December) coefficient in
cloud-cover relationship; used if control parameter solrad_module=ccsolrad or ccsolrad_prms

nmonths

real

none

–0.5 to –0.01

–0.13

solrad_module =
ccsolrad or ccsolrad_prms

crad_coef

Coefficient(B) in Thompson (1976) equation;
varies by region, contour map of values in
reference

one

real

none

0.1 to 0.7

0.4

solrad_module =
ccsolrad or ccsolrad_prms

basin_solsta

Index of solar radiation station used to compute
basin radiation values; used when dimension
nsol>0

ccov_intcp

nsol > 0
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[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

0.61

solrad_module =
ccsolrad or ccsolrad_prms

crad_exp

Exponent(P) in Thompson (1976) equation

one

real

none

0.2 to 0.8

dday_intcp

Monthly (January to December) intercept in
degree-day equation

nmonths

real

dday

–60.0 to 10.0

dday_slope

Monthly (January to December) slope in
degree-day equation

nmonths

real

dday/ temp_units

hru_solsta

Index of solar radiation station associated with
each HRU

nhru

integer

ppt_rad_adj

Monthly minimum precipitation, if basin precipitation exceeds this value, radiation is multiplied by radj_sppt or radj_wppt precipitation
adjustment factor

nmonths

radadj_intcp

Intercept in air temperature range adjustment to
solar radiation equation

radadj_slope

–40.0

solrad_module =
ddsolrad or ddsolrad_prms

0.2 to 0.9

0.4

solrad_module =
ddsolrad or ddsolrad_prms

none

0 to nsol

0

nsol > 0

real

inches

0.0 to 0.5

0.02

required

one

real

dday

0.0 to 1.0

1.0

solrad_module =
ddsolrad or ddsolrad_prms

Slope in air temperature range adjustment to
degree-day equation

one

real

dday/ temp_units

0.0 to 1.0

0.0

solrad_module =
ddsolrad or ddsolrad_prms

radj_sppt

Adjustment factor for computed solar radiation
for summer day with greater than ppt_rad_adj
inches precipitation

one

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.44

required

radj_wppt

Adjustment factor for computed solar radiation
for winter day with greater than ppt_rad_adj
inches precipitation

one

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.5

required

radmax

Maximum fraction of the potential solar radiation
that may reach the ground due to haze, dust,
smog, and so forth

one

real

decimal fraction

0.1 to 1.0

0.8

required

radpl_aspect

Aspect for each radiation plane; used if control
parameter

nradpl

real

degrees

0.0 to 360.0

0.0

solrad_module =
ddsolrad_prms or
ccsolrad_prms
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[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

radpl_lat

Latitude of each radiation plane

nradpl

real

degrees

–90.0 to 90.0

40.0

solrad_module =
ddsolrad_prms or
ccsolrad_prms

radpl_slope

Slope of each radiation plane, specified as change
in vertical length divided by change in horizontal length

nradpl

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 10.0

0.0

solrad_module =
ddsolrad_prms or
ccsolrad_prms

tmax_index

Monthly (January to December) index temperature used to determine precipitation adjustments to solar radiation

nmonths

real

temp_units

–10.0 to 110.0

50.0

solrad_module =
ddsolrad or
ddsolrad_prms

1.0

et_module =
potet_pan

Potential evapotranspiration distribution
epan_coef

Monthly (January to December) evaporation pan
coefficient

nmonths

real

decimal fraction

0.2 to 3.0

hamon_coef

Monthly (January to December) air temperature
coefficient used in Hamon potential ET
computations

nmonths

real

none

0.004 to 0.008

hru_pansta

Index of pan evaporation station used to compute
HRU potential ET

nhru

integer

none

hs_krs

Monthly (January to December) adjustment factor
used in Hargreaves-Samani potential ET computations for each HRU

nhru,
nmonths

real

jh_coef

Monthly (January to December) air temperature
coefficient used in Jensen-Haise potential ET
computations

nmonths

jh_coef_hru

Air temperature coefficient used in Jensen-Haise
potential ET computations for each HRU

pm_d_coef

0.0055

et_module =
potet_hamon or
potet_hamon_prms

0 to nevap

0

et_module = potet_
pan and nevapl > 0

decimal fraction

0.005 to 1.0

0.0023

et_module =
potet_hs

real

per degrees
Fahrenheit

0.005 to 0.06

0.014

et_module =
potet_jh

nhru

real

per degrees
Fahrenheit

5.0 to 25.0

Monthly (January to December) PenmanMonteith potential ET D wind speed coefficient
for each HRU

nhru,
nmonths

real

seconds/ meter

0.25 to 0.45

pm_n_coef

Monthly (January to December) PenmanMonteith potential ET N temperature coefficient for each HRU

nhru,
nmonths

real

degrees Celsius
per day

850.0 to 950.0

pt_alpha

Monthly (January to December) adjustment factor
used in Priestly-Taylor potential ET computations for each HRU

nhru,
nmonths

real

decimal fraction

1.0 to 2.0

13.0
0.34

1.26

et_module =
potet_pm
et_module =
potet_pm
et_module =
potet_pt
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900.0

et_module =
potet_jh

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

264

transp_module =
transp_frost

Evapotranspiration and sublimation
fall_frost

The solar date (number of days after winter
solstice) of the first killing frost of the fall

nhru

integer

solar date

1 to 366

frost_temp

Temperature of killing frost

one

real

temp_units

–10.0 to 32.0

28.0

model_mode =
FROST

potet_sublim

Fraction of potential ET that is sublimated from
snow in the canopy and snowpack

one

real

decimal fraction

0.1 to 0.75

0.5

required

rad_trncf

Transmission coefficient for short-wave radiation
through the winter vegetation canopy

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.5

required

soil_type

2

required

Soil type of each HRU (1=sand; 2=loam; 3=clay)

nhru

integer

none

1 to 3

spring_frost

The solar date (number of days after winter solstice) of the last killing frost of the springl

nhru

integer

solar date

1 to 366

111

transp_module =
transp_frost

transp_beg

Month to begin summing maximum air temperature for each HRU; when sum is greater than or
equal to transp_tmax, transpiration begins

nhru

integer

month

1 to 12

1

transp_module =
transp_tindex

transp_end

Month to stop transpiration computations; transpiration is computed thru end of previous month

nhru

integer

month

1 to 13

13

transp_module =
transp_tindex

transp_tmax

Temperature index to determine the specific date
of the start of the transpiration period;’ the
maximum air temperature for each HRU is
summed starting with the first day of month
transp_beg; when the sum exceeds this index,
transpiration begins

nhru

real

temp_units

0.0 to 1,000.0

cov_type

Vegetation cover type for each HRU (0=bare soil;
1=grasses; 2=shrubs; 3=trees; 4=coniferous)

nhru

integer

none

0 to 4

covden_sum

Summer vegetation cover density for the major
vegetation type in each HRU

nhru

real

decimal fraction

covden_win

Winter vegetation cover density for the major
vegetation type in each HRU

nhru

real

snow_intcp

Snow interception storage capacity for the major
vegetation type in each HRU

nhru

srain_intcp

Summer rain interception storage capacity for the
major vegetation type in each HRU

nhru

1.0

transp_module =
transp_tindex

Interception
3

required

0.0 to 1.0

0.5

required

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.5

required

real

inches

0.0 to 1.0

0.1

required

real

inches

0.0 to 1.0

0.1

required
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Table 1-3. Parameters listed by usage with the associated modules in which they are used for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

real

inches

0.0 to 1.0

0.1

required

wrain_intcp

Winter rain interception storage capacity for the
major vegetation type in each HRU

nhru

albset_rna

Fraction of rain in a mixed precipitation event
above which the snow albedo is not reset; applied during the snowpack accumulation stage

one

real

decimal fraction

0.4 to 1.0

0.8

required

albset_rnm

Fraction of rain in a mixed precipitation event
above which the snow albedo is not reset; applied during the snowpack melt stage

one

real

decimal fraction

0.4 to 1.0

0.6

required

albset_sna

Minimum snowfall, in water equivalent, needed
to reset snow albedo during the snowpack accumulation stage

one

real

inches

0.01 to 1.0

0.05

required

albset_snm

Minimum snowfall, in water equivalent, needed
to reset snow albedo during the snowpack melt
stage

one

real

inches

0.1 to 1.0

0.2

required

cecn_coef

Monthly (January to December) convection condensation energy coefficient

nmonths

real

calories per degree
Celsius > 0

2.0 to 10.0

5.0

required

den_init

Initial density of new-fallen snow

one

real

grams/cubic
centimeters

0.01 to 0.5

0.1

required

den_max

Average maximum snowpack density

one

real

grams/cubic
centimeters

0.1 to 0.8

0.6

required

emis_noppt

Average emissivity of air on days without precipitation

one

real

decimal fraction

0.757 to 1.0

0.757

required

freeh2o_cap

Free-water holding capacity of snowpack expressed as a decimal fraction of the frozen water content of the snowpack (variable pk_ice)

one

real

decimal fraction

0.01 to 0.2

0.05

required

hru_deplcrv

Index number for the snowpack areal depletion
curve associated with each HRU

nhru

integer

none

1 to ndepl

1

required

melt_force

Julian date to force snowpack to spring snowmelt
stage; varies with region depending on length
of time that permanent snowpack exists

one

integer

Julian day

1 to 366

140

required

melt_look

Julian date to start looking for spring snowmelt
stage; varies with region depending on length
of time that permanent snowpack exists

one

integer

Julian day

1 to 366

90

required

Snow computaions
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[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

one

real

decimal fraction

0.01 to 0.5

0.1

required

settle_const

Snowpack settlement time constant

snarea_curve

Snow area depletion curve values, 11 values for
each curve (0.0 to 1.0 in 0.1 increments)

ndeplval

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

1.0

required

snarea_thresh

Maximum threshold snowpack water equivalent
below which the snow-covered-area curve is
applied; varies with elevation

nhru

real

inches

0.0 to 200.0

50.0

required

tstorm_mo

Monthly indicator for prevalent storm type
(0=frontal storms; 1=convective storms)

nmonths

integer

none

0 or 1

0

required

Hortonian surface runoff, infiltration, and impervious storage
carea_max

Maximum possible area contributing to surface
runoff expressed as a portion of the HRU area

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.6

required

carea_min

Minimum possible area contributing to surface
runoff expressed as a portion of the area for
each HRU

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.2

srunoff_module =
srunoff_carea

hru_percent_imperv2

Fraction of each HRU area that is impervious

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 0.999

0.0

required

imperv_stor_max

Maximum impervious area retention storage for
each HRU

nhru

real

inches

0.0 to 0.1

0.05

required

smidx_coef

Coefficient in non-linear contributing area algorithm for each HRU

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.001 to 0.06

0.005

srunoff_module =
srunoff_smidx

smidx_exp

Exponent in non-linear contributing area algorithm for each HRU

nhru

real

1/inch

0.1 to 0.5

0.3

srunoff_module =
srunoff_smidx

snowinfil_max

Maximum snow infiltration per day for each HRU

nhru

real

inches/day

0.0 to 20.0

2.0

required

Surface depression storage
dprst_area

Aggregate sum of surface depression areas of
each HRU

nhru

real

acres

0.0 to 1.0E9

0.0

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_depth_avg

Average depth of storage depressions at maximum storage capacity

nhru

real

inches

0.0 to 500.0

132.0

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_et_coef

Fraction of unsatisfied potential evapotranspiration to apply to surface depression storage

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

1.0

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_flow_coef

Coefficient in linear flow routing equation for
open surface depressions for each HRU

nhru

real

fraction/day

0.0001 to 1.0

0.05

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_frac_init

Fraction of maximum surface depression storage
that contains water at the start of a simulation

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.5

dprst_flag = 1
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Table 1-3. Parameters listed by usage with the associated modules in which they are used for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

dprst_frac_open

Fraction of open surface depression storage area
within an HRU that can generate surface runoff
as a function of storage volume

nhru

double

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

1.0

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_seep_rate_clos

Coefficient used in linear seepage flow equation
for closed surface depressions for each HRU

nhru

real

fraction/day

0.0001 to 1.0

0.02

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_seep_rate_open Coefficient used in linear seepage flow equation
for open surface depressions for each HRU

nhru

real

fraction/day

0.0001 to 1.0

0.02

dprst_flag = 1

op_flow_thres

Fraction of open depression storage above which
surface runoff occurs for each time step; any
water above maximum open storage capacity
spills as surface runoff

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.75 to 1.0

1.0

dprst_flag = 1

sro_to_dprst

Fraction of pervious surface runoff that flows into
surface depression storage; the remainder flows
to a stream network for each HRU

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.2

dprst_flag = 1

va_clos_exp

Coefficient in the exponential equation relating maximum surface area to the fraction that
closed depressions are full to compute current
surface area for each HRU

nhru

real

none

0.0001 to 10.0

1.0

dprst_flag = 1

va_open_exp

Coefficient in the exponential equation relating
maximum surface area to the fraction that open
depressions are full to compute current surface
area for each HRU

nhru

real

none

0.0001 to 10.0

1.0

dprst_flag = 1

Soil zone storage, interflow, gravity drainage, dunnian surface runoff
Linear coefficient in equation to route
preferential-flow storage down slope for each
HRU

nhru

real

fraction/day

0.001 to 1.0

0.1

required8

fastcoef_sq

Non-linear coefficient in equation to route
preferential-flow storage down slope for each
HRU

nhru

real

none

0.001 to 1.0

0.8

required8

hru_ssres7

Index of subsurface reservoir receiving excess
water from capillary reservoir

nhru

integer

none

1 to nssr

1

pref_flow_den

Fraction of the soil zone in which preferential
flow occurs for each HRU; used if control
parameter

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

0.0

soilzone_module =
smbal_prms
required8
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fastcoef_lin

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

sat_threshold

Water holding capacity of the gravity and preferential flow reservoirs; difference between field
capacity and total soil saturation for each HRU

nhru

real

inches

1.0 to 999.0

slowcoef_lin

Linear coefficient in equation to route gravityreservoir storage down slope for each HRU

nhru

real

fraction/day

0.001 to 0.5

0.015

required8

slowcoef_sq

Non-linear coefficient in equation to route gravity- reservoir storage down slope for each HRU

nhru

real

none

0.001 to 1.0

0.1

required8

soil_moist_init

Initial value of available water in capillary reservoir for each HRU

nhru

real

inches

0.0 to 10.0

3.0

required

soil_moist_max

Maximum available water holding capacity of
capillary reservoir from land surface to rooting
depth of the major vegetation type of each
HRU; affects Hortonian surface runoff, ET,
direct recharge, and flow to gravity reservoir

nhru

real

inches

0.001 to 10.0

2.0

required

soil_rechr_init

Initial storage for soil recharge zone (upper part
of capillary reservoir where losses occur as
both evaporation and transpiration) for each
HRU; must be less than or equal to soil_moist_
init

nhru

real

inches

0.0 to 10.0

1.0

required

soil_rechr_max

Maximum storage for soil recharge zone (upper
portion of capillary reservoir where losses
occur as both evaporation and transpiration);
must be less than or equal to soil_moist_max;
affects Hortonian surface runoff and ET

nhru

real

inches

0.001 to 5.0

1.5

required

soil2gw_max

Maximum amount of the capillary reservoir
excess that is routed directly to the GWR for
each HRU

nhru

real

inches

0.0 to 5.0

0.0

required

ssr2gw_exp

Non-linear coefficient in equation used to route
water from the gravity reservoirs to the GWR
for each HRU

nhru

real

none

0.0 to 3.0

1.0

required

ssr2gw_rate

Linear coefficient in equation used to route water
from the gravity reservoir to the GWR for each
HRU

nhru

real

fraction/day

0.05 to 0.8

0.1

required

Default
999.0

Required/condition
required8
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[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

ssrcoef_lin8

Coefficient to route subsurface storage to streamflow using the following equation: ssres_flow
= ssrcoef_lin * ssres_stor + ssrcoef_sq *
ssres_stor**2

nssr

real

fraction/day

0.0 to 1.0

0.1

soilzone_module =
smbal_prms

ssrcoef_sq8

Coefficient to route subsurface storage to streamflow using the following equation: ssres_flow
= ssrcoef_lin * ssres_stor + ssrcoef_sq *
ssres_stor**2

nssr

real

none

0.0 to 1.0

0.1

soilzone_module =
smbal_prms

ssrmax_coef8

Coefficient in equation used to route water from
the subsurface reservoirs to the groundwater
reservoirs: ssr_to_gw = ssr2gw_rate * ((ssres_
stor / ssrmax_coef)**ssr2gw_exp); recommended value is 1.0

nssr

real

inches

1.0 to 20.0

1.0

soilzone_module =
smbal_prms

ssstor_init

Initial storage of the gravity and preferential-flow
reservoirs for each HRU

nhru

real

inches

0.0 to 20.0

0.0

required

gwflow_coef

Linear coefficient in the equation to compute
groundwater discharge for each GWR

ngw

real

fraction/day

0.001 to 0.5

0.015

required

gwsink_coef

Linear coefficient in the equation to compute outflow to the groundwater sink for each GWR

ngw

real

fraction/day

0.0 to 1.0

0.0

required

gwstor_init

Storage in each GWR at the beginning of a
simulation

ngw

real

inches

0.0 to 10.0

2.0

required

gwstor_min

Minimum storage in each GWR to ensure storage
is greater than specified value to account for
inflow from deep aquifers or injection wells
with the water source outside the basin

ngw

real

inches

0.0 to 1.0

0.0

required

hru_gwres7

Index of GWR receiving soil-zone drainage from
each associated HRU

nhru

integer

none

1 to ngw

1

soilzone_module =
smbal_prms

ssr_gwres7

Index of the GWR that receives flow from each
associated subsurface or gravity reservoir

nssr

integer

none

1 to ngw

1

soilzone_module =
smbal_prms

hru_segment

Segment index to which an HRU contributes
lateral flows (surface runoff, interflow, and
groundwater discharge)

none

0 to nsegment

0

strmflow_module = muskingum,
strmflow_in_out, or
strmflow_lake

Groundwater flow

nhru

integer
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Streamflow and lake routing

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

K_coef

Travel time of flood wave from one segment
to the next downstream segment, called the
Muskingum storage coefficient; enter 1.0 for
reservoirs, diversions, and segment(s) flowing
out of the basin

nsegment

real

hours

1.0 to 24.0

1.0

strmflow_module =
muskingum

obsin_segment

Index of measured streamflow station that replaces inflow to a segment

nsegment

integer

none

0 to nobs

0

strmflow_module =
muskingum,
strmflow_in_out, or
strmflow_lake

tosegment

Index of downstream segment to which the segment streamflow flows; for segments that do
not flow to another segment enter 0

nsegment

integer

none

0 to nsegment

0

strmflow_module =
muskingum,
strmflow_in_out, or
strmflow_lake

x_coef

The amount of attenuation of the flow wave,
called the Muskingum routing weighting factor; enter 0.0 for reservoirs, diversions, and
segment(s) flowing out of the basin

nsegment

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 0.5

0.2

strmflow_module =
muskingum

Lake routing
elev_outflow

Elevation of the main outflow point in each lake
HRU using broad-crested weir routing

nlake

real

feet

–300.0 to 10,000.0

0.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

elevlake_init

Initial lake surface elevation for lake HRUs using
broad-crested weir routing or gate opening
routing

nlake

real

feet

–300.0 to 10,000.0

1.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

gw_seep_coef

Linear coefficient in equation to compute lakebed
seepage to the GWR and groundwater discharge to lake HRUs using broad-crested weir
routing or gate opening routing

nlake

real

fraction/day

0.001 to 0.05

0.015

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_coef

Coefficient in equation to route lake to streamflow
for lake HRUs using linear routing

nlake

real

fraction/day

0.0001 to 1.0

0.1

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_din1

Initial inflow to each lake HRU using Puls or
linear routing

nlake

real

cfs

0.0 to 1.0E7

0.1

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_evap_adj

Monthly (January to December) adjustment factor
for potential ET for each lake

nhru

real

decimal fraction

0.5 to 1.0

1.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_hru

Index of HRU for each lake HRU

nlake

integer

none

1 to nhru

1

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake
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Table 1-3. Parameters listed by usage with the associated modules in which they are used for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

lake_hru_id

Identification number of the lake associated with
an HRU; more than one HRU can be associated
with each lake

nhru

integer

none

0 to nlake

lake_init

Initial storage in each lake HRU using Puls or
linear routing

nlake

real

cfs-days

0.0 to 1.0E7

lake_out2

Switch to specify a second outflow point from
any lake HRUs using gate opening routing
(0=no; 1=yes)

nlake

integer

none

0 or 1

lake_out2_a

Coefficient A in outflow equation for any lake
HRU using gate opening routing

nlake

real

cfs/feet

lake_out2_b

Coefficient B in outflow equation for any lake
HRU using gate opening routing

nlake

real

lake_qro

Initial daily mean outflow from each lake HRU

nlake

lake_seep_elev

Elevation over which lakebed seepage to the
GWR occurs for lake HRUs using broad-crested weir routing or gate opening routing

lake_type

Default

Required/condition
strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

0.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

0.0 to 10,000.0

1.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

cfs

0.0 to 10,000.0

100.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

real

cfs

0.0 to 1.0E7

0.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

nlake

real

feet

–300.0 to 10,000.0

1.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

Type of lake routing method (1=Puls routing;
2=linear routing; 3=flow through; 4=broad
crested weir; 5=gate opening; and 6=measured
flow)

nlake

integer

none

1 to 6

1

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_vol_init

Initial lake volume for lake HRUs using broadcrested weir or gate opening routing

nlake

real

acre-feet

0.0 to 1.0E7

0.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

nsos

Number of storage/outflow values in table for
each lake HRU using Puls routing

mxnsos,
nlake

integer

none

1 to mxnsos

0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

o2

Outflow values in outflow/storage tables for each
HRUs using for Puls routing

mxnsos,
nlake

real

cfs

0.0 to 1.0E7

0.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

obsout_lake

Index of measured streamflow station that specifies outflow from each lake using measured
flow replacement

nlake

integer

none

0 to nobs

0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

rate_table

Rating table with stage (rows) and gate opening
(cols) for rating table 1 for lake HRUs using
gate opening routing and nratetbl>0

nstage,
ngate

real

cfs

–100.0 to 1,000.0

5.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake
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0

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

rate_table2

Rating table with stage (rows) and gate opening
(cols) for rating table 2 for lake HRUs using
gate opening routing and nratetbl>1

nstage2,
ngate2

real

cfs

–100.0 to 1,000.0

5.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

rate_table3

Rating table with stage (rows) and gate opening
(cols) for rating table 3 for lake HRUs using
gate opening routing and nratetbl>2

nstage3,
ngate3

real

cfs

–100.0 to 1,000.0

5.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

rate_table4

Rating table with stage (rows) and gate opening
(cols) for rating table 4 for lake HRUs using
gate opening routing and nratetbl>3

nstage4,
ngate4

real

cfs

–100.0 to 1,000.0

5.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

ratetbl_lake

Index of lake associated with each rating table for
lake HRUs using gate opening routing

nratetbl

integer

none

1 to nlake

1

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

s2

Storage values in outflow/storage table for each
HRUs using for Puls routing

mxnsos,
nlake

real

cfs

0.0 to 1.0E7

0.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

tbl_gate

Gate openings for each column for rating table 1
for lake HRUs using gate opening routing and
nratetbl>0

ngate

real

inches

0.0 to 20.0

0.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

tbl_gate2

Gate openings for each column for rating table 2
for lake HRUs using gate opening routing and
nratetbl>1

ngate2

real

inches

0.0 to 20.0

0.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

tbl_gate3

Gate openings for each column for rating table 3
for lake HRUs using gate opening routing and
nratetbl>2

ngate3

real

inches

0.0 to 20.0

0.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

tbl_gate4

Gate openings for each column for rating table 4
for lake HRUs using gate opening routing and
nratetbl>3

ngate4

real

inches

0.0 to 20.0

0.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

tbl_stage

Stage values for each row for rating table 1 for
lake HRUs using gate opening routing and
nratetbl>0

nstage

real

feet

–100.0 to 1,000.0

5.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

tbl_stage2

Stage values for each row for rating table 2 for
lake HRUs using gate opening routing and
nratetbl>1

nstage2

real

feet

–100.0 to 1,000.0

5.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

tbl_stage3

Stage values for each row for rating table 3 for
lake HRUs using gate opening routing and
nratetbl>2

nstage3

real

feet

–100.0 to 1,000.0

5.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake
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Table 1-3. Parameters listed by usage with the associated modules in which they are used for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

Default

Required/condition

tbl_stage4

Stage values for each row for rating table 4 for
lake HRUs using gate opening routing and
nratetbl>3

nstage4

real

feet

–100.0 to 1,000.0

5.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

weir_coef

Coefficient for lake HRUs using broad-crested
weir routing

nlake

real

none

2.0 to 3.0

2.7

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

weir_len

Weir length for lake HRUs using broad-crested
weir routing

nlake

real

feet

1.0 to 1,000.0

5.0

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

moyrsum

Switch for HRU monthly and yearly summary
(0=off, 1=on)

one

integer

none

0 or 1

0

solrad_module =
ddsolrad_prms or
ccsolrad_prms

pmo

Month to print HRU summary

one

integer

none

0 to 12

0

solrad_module =
ddsolrad_prms or
ccsolrad_prms

print_freq

Flag to select the output frequency; for combinations, add index numbers, for example, daily
plus yearly = 10; yearly plus total = 3 (0=none;
1=run totals; 2=yearly; 4=monthly; 8=daily; or
additive combinations)

one

integer

none

0 to 15

3

required

print_type

Flag to select the type of results written to the
output file (0=measured and simulated flow
only; 1=water balance table; 2=detailed output)

one

integer

none

0 to 2

1

required

Output options

Subbasin parameters
hru_subbasin

Index of subbasin assigned to each HRU

nhru

integer

none

0 to user defined

0

subbasin_flag = 1

subbasin_down

Index number for the downstream subbasin
whose inflow is outflow from this subbasin

nsub

integer

none

0 to nsub

0

subbasin_flag = 1

gvr_cell_id9

Index of the grid cell associated with each gravity
reservoir

nhrucell

integer

none

1 to ngwcell

1

mapOutON_OFF
=1

gvr_cell_pct9

Proportion of the grid cell area associated with
each gravity reservoir

nhrucell

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

1.0

mapOutON_OFF
=1

gvr_hru_id9

Index of the HRU associated with each gravity
reservoir

nhrucell

integer

none

1 to nhrucell

1

mapOutON_OFF
=1

Mapped results parameters
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[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

mapvars_freq

Flag to specify the output frequency (0=none;
1=monthly; 2=yearly; 3=total; 4=monthly and
yearly; 5=monthly, yearly, and total; 6=weekly;
7=daily)

one

integer

none

0 to 7

0

mapOutON_OFF
=1

mapvars_units

Flag to specify conversion of the units of mapped
results (0=units of the variable; 1=inches to
feet; 2=inches to centimeters; 3=inches to
meters; as states or fluxes)

one

integer

none

0 to 3

0

mapOutON_OFF
=1

ncol

Number of columns for each row of the mapped
results

one

integer

none

1 to user defined

1

mapOutON_OFF
=1

prms_warmup

Number of years to simulate before writing
mapped results

one

integer

years

0 to user defined

1

mapOutON_OFF
=1

0

cascade_flag = 1
and ncascade > 0
and/or cascadegw_
flag = 1 ncascdgw
>0

5.0

cascade_flag = 1
and ncascade > 0
and/or cascadegw_
flag = 1 ncascdgw
>0

Default

Required/condition

Parameters for cascading-flow simulation
cascade_flg

Flag to indicate cascade type (0=allow many to
many; 1=force one to one)

one

integer

none

0 or 1

cascade_tol

Cascade area below which a cascade link is
ignored

one

real

acres

0.0 to 0.75% of
hru_area

circle_switch

Switch to check for circles (0=no check; 1=check)

one

integer

none

0 or 1

1

cascade_flag = 1
and ncascade > 0
and/or cascadegw_
flag = 1 ncascdgw
>0

gw_down_id3

Index number of the downslope GWR to which
the upslope GWR contributes flow; -1 specifies
that cascading flow for cascade link leaves the
model domain as farfield flow

ncascdgw

integer

none

–1 to ngw

1

cascadegw_flag = 1
and ncascdgw > 0

gw_pct_up

Fraction of GWR area used to compute flow
contributed to a down slope GWR or stream
segment for cascade area

ncascdgw

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

1.0

cascadegw_flag = 1
and ncascdgw > 0
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[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; ET, evapotranspiration; dday, degree-day, the amount a day’s average temperature
departed from 65 degrees Fahrenheit; >, greater than; dimensions defined in table 1-1; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, solrad_module, et_module, transp_module, srunoff_module,
strmflow_module, soilzone_module, model_mode, dprst_flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, cascadegw_flag, and mapOutON_OFF defined in table 1-2. Note: modules soltab_prms, temp_2sta_prms,
ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, ssflow_prms, and hru_sum_prms are deprecated and only included for backwards compatibility for PRMS models built prior to PRMS-IV]

Parameter
name

Description

Dimension1

Type

Units

Range

gw_strmseg_down_id Index number of the stream segment that cascade
area contributes flow

ncascdgw

integer

none

0 to nsegment

0

cascadegw_flag = 1
and ncascdgw > 0

gw_up_id

Index of GWR containing cascade area

ncascdgw

integer

none

1 to ngw

1

cascadegw_flag = 1
and ncascdgw > 0

hru_down_id4

Index number of the downslope HRU to which
the upslope HRU contributes flow; -1 specifies
that cascading flow for cascade link leaves the
model domain as farfield flow

ncascade

integer

none

–1 to nhru

1

cascade_flag = 1
and ncascade > 0

hru_pct_up

Fraction of HRU area used to compute flow
contributed to a down slope HRU or stream
segment for cascade area

ncascade

real

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

1.0

cascade_flag = 1
and ncascade > 0

hru_strmseg_down_id Index number of the stream segment that cascade
area contributes flow

ncascade

integer

none

0 to nsegment

0

cascade_flag = 1
and ncascade > 0

hru_up_id

ncascade

integer

none

0 to nhru

1

cascade_flag = 1
and ncascade > 0

Index of HRU containing cascade area

Default

Required/condition

Dimensions defined in table 1-1.

1

Parameter is used to compute variable hru_frac_imperv, which is hru_percent_imperv adjusted for the requirement that the sum of values for parameter dprst_area and hru_percent_imperv are < 0.999 x
hru_area for each HRU.
2

If the value of gw_strmseg_down_id>0 for cascade link, this value is ignored. If specified as -1, any down-slope flow leaves the basin and is added to any other farfield flow.

3

If the value of hru_strmseg_down_id>0 for cascade link, this value is ignored. If specified as -1, any down-slope flow leaves the basin and is added to any other farfield flow.

4

Parameter can be modified if the code determines an HRU is a swale, based on values of the cascade parameters.

5

Parameter required unless radiation planes are used; when control parameter solrad_module=ddsolrad_prms or ccsolrad_prms.

6

Parameter required if dimensions nhru, nssr, and ngw are not equal (deprecated).

7

Parameter required unless the unless control parameter soilzone_module=smbal_prms (deprecated) module.

8

Parameter name is based on parameter of same name specified for the Groundwater and Surface-Water Flow (GSFLOW) model (Markstrom and others, 2008). Only required if the HRU map is different
than the target map, that is, dimension nhru not equal to ngwcell.
9

10
Parameter is compared to the computed variable basin_area_inv that is set to 1.0 divided by the total active model domain area, which is the sum of values for parameter hru_area, for HRUs with parameter hru_type>0 and is not used in any computations.
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Variables are states and fluxes that may vary each time step during the simulation. PRMS-IV input time-series variables
(table 1-4), such as measured maximum air temperature (tmax) for each air temperature measurement station, are specified in
the Data File. Internal variables, such as the soil-infiltration rate (infil) for each HRU, are calculated by the modules and are
available for output to either the Statistics Variable (statvar) File or the Animation (animation) File. All variables are defined as
arrays. Scalar variables have an array size of one and are specified by using the dimension one. Table 5 describes the PRMSIV variables and identifies modules they are used for input and output. Equation symbols used in this appendix that correspond
directly to PRMS-IV input parameters and input and output variables are defined in tables 1-3 and 1-5.

Table 1-4. Time-series input variables that may be included in the Data File for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4
(PRMS-IV).
[cfs, cubic feet per second; cms, cubic meters per second; runoff_units, 0=cfs; 1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; >=, greater than or equal to]

Variable

Definition

gate_ht

Height of the gate opening at each dam with a gate

humidity

Relative humidity at each measurement station

lake_elev

Elevation of each simulated lake surface

pan_evap

Pan evaporation at each measurement station

Units

Valid range

Dimension1

inches

>=0.0

nratetbl

decimal fraction

0.0 to 1.0

nhumid

feet

unlimited

nlakeelev

inches

>=0.0

nevap

precip_units

>=0.0

nrain

none

0 or 1

one

precip

Precipitation at each measurement station

rain_day

Flag to set the form of any precipitation to rain (0=determine form; 1=rain)

runoff

Streamflow at each measurement station

runoff_units

>=0.0

nobs

snowdepth

Snow depth at each measurement station

inches

>=0.0

nsnow

solrad

Solar radiation at each measurement station

Langleys

>=0.0

nsol

tmax

Maximum air temperature at each measurement station

temp_units

–99.0 to 150.0

ntemp

tmin

Minimum air temperature at each measurement station

temp_units

–99.0 to 150.0

ntemp

miles per hour

0.0 to 500.0

nwind

wind_speed Wind speed at each measurement station
Dimensions defined in table 1-1.

1

Table 1-5. Input and output variables for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

Climate distribution
basin_lakeprecip

Basin area-weighted average precipitation on lake HRUs

one

inches

double

nlake > 0

basin_lapse_max

Basin area-weighted average maximum air temperature lapse rate per 1,000 feet

one

temp_units/
feet

real

temp_module =
temp_dist2

basin_lapse_min

Basin area-weighted average minimum air temperature lapse rate per 1,000 feet

one

temp_units/
feet

real

temp_module =
temp_dist2

basin_max_temp_mo

Monthly area-weighted average maximum air temperature

one

temp_units

double

always

basin_min_temp_mo

Monthly area-weighted average minimum air temperature

one

temp_units

double

always

basin_net_ppt

Basin area-weighted average throughfall

one

inches

double

always

basin_net_ppt_mo

Monthly area-weighted average net precipitation

one

inches

double

always

basin_obs_ppt

Basin area-weighted measured average precipitation

one

inches

double

always

basin_ppt

Basin area-weighted average precipitation

one

inches

double

always

basin_ppt_mo

Monthly area-weighted average precipitation

one

inches

double

always

basin_rain

Basin area-weighted average rainfall

one

inches

double

always

basin_snow

Basin area-weighted average snowfall

one

inches

double

always

basin_temp

Basin area-weighted average air temperature

one

temp_units

double

always

basin_tmax

Basin area-weighted maximum air temperature

one

temp_units

double

always

one

temp_units

double

always

nhru

inches

real

always

Rain distributed to each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

nhru

inches

real

always

nhumid

decimal fraction

real

nhumid > 0

nhru

decimal fraction

real

et_module =
potet_pm

one

none

integer

precip_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

basin_tmin

Basin area-weighted minimum air temperature

hru_ppt

Precipitation distributed to each HRU

hru_rain

Snow distributed to each HRU
Relative humidity at each measurement station

humidity_hru

Relative humidity for each HRU

is_rain_day

Flag to indicate if it is raining anywhere in the basin

newsnow2

Flag to indicate if new snow fell on each HRU (0=no; 1=yes)

nhru

none

integer

always

pptmix

Flag to indicate if precipitation is a mixture of rain and snow for each HRU
(0=no; 1=yes)

nhru

none

integer

always

precip

Precipitation at each measurement station

nrain

precip_units

real

nrain > 0

prmx

Fraction of rain in a mixed precipitation event for each HRU

nhru

decimal fraction

real

always

2
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hru_snow
humidity

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

rain_day

Flag to set the form of any precipitation to rain (0=determine form; 1=rain)

one

none

integer

precip_module =
xyz_dist

subinc_precip

Area-weighted average precipitation from associated HRUs to each subbasin

nsub

inches

double

subbasin_flag = 1

subinc_tavgc

Area-weighted average air temperature for associated HRUs to each subbasin

nsub

degrees Celsius

double

subbasin_flag = 1

subinc_tmaxc

Area-weighted average maximum air temperature for associated HRUs to each
subbasin

nsub

degrees Celsius

double

subbasin_flag = 1

subinc_tminc

Area-weighted average minimum air temperature for associated HRUs to each
subbasin

nsub

degrees Celsius

double

subbasin_flag = 1

tavgc

Average air temperature distributed to each HRU

nhru

degrees Celsius

real

always

tavgf

Average air temperature distributed to each HRU

nhru

degrees Fahrenheit

real

always

tmax

Maximum air temperature at each measurement station

ntemp

temp_units

real

ntemp > 0

tmax_rain_sta

Maximum air temperature distributed to the precipitation stations

nrain

degrees Fahrenheit

real

precip_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

tmaxc

Maximum air temperature distributed to each HRU

nhru

degrees Celsius

real

always

tmaxf

Maximum air temperature distributed to each HRU

nhru

degrees
Fahrenheit

real

always

tmin

Minimum air temperature at each measurement station

ntemp

temp_units

real

ntemp > 0

tmin_hru

Minimum air temperature distributed to each HRU

nhru

temp_units

real

always

tmin_rain_sta

Minimum air temperature distributed to the precipitation measurement stations

nrain

degrees
Fahrenheit

real

precip_module =
ide_dist or xyz_dist

tminc

Minimum air temperature distributed to each HRU

nhru

degrees Celsius

real

always

tminf

Minimum air temperature distributed to each HRU

nhru

degrees
Fahrenheit

real

always

wind_speed

Wind speed at each measurement station

nwind

miles per hour

real

nwind > 0

wind_speed_hru

Wind speed for each HRU

nhru

miles per hour

real

et_module = potet_pm

basin_clear_sky

Basin area-weighted average clear sky proportion

one

decimal fraction

double

solrad_module =
ccsolrad

Solar radiation distribution

basin_horad

Potential shortwave radiation for the basin centroid

one

Langleys

double

always

basin_orad

Basin area-weighted average shortwave radiation on a horizontal surface

one

Langleys

double

solrad_module =
ccsolrad
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Table 1-5. Input and output variables for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

basin_potsw

Basin area-weighted average potential shortwave radiation

clear_sky

Clear sky proportion for each HRU

orad

Measured or computed solar radiation on a horizontal surface

orad_hru

Solar radiation on a horizontal surface for each HRU

seginc_swrad

Area-weighted average solar radiation for each segment from HRUs contributing
flow to the segment

solrad

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

one

Langleys

double

always

nhru

decimal fraction

double

solrad_module =
ccsolrad

one

Langleys

real

always

nhru

Langleys

real

solrad_module =
ccsolrad

nsegment

Langleys

real

nsegment > 0

Solar radiation at each measurement station

nsol

Langleys

real

nsol > 0

5

Basin maximum air temperature for use with solar radiation calculations

one

temp_units

real

always

solrad_tmin5

Basin minimum air temperature for use with solar radiation calculations

one

temp_units

real

always

subinc_swrad

Area-weighted average shortwave radiation distributed to associated HRUs of
each subbasin

nsub

Langleys

double

subbasin_flag = 1

swrad

Shortwave radiation distributed to each HRU

nhru

Langleys

real

always

basin_intcp_evap

Basin area-weighted evaporation from the canopy

one

inches

double

always

basin_intcp_evap_mo

Monthly area-weighted average interception evaporation

one

inches

double

always

basin_intcp_stor

Basin area-weighted average interception storage

one

inches

double

always

solrad_tmax

Interception

hru_intcpevap

Evaporation from the canopy for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

hru_intcpstor

Interception storage in the canopy for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

intcp_form

Form (rain or snow) of interception for each HRU

nhru

none

integer

always

intcp_on

Flag indicating interception storage for each HRU (0=no; 1=yes)

nhru

none

integer

always

intcp_stor

Interception storage in canopy for cover density for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

last_intcp_stor

Basin area-weighted average changeover interception storage

one

inches

double

always

net_ppt

Precipitation (rain and/or snow) that falls through the canopy for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

Rain that falls through canopy for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

Snow that falls through canopy for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

nhru

decimal fraction

real

always

Snow computations
albedo

Snow surface albedo or the fraction of radiation reflected from the snowpack
surface for each HRU

basin_pk_precip

Basin area-weighted average precipitation added to snowpack

one

inches

double

always

basin_pweqv

Basin area-weighted average snowpack water equivalent

one

inches

double

always
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net_rain
net_snow

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

basin_snowcov

Basin area-weighted average snow-covered area

one

decimal fraction

double

always

basin_snowevap

Basin area-weighted average evaporation and sublimation

one

inches

double

always

basin_snowmelt

Basin area-weighted average snowmelt

one

inches

double

always

basin_snowmelt_mo

Monthly area-weighted average snowmelt

one

inches

double

always

freeh2o

Storage of free liquid water in the snowpack on each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

iasw

Flag indicating that snow covered area is interpolated between previous location
on curve and maximum (1), or is on the defined curve (0)

nhru

none

integer

always

iso

Flag to indicate if time is before (1) or after (2) the day to force melt season
(melt_force)

nhru

none

integer

always

lso

Counter for tracking the number of days the snowpack is at or above 0 degrees
Celsius

nhru

number of iterations

integer

always

lst

Flag indicating whether there was new snow that was insufficient to reset the
albedo curve (1) (albset_snm or albset_sna), otherwise (0)

nhru

none

integer

always

mso

Flag to indicate if time is before (1) or after (2) the first potential day for melt
season (melt_look)

nhru

none

integer

always

pk_def

Heat deficit, amount of heat necessary to make the snowpack isothermal at 0
degrees Celsius

nhru

Langleys

real

always

pk_den

Density of the snowpack on each HRU

nhru

grams/cubic
centimeters

real

always

pk_depth

Depth of snowpack on each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

pk_ice

Storage of frozen water in the snowpack on each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

pk_precip

Precipitation added to snowpack for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

pk_temp

Temperature of the snowpack on each HRU

nhru

temp_units

real

always

pkwater_ante

Antecedent snowpack water equivalent on each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

pkwater_equiv

Snowpack water equivalent on each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

pptmix_nopack

Flag indicating that a mixed precipitation event has occurred with no snowpack
present on an HRU (1), otherwise (0)

nhru

none

integer

always

pss

Previous snowpack water equivalent plus new snow

nhru

inches

real

always

pst

While a snowpack exists, pst tracks the maximum snow water equivalent of that
snowpack

nhru

inches

real

always

snow

Snow depth at each measurement station

nsnow

inches

real

nsnow > 0

snow_evap

Evaporation and sublimation from snowpack on each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

snow_free

Fraction of snow-free surface for each HRU

nhru

decimal fraction

real

always
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[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

snowcov_area

Snow-covered area on each HRU

nhru

decimal fraction

real

always

snowmelt

Snowmelt from snowpack on each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

snsv

Tracks the cumulative amount of new snow until there is enough to reset the
albedo curve (albset_snm or albset_sna)

nhru

inches

real

always

subinc_pkweqv

Area-weighted average snowpack water equivalent from associated HRUs
of each subbasin

nsub

inches

double

subbasin_flag = 1

subinc_snowcov

Area-weighted average snow-covered area from associated HRUs to each
subbasin

nsub

decimal fraction

double

subbasin_flag = 1

subinc_snowmelt

Area-weighted average snowmelt from associated HRUs of each subbasin

nsub

inches

double

subbasin_flag = 1

Net snowpack energy balance on each HRU

nhru

Langleys

real

always

tcal

Evapotranspiration
basin_actet

Basin area-weighted average actual ET

one

inches

double

always

basin_actet_mo

Monthly area-weighted average actual ET

one

inches

double

always

basin_dprst_evap

Basin area-weighted average evaporation from surface depression storage

one

inches

double

dprst_flag = 1

basin_fall_frost

Basin area-weighted average fall frost

one

solar date

real

model_mode =
FROST

basin_imperv_evap

Basin area-weighted average evaporation from impervious area

one

inches

double

always

basin_lakeevap

Basin area-weighted average lake evaporation

one

inches

double

nlake > 0

Basin area-weighted average ET from capillary reservoirs

one

inches

double

always

Basin area-weighted average potential ET

one

inches

double

always

basin_potet_mo

Monthly area-weighted average potential ET

one

inches

double

always

basin_spring_frost

Basin area-weighted average spring frost

one

solar date

real

model_mode =
FROST

basin_swale_et

Basin area-weighted average ET from swale HRUs

one

inches

double

always

basin_transp_on

Flag indicating whether transpiration is occurring anywhere in the basin
(0=no; 1=yes)

one

none

integer

always

fall_frost

The solar date (number of days after winter solstice) of the first killing frost
of the fall

nhru

solar date

real

model_mode =
FROST

hru_actet

Actual ET for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

hru_et_yr

Yearly area-weighted average actual ET for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

print_freq = 2

hru_frac_perv

Fraction of HRU that is pervious

nhru

decimal fraction

real

always

imperv_evap

Evaporation from impervious area for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always
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basin_perv_et
basin_potet

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

intcp_evap

Evaporation from the canopy for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

lake_evap

Total evaporation from each lake HRU

nlake

cfs

double

nlake > 0

pan_evap

Pan evaporation at each measurement station

nevap

inches

real

nevap > 0

perv_actet

Actual ET from the capillary reservoir of each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

potet

Potential ET for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

potet_lower

Potential ET in the lower zone of the capillary reservoir for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

potet_rechr

Potential ET in the recharge zone of the capillary reservoir for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

spring_frost

The solar date (number of days after winter solstice) of the last killing frost of the
spring

nhru

solar date

real

model_mode =
FROST

subinc_actet

Area-weighted average actual ET from associated HRUs to each subbasin

nsub

inches

double

subbasin_flag = 1

subinc_potet

Area-weighted average potential ET from associated HRUs to each subbasin

nsub

inches

double

subbasin_flag = 1

swale_actet

Evaporation from the gravity and preferential-flow reservoirs that exceeds sat_
threshold

nhru

inches

real

always

transp_on

Flag indicating whether transpiration is occurring (0=no; 1=yes)

nhru

none

integer

always

Hortonian surface runoff, infiltration, and impervious storage
basin_cap_infil_max

Basin area-weighted average maximum infiltration that flows to capillary reservoirs

one

inches

double

always

basin_hortonian

Basin area-weighted average Hortonian runoff

one

inches

double

always

basin_hortonian_lakes

Basin area-weighted average Hortonian surface runoff to lakes

one

inches

double

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

basin_imperv_stor

Basin area-weighted average storage on impervious area

one

inches

double

always

basin_infil

Basin area-weighted average infiltration to the capillary reservoirs

one

inches

double

always

basin_sroff

Basin area-weighted average surface runoff to the stream network

one

inches

double

always

basin_sroff_cfs

Basin area-weighted average surface runoff to the stream network

one

cfs

double

always

basin_sroff_down

Basin area-weighted average cascading surface runoff

one

inches

double

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

basin_sroff_farflow

Basin area-weighted average cascading surface runoff to farfield

one

inches

double

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

basin_sroff_mo

Monthly area-weighted average surface runoff

one

inches

double

always

basin_sroff_upslope

Basin area-weighted average cascading surface runoff received from upslope
HRUs

one

inches

double

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

basin_sroffi

Basin area-weighted average surface runoff from impervious areas

one

inches

double

always

basin_sroffp

Basin area-weighted average surface runoff from pervious areas

one

inches

double

always
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[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

hortonian_flow

Hortonian surface runoff reaching stream network for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

hortonian_lakes

Surface runoff to lakes for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

cascade_flag = 1,
ncascade > 0, and
nlake > 0

hru_hortn_cascflow

Cascading Hortonian surface runoff leaving each HRU

nhru

inches

real

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

hru_impervevap

Evaporation from impervious area for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

hru_impervstor

Storage on impervious area for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

hru_sroffi

Surface runoff from impervious areas for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

hru_sroffp

Surface runoff from pervious areas for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

imperv_stor

Storage on impervious area for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

infil

Infiltration to the capillary reservoir for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

infil_tot

Infiltration and cascading interflow and Dunnian flow added to capillary reservoir
storage for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

seginc_sroff

Area-weighted average surface runoff for each segment from HRUs contributing
flow to the segment

nsegment

cfs

real

nsegment > 0

sroff3

Surface runoff to the stream network for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

sub_sroff

Area-weighted average Hortonian plus Dunnian surface runoff from associated
HRUs to each subbasin and from upstream subbasins

nsub

cfs

double

subbasin_flag = 1

subinc_sroff

Area-weighted average Hortonian plus Dunnian surface runoff from associated
HRUs to each subbasin

nsub

cfs

double

subbasin_flag = 1

upslope_hortonian

Hortonian surface runoff received from upslope HRUs

nhru

inches

real

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

Surface depression storage
Basin area-weighted average seepage surface depression storage

one

inches

double

dprst_flag = 1

basin_dprst_sroff

Basin area-weighted average surface runoff from open surface depression storage

one

inches

double

dprst_flag = 1

basin_dprst_volcl

Basin area-weighted average storage volume in closed surface depressions

one

inches

double

dprst_flag = 1

basin_dprst_volop

Basin area-weighted average storage volume in open surface depressions

one

inches

double

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_area_clos

Surface area of closed surface depressions based on volume for each HRU

nhru

acres

real

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_area_open

Surface area of open surface depressions based on volume for each HRU

nhru

acres

real

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_evap_hru

Evaporation from surface depression storage for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_frac_hru

Fraction of HRU that has surface-depression storage

nhru

decimal fraction

real

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_frac_perv

Fraction of HRU that has surface-depression storage

nhru

decimal fraction

real

dprst_flag = 1
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basin_dprst_seep

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

dprst_insroff_hru

Surface runoff from pervious and impervious portions into surface depression
storage for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_seep_hru

Seepage from surface depression storage to associated GWR for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_sroff_hru

Surface runoff from open surface depression storage for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_vol_clos

Storage volume in closed surface depressions for each HRU

nhru

acre-inches

double

dprst_flag = 1

dprst_vol_open

Storage volume in open surface depressions for each HRU

nhru

acre-inches

double

dprst_flag = 1

basin_cap_up_max

Basin area-weighted average maximum cascade flow that flows to capillary
reservoirs

one

inches

double

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

basin_capwaterin

Basin area-weighted average infiltration and any cascading interflow and Dunnian
flow added to capillary reservoir storage

one

inches

double

always

basin_dncascadeflow

Basin area-weighted average cascading interflow, Dunnian surface runoff, and
farflow

one

inches

double

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

basin_dninterflow

Basin area-weighted average cascading interflow

one

inches

double

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

basin_dunnian

Basin area-weighted average Dunnian surface runoff that flows to the stream
network

one

inches

double

always

basin_dunnian_gvr

Basin area-weighted average excess flow to preferential-flow reservoirs from
gravity reservoirs

one

inches

double

always

basin_dunnian_pfr

Basin area-weighted average excess infiltration to preferential-flow reservoirs
from variable infil

one

inches

double

always

basin_dunnianflow

Basin area-weighted average cascading Dunnian flow

one

inches

double

always

basin_gvr2pfr

Basin area-weighted average excess flow to preferential-flow reservoir storage
from gravity reservoirs

one

inches

double

always

basin_interflow_max

Basin area-weighted average maximum interflow that flows from gravity
reservoirs

one

inches

double

always

basin_lakeinsz

Basin area-weighted average lake inflow from land HRUs

one

inches

double

cascade_flag = 1,
ncascade > 0, and
nlake > 0

basin_pref_flow_in

Basin area-weighted average infiltration to preferential-flow reservoir storage

one

inches

double

always

basin_pref_stor

Basin area-weighted average storage in preferential-flow reservoirs

one

inches

double

always

basin_prefflow

Basin area-weighted average interflow from preferential-flow reservoirs to the
stream network

one

inches

double

always

basin_recharge

Basin area-weighted average recharge to GWRs

one

inches

double

always

Soil zone storage, interflow, gravity drainage, dunnian surface runoff
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Table 1-5. Input and output variables for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

basin_slowflow

Basin area-weighted average interflow from gravity reservoirs to the stream
network

one

inches

double

always

basin_slstor

Basin area-weighted average storage of gravity reservoirs

one

inches

double

always

basin_sm2gvr

Basin area-weighted average excess flow from capillary reservoirs to gravity
reservoir storage

one

inches

double

always

basin_sm2gvr_max

Basin area-weighted average maximum excess flow from capillary reservoirs that
flows to gravity reservoirs

one

inches

double

always

basin_soil_moist

Basin area-weighted average capillary reservoir storage

one

inches

double

always

basin_soil_rechr

Basin area-weighted average storage for recharge zone; upper portion of capillary
reservoir where both evaporation and transpiration occurs

one

inches

double

always

basin_soil_to_gw

Basin area-weighted average excess flow to capillary reservoirs that drains to
GWRs

one

inches

double

always

basin_ssflow

Basin area-weighted average interflow from gravity and preferential-flow reservoirs to the stream network

one

inches

double

always

basin_ssflow_cfs

Basin area-weighted average interflow from gravity and preferential-flow reservoirs to the stream network

one

cfs

double

always

basin_ssflow_mo

Monthly area-weighted average interflow

one

inches

double

always

basin_ssin

Basin area-weighted average inflow to gravity and preferential-flow reservoir
storage

one

inches

double

always

basin_ssstor

Basin area-weighted average gravity and preferential-flow reservoir storage

one

inches

double

always

basin_sz2gw

Basin area-weighted average drainage from gravity reservoirs to GWRs

one

inches

double

always

basin_szfarflow

Basin area-weighted average farfield flow from gravity and preferential-flow
reservoirs

one

inches

double

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

cap_waterin

Infiltration and any cascading interflow and Dunnian surface runoff added to
capillary reservoir storage for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

Dunnian surface runoff that flows to the stream network for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

Cascading interflow, Dunnian surface runoff, and farflow from each HRU

nhru

inches

real

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

lakein_sz

Cascading interflow and Dunnian surface runoff to lake HRUs for each upslope
HRU

nhru

inches

real

cascade_flag = 1,
ncascade > 0, and
nlake > 0

pref_flow

Interflow from the preferential-flow reservoir that flows to the stream network for
each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

pref_flow_infil

Infiltration to the preferential-flow reservoir storage for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always
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dunnian_flow
hru_sz_cascadeflow

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

pref_flow_max

Maximum storage of the preferential-flow reservoir for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

pref_flow_stor

Storage in preferential-flow reservoir for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

pref_flow_thrsh

Soil storage threshold defining storage between field capacity and maximum soil
saturation minus the any’ preferential-flow storage

nhru

inches

real

always

recharge

Recharge to the associated GWR as sum of soil_to_gw and’ ssr_to_gw for each
HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

seginc_ssflow

Area-weighted average interflow for each segment from HRUs contributing flow
to the segment

nsegment

cfs

real

nsegment > 0

slow_flow

Interflow from gravity reservoir that flows to the stream network for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

slow_stor

Storage of gravity reservoir for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

soil_lower

Storage in the lower zone of the capillary reservoir that is only available for transpiration for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

soil_lower_ratio

Water content ration in the lower zone of the capillary reservoir for each HRU

nhru

decimal fraction

real

always

soil_moist

Storage of capillary reservoir for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

soil_moist_frac

Fraction of capillary reservoir storage of the maximum storage for each HRU

nhru

decimal fraction

real

always

soil_moist_tot

Total soil-zone storage (soil_moist + ssres_stor) for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

soil_rechr

Storage for recharge zone (upper portion) of the capillary reservoir that is available for both evaporation and transpiration

nhru

inches

real

always

soil_rechr_ratio

Water content ration in the recharge zone of the capillary reservoir for each HRU

nhru

decimal fraction

real

always

soil_to_gw

Portion of excess flow to the capillary reservoir that drains to the associated GWR
for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

soil_to_ssr

Portion of excess flow to the capillary reservoir that flows to the gravity reservoir
for each HRU

nhru

inches

real

always

soil_zone_max

Maximum storage of all soil zone reservoirs

nhru

inches

real

always

ssr_to_gw

Drainage from the gravity-reservoir to the associated GWR for each HRU

nssr

inches

real

always

ssres_flow

Interflow from gravity and preferential-flow reservoirs to the stream network for
each HRU

nssr

inches

real

always

ssres_in

Inflow to the gravity and preferential-flow reservoirs for each HRU

nssr

inches

real

always

ssres_stor

Storage in the gravity and preferential-flow reservoirs for each HRU

nssr

inches

real

always

sub_interflow

Area-weighted average interflow from associated HRUs to each subbasin and
from upstream subbasins

nsub

cfs

double

subbasin_flag = 1

subinc_interflow

Area-weighted average interflow from associated HRUs to each subbasin

nsub

cfs

double

subbasin_flag = 1
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Table 1-5. Input and output variables for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

upslope_dunnianflow

Cascading Dunnian surface runoff that flows to the capillary reservoir of each
down slope HRU for each upslope HRU

nhru

inches

real

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

upslope_interflow

Cascading interflow runoff that flows to the capillary reservoir of each down slope
HRU for each upslope HRU

nhru

inches

real

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

basin_gwflow

Basin area-weighted average groundwater flow to the stream network

one

inches

double

always

Groundwater flow
basin_gwflow_cfs

Basin area-weighted average groundwater flow to the stream network

one

cfs

double

always

basin_gwflow_mo

Monthly area-weighted average groundwater discharge

one

inches

double

always

basin_gwin

Basin area-weighted average inflow to GWRs

one

inches

double

always

basin_gwsink

Basin area-weighted average GWR outflow to the groundwater sink

one

inches

double

always

basin_gwstor

Basin area-weighted average storage in GWRs

one

inches

double

always

gw_in_soil

Drainage from capillary reservoir excess water for each GWR

ngw

acre-inches

real

always

gw_in_ssr

Drainage from gravity reservoir excess water for each GWR

ngw

acre-inches

real

always

gw_seep_lakein

Groundwater discharge to each lake HRU for each GWR

nlake

inches

real

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

gw_upslope

Groundwater flow received from upslope GWRs for each GWR

ngw

acre-inches

real

cascadegw_flag = 1
and ncascdgw > 0

gwres_flow

Groundwater discharge from each GWR to the stream network

ngw

inches

real

always

gwres_in

Total inflow to each GWR from associated capillary and gravity reservoirs

ngw

acre-inches

real

always

gwres_sink

Outflow from GWRs to the groundwater sink; water is considered underflow or
flow to deep aquifers and does not flow to the stream network

ngw

inches

real

always

Storage in each GWR

ngw

inches

real

always

Storage added to each GWR when storage is less than gwstor_min

ngw

inches

real

always

hru_gw_cascadeflow

Cascading groundwater flow from each GWR

ngw

inches

real

cascadegw_flag = 1
and ncascdgw > 0

seginc_gwflow

Area-weighted average groundwater discharge for each segment from HRUs
contributing flow to the segment

nsegment

cfs

real

nsegment > 0

sub_gwflow

Area-weighted average groundwater discharge from associated GWRs to each
subbasin and from upstream subbasins

nsub

cfs

double

subbasin_flag = 1

subinc_gwflow

Area-weighted average groundwater discharge from associated GWRs to each
subbasin

nsub

cfs

double

subbasin_flag = 1
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gwres_stor
gwstor_minarea_wb

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

Streamflow
basin_cfs

Streamflow leaving the basin through the stream network

one

cfs

double

always

basin_cms

Streamflow leaving the basin through the stream network

one

cms

double

always

basin_stflow_in

Basin area-weighted average lateral flow entering the stream network

one

inches

double

always

basin_stflow_mo

Monthly area-weighted average simulated streamflow

one

inches

double

always

basin_stflow_out

Basin area-weighted average streamflow leaving through the stream network

one

inches

double

always

flow_out

Total flow out of model domain

one

cfs

double

always

hru_outflow

Total flow leaving each HRU

nhru

cfs

real

always

hru_streamflow_out

Total flow to stream network from each HRU

nhru

cfs

double

always

obsq_inches

Measured streamflow at specified outlet station

one

inches

double

always

obsq_inches_mo

Monthly measured streamflow at specified outlet station

one

inches

double

always

runoff

Streamflow at each measurement station

nobs

runoff_units

real

nobs > 0

seg_inflow

Total flow entering a segment

nsegment

cfs

real

nsegment > 0

seg_lateral_inflow

Lateral inflow entering a segment

nsegment

cfs

real

nsegment > 0

seg_outflow

Streamflow leaving a segment

nsegment

cfs

real

nsegment > 0

seg_upstream_inflow

Sum of inflow from upstream segments

nsegment

cfs

real

nsegment > 0

streamflow_cfs

Streamflow at each measurement station

nobs

cfs

real

nobs > 0

streamflow_cms

Streamflow at each measurement station

nobs

cms

real

nobs > 0

strm_farfield3

Flow out of basin as farfield flow

one

cfs

double

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

strm_seg_in3

Streamflow as a result of cascading flow in each stream segment

nsegment

cfs

double

cascade_flag = 1 and
ncascade > 0

sub_cfs

Total streamflow leaving each subbasin

nsub

cfs

double

subbasin_flag = 1

sub_cms

Total streamflow from each subbasin

nsub

cms

double

subbasin_flag = 1

sub_inq

Sum of streamflow from upstream subbasins to each subbasin

nsub

cfs

double

subbasin_flag = 1

Lake dynamics
basin_2ndstflow

Streamflow from second output point for lake HRUs using gate opening routing

one

inches

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

basin_lake_seep

Basin area-weighted average lake-bed seepage to GWRs

one

inches

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

basin_lake_stor

Basin volume-weighted average storage for all lakes using broad-crested weir or
gate opening routing

one

inches

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake
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Table 1-5. Input and output variables for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV).—Continued
[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

nlake

cfs

real

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

nratetbl

inches

real

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake and
nratetbl > 0

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

nlakeelev

feet

real

strmflow_module
= strmflow_lake and
nlakeelev > 0

Inflow to each lake HRU using Puls or linear storage routing

gate_ht

Height of the gate opening at each dam with a gate

lake_2gw

Total seepage from each lake HRU

lake_elev

Elevation of each simulated lake surface

lake_inflow

Total inflow to each lake HRU

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_interflow

Total interflow into each lake HRU

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_invol

Inflow to each lake using broad-crested weir or gate opening routing

nlake

acre-feet

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_lateral_inflow

Lateral inflow to each lake HRU

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_outcfs

Streamflow leaving each lake HRU

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_outcms

Streamflow leaving each lake HRU

nlake

cms

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_outflow

Evaporation and seepage from each lake HRU

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_outq2

Streamflow from second outlet for each lake with a second outlet

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_outvol

Outflow to each lake using broad-crested weir or gate opening routing

nlake

acre-feet

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_precip

Total precipitation into each lake HRU

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_seep_in

Total seepage into each lake HRU

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_seepage

Lake-bed seepage from each lake HRU to the associated GWR

nlake

inches

real

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake
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din1

[HRU, hydrologic response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; CBH, climate-by-HRU; ET, evapotranspiration; cfs: cubic feet per second; cms: cubic meters per second; >, greater than; runoff_units, 0=cfs;
1=cms; precip_units, 0=inches; 1=millimeters; temp_units, 0=degrees Fahrenheit; 1=degrees Celsius; control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, strmflow_module, model_mode, dprst_
flag, subbasin_flag, cascade_flag, and cascadegw_flag defined in table 1-2]

Variable name

Description

Dimension1

Units

Data type

Availabilty/condition

lake_sroff

Total surface runoff into each lake HRU

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_sto

Storage in each lake HRU using Puls or linear storage routing

nlake

cfs-days

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_stream_in

Total streamflow to each lake HRU

nlake

cfs

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

lake_vol

Storage for lake HRUs using broad-crested weir or gate opening routing

nlake

acre-feet

double

strmflow_module =
strmflow_lake

Water balance
basin_storage

Basin area-weighted average storage in all water-storage reservoirs

one

inches

double

always

basin_storvol

Basin area-weighted average storage volume in all water-storage reservoirs

one

acre-inches

double

always

subinc_deltastor

Change in storage for each subbasin

nsub

cfs

double

subbasin_flag = 1

subinc_wb

Water balance for each subbasin

nsub

cfs

double

subbasin_flag = 1

Dimension variables defined in table 1-1.

1

Set by precipitation distribution module and can be modified by the interception module if all precipitation captured in canopy.

2

Initially set by surface runoff module and can be modified by the soilzone module if Dunnian surface runoff occurs.

3

Reflects availability of variables based on module selections. See variable description for the reason(s) a variable is conditional or always available. Variables unique to deprecated modules soltab_prms,
temp_2sta_prms, ccsolrad_prms, ddsolrad_prms, potet_hamon_prms, smbal_prms, and ssflow_prms and not included in the table.
4

Values are set to the last valid computed value; value is < –99.0 or > 150.0.

5
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Computation Control Module: call_modules
The Computation Control Module (call_modules) defines the computational sequence and active PRMS-IV modules
and sets simulation flags and dimensions. This module writes the list of the active modules to the user’s screen. Input to the
Computation Control Module is read from the Control File (table 1-2).

Basin Module: basin
The Basin Module (basin) declares and computes domain variables. This module is executed prior to the time-step loop
of the simulation. The module checks for consistency in input parameters and computes and initializes domain internal variables,
making them available to other PRMS-IV modules. Examples of internal variables computed by the Basin Module include the
areas of each HRU that are pervious and impervious. Input parameters for the Basin Module are defined in table 1-3. The computed variables are defined in table 1-5.

Cascade Module: cascade
The Cascade Module (cascade) provides an optional cascading-flow procedure to route computed flows from upslope
to downslope HRUs and groundwater reservoirs (GWRs). This procedure relies on specification of a directed, acyclic-flow
network (Ford and Fulkerson, 1956); that is, a tree graph with no cycles that defines the flow paths within the domain. The Cascade Module allows for routing flows between spatial units that are delineated on the basis of changes in topography, land use,
climate, soil properties, and geologic units to account for the changes in hydrologic response, timing, and drainage patterns as
water moves from upslope to downslope portions of a watershed. Cascade Module routing is compatible with all non-deprecated
PRMS-IV modules. Input parameters for the Cascade Module are defined in table 1-3. The computed variables are defined in
table 1-5.
Each flow path is specified by starting at the highest upslope point and traversing downslope to terminate in a stream segment, lake HRU, or swale HRU without any circular flow. Different flow paths can be specified for surface water (HRU based)
and groundwater (GWR based); however, groundwater-flow paths must terminate in a stream segment.
The cascading-flow procedure allows for complex paths, including flow routing to multiple downslope neighbors (that
is, many-to-many, or divergent routing) or to one downslope neighbor (one-to-one routing). Figure 1-1 shows a routing pattern between 10 HRUs and 4 stream segments to illustrate how outflow can be routed from HRU to HRU and then to a stream
network along various pathways. If HRUs are discretized solely on the basis of topography, the connectivity would be one-toone routing. However, if HRUs are discretized on the basis of other factors, such as elevation bands, a regular grid, or land-use
patterns, then many-to-many routing can be used to route cascading flow on the basis of the fraction of area in the upslope HRU
or GWR that contributes flow to each downslope HRU, GWR, or stream segment (fig. 1-2). An assumption of the cascade procedure is that flow is routed from/to contiguous HRUs, GWRs, and stream segments; however, users can specify any cascade link
that is hydrologically valid.
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Figure 1-1. Example Hydrologic Response Unit (HRU)
connectivity to a stream. HRUs are numbered 1 to 10 and stream
segments 1 to 4.
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Figure 1-2. Cascading flow of surface runoff and interflow among hydrologic response units and
stream segments. Cascading flow delineated from A, topology, climate, and vegetation; and B, a
finite-difference grid (from Markstrom and others, 2008, fig. 18).

Surface water (HRU based) cascade routing is computed when the value of dimension parameter ncascade is specified
greater than 0 in the Parameter File and the control parameter cascade_flag is specified equal to 1 (default value) in the Control
File. Dimension ncascade is the total number of links from HRUs to HRUs, including lake and swale HRUs, and from HRUs
to stream segments in the domain. Parameter cascade_flag allows users to include cascade parameters in the Parameter File
and turn-off cascade computations (value specified equal to 0). Groundwater (GWR based) cascade routing is computed when
dimension parameter ncascdgw and control parameter cascadegw_flag are set similarly. Dimension ncascdgw is the total number of links from GWRs to GWRs and from GWRs to stream segments in the domain.
Cascading flow computations are performed from the top of each flow path to the terminus, maintaining continuity. To
simplify specification of the flow path connectivity parameters, the Cascade Module determines a routing order to ensure that
computations for an HRU, GWR, or stream segment are not performed prior to any that can contribute flow to it from any
other flow path. In addition, the Cascade Module can check for circular flow paths. If circular paths are found, an error message is printed to the screen indicating that the connectivity parameters must be corrected before the simulation can continue.
The parameter circle_switch is used to turn on (1) and off (0) the checking for circular paths. Users should set circle_switch
to 1 until the code has verified that circles are not present in the connectivity parameters. Once all circles are resolved, it is
recommended that circle_switch be set to 0 to reduce execution time.
Four parameters specify each HRU-to-HRU and HRU-to-stream segment cascade link, hru_up_id, hru_down_id,
hru_strmseg_down_id, and hru_pct_up. For any HRU cascade link, if the parameter hru_strmseg_down_id is specified with
a value greater than 0, this value overrides the value of hru_down_id, and all flow for the cascade link goes to the stream segment identified by hru_strmseg_down_id. In this case, if flow from the upstream HRU to the downstream HRU is desired, an
additional cascade link must be specified with the value of hru_strmseg_down_id equal to 0.
Similarly, the connectivity pattern of GWR-to-GWR and GWR-to-stream segment cascade links is defined by four parameters, gw_up_id, gw_down_id, gw_strmseg_down_id, and gw_pct_up, each dimensioned by ncascdgw. For any GWR
cascade link, if the parameter gw_strmseg_down_id is specified with a value greater than 0, this value overrides the value
of gw_down_id, and all flow for the cascade link goes to the stream segment gw_strmseg_down_id. In this case, if flow
from the upstream GWR to the downstream GWR is desired, an additional cascade link must be specified with the value of
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gw_strmseg_down_id equal to 0. Generally, the GWR cascade links are set equal to the HRU cascade links unless there are
swale HRUs or additional information is available to define the GWR connectivity pattern.
An HRU that is not specified in any cascade link is a swale HRU. The associated value of parameter hru_type is specified
as 3 for all swale HRUs. Stream segments not included in any HRU or GWR cascade link do not receive lateral inflow (surface
runoff, interflow, or groundwater flow). The GWR connectivity parameters must account for all GWRs. Likewise, when stream
network connectivity parameters are specified; all stream segments and lake HRUs must be included.
The parameters hru_pct_up and gw_pct_up assign the decimal fraction of total flow from an upslope HRU or GWR that
is routed by each cascade link, respectively. If the sum of hru_pct_up or gw_pct_up decimal fractions of all cascade links for
an upslope HRU or GWR is less than 1.0, the remainder is apportioned evenly among all cascade links originating from that
upslope HRU or GWR.
Additionally, two scalar parameters are used to simplify cascade links. The Cascade Module ignores any cascade link with
an upslope HRU or GWR area less than the minimum of cascade_tol and 7.5 percent of the area of the upslope HRU or GWR.
Cascade links with less than this minimum value are ignored and the remainder is apportioned evenly among all cascade links
originating from the HRU or GWR.
One-to-one cascade routing can be forced when the parameter cascade_flg is set to a value of 1, even though a many-tomany cascade pattern is specified. The cascade link with the largest fraction (hru_pct_up or gw_pct_up) of cascading flow of
all links originating from the HRU or GWR is set to a value of 1.0 and the other links are ignored.
Connectivity parameters and dimension parameters can be derived by using a geographic information system (GIS) analysis of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM; U.S. Geological Survey, 2000) on the basis of flow accumulation and flow direction, the
HRU map, and the delineated stream network. This can result in zero, one, or multiple cascade links for each HRU. The number
of cascade links, in general, is a function of the complexity of the HRU delineation. The fraction of an HRU that cascades to a
neighbor is the contributing area for all DEM cells that have a flow direction to the neighboring HRU or stream segment divided
by the total area of the HRU.
Generally, an HRU will have at least one cascade. An HRU without cascades would occur if an HRU were delineated as a
closed basin or swale. In some cases, GIS processing might incorrectly indicate an HRU to be a swale, for example, a wetland
that outflows to a stream only under wet conditions. It is recommended that any HRU without a cascade be verified as such.
Determination of cascade links for very complex HRU delineations can result in some HRUs cascading to each other or multiple
HRU circular flow paths. Circles should be corrected by removing cascade links during the GIS processing.
Connectivity parameters for HRUs delineated as a regular grid, such as a finite-difference grid, can be approximated from
their average land-surface elevations. The relative differences in land-surface elevations between an HRU and coincident HRU
neighbors or stream segment can be used to approximate the fraction of an HRU that contributes flow to its downstream neighbor (Henson and others, 2013). In general, finer grids result in better approximations of flow accumulation and direction within
each grid cell. Use of this method can simplify the determination of flow path and minimize the number of circles.
The module checks the connectivity parameters and prints messages when problems are found. Error messages are printed
for HRU flow paths when: (1) a circular path is detected and (2) any value for input parameters hru_up_id or hru_down_id is
specified greater than dimension parameter nhru. Error messages are printed for GWR flow paths when: (1) a circular path is
detected, (2) any value for input parameters gw_up_id or gw_down_id is specified greater than dimension parameter ngw, and
(3) any GWR does not cascade or receive flow.
Warning messages, the cascade flow paths and routing order are printed to the file “cascade.msgs” when the control parameter print_debug is specified with the value 13. This file can be used to verify that the cascade flow paths are consistent with
the topography, drainage patterns, and HRU delineation.
The Cascade Module computes variables that are used by other modules (srunoff_smidx, srunoff_carea, soilzone, and gwflow described in this appendix) to route the surface-water and groundwater flows computed in those modules
from upslope to downslope HRUs, GWRs, and stream segments. Cascading surface water is added to downslope HRUs as
infiltration to the capillary reservoir or lateral inflow to stream segments. Cascading groundwater flows are added to downslope
GWRs as gravity drainage or lateral inflow to stream segments.

Solar Table Module: soltab
Tables consisting of daily estimates of the potential (clear sky) short-wave solar radiation (soltab_potsw) for each HRU
are computed on the basis of hours between sunrise and sunset (sotab_sunhrs) for each day of year for each HRU in module
soltab. The potential short-wave solar radiation is also computed for each day of the year for a horizontal plane at the surface of the centroid of the domain. Input parameters are used to compute the solar-table variables and are defined in table 1-3.
Equation symbols used in this section that correspond directly to PRMS-IV input or output are defined in this table.
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Daily estimates of obliquity are computed from (Meeus, 1999):
E = 1 − [ EC× cos( jd − 3 ) × rad]
where

E
EC
jd
rad

(1-1)

is the obliquity of the Sun’s ecliptic, angular degrees;
is the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit (approximately 0.01671), radians;
is the day of year number (3 is subtracted from the day number because the solar day of year begins on
December 29), days; and
is the revolution speed of the earth (approximately 0.0172), radians per day.

Daily estimates of solar declination are computed from (Meeus, 1999):
DM = 0.006918 − 0.399912 × cos ( Ert ) + 0.070257 × sin ( Ert ) − 0.006758 × coos ( Ert )
+ 0.000907 × sin ( 2 * Ert ) − 0.002697 × cos ( 3 × Ert ) + 0.00148 × sin ( 3× Ert )
where

DM

,

(1-2)

is the solar declination, angular degrees; and E = rad × (jd – 1).
rt

Daily estimates of potential solar radiation and daylight hours are computed by using values of E and DM, and estimates of
slope, aspect, and latitude values, using a combination of methods described in Frank and Lee (1966) and Swift (1976). Daylight
length is computed in radians, converted to hours, and multiplied by the hourly solar constant. The hour angles at time of sunrise
(sr) and sunset (ss) as well as length of daylight (soltab_sunhrs) for each HRU for each day of the year are computed by:
srHRU = cos −1[ − tan( hru_lat HRU ) × tan( DM HRU )] ,

(1-3)

ssHRU = −1 × srHRU and

(1-4)

soltab_sunhrsHRU = 12 × ( ssHRU − srHRU ) ,
where
ssHRU
srHRU

(1-5)

is the hour angle of sunset on the HRU measured from solar noon; morning values are negative and evening
values are positive, radians; and
is the hour angle of sunrise on the HRU measured from solar noon; morning values are negative and evening
values are positive, radians.

Potential solar radiation for each day of the year is calculated according to:
soltab_potswHRU = SC × ( c1PSR + c2 PSR ) ,

(1-6)

where SC is the solar constant (458.4 calories per square centimeter per radian is suggested by Frank and Lee [1966]),
c1PSR =

c2 PSR =

sin( DM HRU ) × sin( hru_lat HRU ) × (ssHRU − srHRU ) × 24
2 ×π

; and

(1-7)

cos( DM HRU ) × cos( hru_lat HRU ) × sin( ssHRU ) − sin( srHRU )  × 24
2 ×π

.

(1-8)

Potential solar radiation for each day of the year for the basin (soltab_basinpotsw) is also computed by using equations 1-6–1-8,
except the latitude and sunrise and sunset times of the basin centroid are used.
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Time-Series Data Module: obs
The Time-Series Data Module (obs) reads the time-series variables from the Data File (see Appendix 2 for a description
of the Data File format), making them available for input to other modules and output to the Statistics Variable and Animation
Files.
Meteorological measurements of precipitation (precip), air temperature (tmax and tmin), pan evaporation (pan_evap), and
potential solar radiation (solrad) are distributed to each HRU by the other modules. If solrad is not specified in the Data File, a
value is estimated for each day of the year for each HRU (soltab_potsw) by the Solar Table module (soltab).
The types of meteorological data that are input to PRMS-IV depend on the modules selected for a particular simulation. For
all Temperature-and Precipitation-Distribution Modules, except for module climate_hru, precipitation (precip) and maximum and minimum air temperature (tmax and tmin, respectively) for at least one climate station must be included in the Data
File. The climate_hru module reads pre-processed values of hru_ppt, tmaxf, and tminf, and, optionally, potential evapotranspiration (potet) and solar radiation (swrad) for each HRU. Consequently, when using this module, Data File values of precip,
tmax, tmin, pan_evap, and solrad are optional.
Measured data for streamflow (runoff) and depth of snowpack (snow) can be included in the Data File for comparison to
simulated values of streamflow (basin_cfs, seg_outflow, and sub_cfs) and snowpack (pk_depth), respectively. Measured values
of gate-height openings at the outflow of lakes can be input for simulation of outflow from lakes, and the elevation of the surface
of lakes (lake_elev) can be used to compare simulated lake-surface elevations (elevlake) when the strmflow_lake module is
selected.
The units of all precipitation and air-temperature data specified in the Data File must be defined. Precipitation units (precip_units: 0 for inches, 1 for millimeters) and temperature units (parameter temp_units: 0 for Fahrenheit, 1 for Celsius) are
specified in the Parameter File. The units of all parameters based on temperature and precipitation must be consistent with these
definitions. Input parameters and variables for module obs are defined in table 1-3 and table 1-5, respectively.

Temperature-Distribution Modules
Air temperature is used in computations of evaporation, transpiration, sublimation, and snowmelt for each HRU. Temperature-Distribution Modules compute and distribute maximum, minimum, and average air temperatures in degrees Celsius and Fahrenheit for each HRU for each time step. The four Temperature-Distribution Modules included in PRMS-IV are
temp_1sta, temp_2sta_prms (deprecated), temp_laps, and temp_dist2. Module temp_2sta_prms is only
retained for backward compatibility with older PRMS applications and is documented by Leavesley and others (1996). Input
parameters and input and output variables for modules temp_1sta, temp_laps, and temp_dist2 are defined in tables 1-3
and 1-5, respectively.
The modules xyz_dist and ide_dist provide two additional temperature-distribution algorithms (see the “Combined
Climate Distribution Modules” section in this appendix). The seventh option is to input temperature values that have been predistributed to each HRU and input using the climate_hru module that is described in the “Climate-by-HRU Distribution
Module” section in this appendix. The user sets the control parameter temp_module specified in the Control File to one of the
seven temperature distribution module names. The best option selection depends on the climate-distribution method that best
represents the watershed and the number and locations of air-temperature measurement stations available.
The elevation of each air-temperature measurement station can be specified in either feet or meters (set parameter elev_
units to 0 for feet and 1 for meters). Monthly lapse-rate coefficients must be expressed in units that are consistent with the
specified temperature and elevation units.
In each of the modules, the HRU adjusted average temperature for each time step (tavgf), and the basin-area weighted
maximum, minimum, and average temperatures (basin_tmax, basin_tmin, and basin_temp) for the time step are computed as
follows:
tavgf HRU =

tmaxf HRU + t min f HRU
2
,		
nhru

basin_tmax =

∑ (tmaxf
i =1

i

(1-9)

× hru_areai)

basin_area

,		

(1-10)
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nhru

basin_t min =

∑ (t min f
i=1

i

basin_area

nhru

basin_temp =

∑ ( tempf
i=1

× hru_areai )

i

, and

(1-11)

,

(1-12)

× hru_areai)

basin_area

Variable names shown in the equations 1-9–1-12 are for degrees Fahrenheit. Comparable variables in degrees Celsius also are
calculated. The output units for variables basin_tmax, basin_tmin, and basin_temp depend on parameter temp_units.
Any measured temperature values (tmin or tmax) less than –99 or greater than 150 are considered anomalous and ignored
by Temperature-Distribution Modules. Modules have methods for dealing with limited missing data. For modules temp_1sta
and temp_laps, consecutive missing values, up to the value of parameter max_missing, are set to the previous valid value. If
more than max_missing values are encountered, an error message is printed and the simulation stops. For modules ide_dist
and temp_dist2, missing temperature values are ignored. However, if values are missing for all air-temperature measurement
stations for any time step, an error message is printed and the simulation stops. It is recommended that data gaps for meteorological data be corrected and quality assessments be made of these data prior to execution of PRMS-IV.

temp_1sta
Module temp_1sta distributes air temperature to each HRU based on a measured value of maximum (tmax) and minimum (tmin) temperature. This module distributes temperatures to each HRU by using monthly lapse-rate parameters (tmax_
lapse and tmin_lapse) and temperature-adjustment parameters (tmax_adj and tmin_adj). The lapse rates represent the change
in temperature with 1,000 units of elevation change. This module is used when temperature data from one or more measurement
stations are available and the measured data can be applied to each HRU by the parameter hru_tsta. The subscript tsta is the
measurement station associated with the HRU by parameter hru_tsta. The maximum and minimum air temperatures are computed for each HRU according to:
 hru_elev HRU − tsta_elev tstaa
tmaxf HRU = tmaxtsta − tmax_lapse month × 
1000



 − tmax_adjHRU

and

potetHRU = epan_coef month × pan_evaphru_pansta,
where

tsta

(1-13)

(1-14)

is the measurement station identification number associated with the HRU by parameter hru_tsta.

temp_laps
Module temp_laps can be used when data from at least two measurement stations at different elevations are available to
compute and distribute air temperature. Each HRU is assigned air temperatures on the basis of daily computed lapse rates during each time step in the simulation from a pair of available measurement stations. The station that is most representative of the
temperature at the HRU is designated as the base station and specified by parameter hru_tsta (identified by subscript tsta). The
station that is not the base station is called the lapse station and specified by parameter hru_tlaps (identified by subscript tlaps)
and is used with the base station to calculate the lapse rate. Maximum and minimum HRU temperatures are computed for each
time step by a temperature lapse rate from the two associated stations according to:
t max f HRU = tmaxtsta + ( tmaxtlaps − tmaxtsta ) × elfacHRU − tmax_adjHRUU and

(1-15)
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t min f HRU = tmintsta + ( tmintlaps − tmintsta ) × elfacHRU − tmin_adjHRU

(1-16)

,

where
 hru_elev HRU − tsta_elev tsta

 tsta_elev tlaps − tsta_ellev tsta

elfacHRU =



,

(1-17)

temp_dist2
Module temp_dist2 distributes temperatures to the HRUs by computing weights based on lapse rates and the inverse of
the square of the distance between the centroid of the HRU and the location of multiple air temperature measurement stations
(Dean and Snyder, 1977; Bauer and Vaccaro, 1987; Vaccaro, 2007), according to:
tmaxf HRU =

ntemp

∑ (tmax

tsta

tsta =1

t min f HRU =

+ (basin_lapse_max × elfacHRU ,tsta + tmax_adjHRU ) × distHRU ,tsta 

ntemp

∑ (tmin

tsta =1

tsta

and

+ (basin_lapse_ min× elfacHRU ,tsta + tmin_adjHRU ) × distHRU ,tsta 

,

(1-18)

(1-19)

where
basin_lapse_max =

ntemp



( tmax

i

i =1

basin_lapse_ min =

ntemp

i

elfacHRU ,tsta =

distHRU ,tsta





(1-20)

i +1

( t mini − t mini +1 ) × 1000



∑  (tsta_elev − tsta_elev ) × ntemp

;
i =1


=



− tmaxi +1 ) × 1000

∑  (tsta_elev − tsta_elev ) × ntemp

;

i

(1-21)

i +1

hru_elev HRU − tsta_elev tsta
1000
; and		

(1-22)
2

1

(hru_xlatHRU − tsta_ylattsta )

2

+ (hru_xlongHRU − tsta_xlong tsta )

2




.

(1-23)

The summation terms on the right-hand side of equations 1-20 and 1-21 are limited by monthly lapse-rate parameters
lapsemin_min, lapsemin_max, lapsemax_max, and lapsemax_min. The number of measurement stations can be a subset of
the available stations (dimension ntemp) based on the value of parameter dist_max that sets the maximum distance between a
measurement station location and the HRU centroid for inclusion.
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Precipitation-Distribution Modules
Precipitation-Distribution Modules determine the form (rain, snow, or mixed) of, and distribute precipitation for, each
HRU for each time step. Measured precipitation can be input in units of inches or millimeters (parameter precip_units: 0 for
inches, 1 for millimeters). Results are in units of inches. The three Precipitation-Distribution Modules included in PRMS-IV are
precip_1sta, precip_laps, and precip_dist2. The modules xyz_dist and ide_dist provide two additional
precipitation-distribution algorithms (see the “Combined Climate Distribution Modules” section in this appendix). The sixth
option is to input precipitation values that have been pre-distributed to each HRU and input using the climate_hru module
that is described in the “Climate-by-HRU Distribution Module” section in this appendix. The user sets the control parameter
precip_module specified in the Control File to one of the six precipitation distribution module names. The best option selection depends on the climate-distribution method that best represents the watershed and the number and locations of precipitation measurement stations available (dimension nrain). Input parameters and input and output variables for these modules are
defined in tables 1-3 and 1-5, respectively.
The form of the precipitation (rain, snow, or a mixture of both) is important to the simulation of snow accumulation,
snowmelt, infiltration, and runoff. Precipitation form on each day is estimated from the HRU maximum and minimum daily air
temperatures and their relation to the temperature when precipitation is all snow (parameter tmax_allsnow) and the temperature
when precipitation is all rain (parameter tmax_allrain) for the current month. Precipitation is all snow on an HRU when the
maximum daily air temperature is less than or equal to tmax_allsnow. Precipitation is all rain when the minimum air temperature is greater than tmax_allsnow and when the maximum air temperature is greater than or equal to the tmax_allrain value of
the current month.
When the maximum daily air temperature is between tmax_allsnow and tmax_allrain; and the minimum daily air temperature is less than or equal to tmax_allsnow, HRU precipitation is simulated as a mixture of rain and snow. The fraction of the
total precipitation occurring as rain at each HRU is computed by:
 t max f HRU − tmax_allsnow 
prmxHRU = 
 × adjmixx_rain month
tmaxf HRU − tminf HRU


		
.

(1-24)

If the value of prmx for an HRU is greater than or equal to 1.0, the precipitation is considered to be all rain.
In each of the modules, daily precipitation, rain, and snow (basin_ppt, basin_rain, and basin_snow) for the basin are calculated as follows:
nhru

basin_ppt =

∑ ( hru _ ppt
i =1

i

× hru_areai )

basin_area

nhru

basin_rain =

∑ ( hru _ rain
i =1

i

basin_snow =

∑ ( hru _ snow

i

(1-25)

× hru_areai )

basin_area

nhru
i =1

,		

, and		

(1-26)

.		

(1-27)

× hru_areai )

basin_area

precip_1sta
Module precip_1sta was named precip_prms in all previous versions of PRMS. This module distributes measured
precipitation to each HRU for each time step on the basis of a measured value of precipitation and parameters that adjust the
amount of mixed precipitation (equation 1-24), the amount of rain (rain_adj) and the amount snow (snow_adj). These parameters are used to account for elevation, spatial variation, topography, gage location, and deficiencies in gage catch. This module
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is used when precipitation data from one or more measurement stations are available and the measured data can be applied to
each HRU by the parameter hru_psta. If the form of the precipitation (equation 1-24) is all rain, then the precipitation at each
HRU is computed as:
hru _ pptHRU = precip psta × rain_adjHRU ,month ,		
where

(1-28)

is the measurement station associated with the HRU by parameter hru_psta.

psta

If the form of the precipitation is all snow, or a mixed precipitation event, then the precipitation at each HRU is computed as:
hru _ pptHRU = precip psta × snow_adjHRU ,month .		

(1-29)

precip_laps
Module precip_laps can be used when data from at least two measurement stations at different elevations are available
to compute and distribute precipitation. Each HRU is assigned precipitation on the basis of daily computed lapse rates during
each time step in the simulation from a pair of available measurement stations. The station that is most representative of the
precipitation at the HRU is designated as the base station and specified by parameter hru_psta (identified by subscript psta).
The station that is not the base station is called the lapse station and specified by parameter hru_plaps (identified by subscript
plaps) and is used with the base station to calculate the lapse rate. HRU precipitation is computed for each time step by a lapse
rate from the two associated stations. If the form of the precipitation (equation 24) is all rain, then precipitation at each HRU is
computed as:

hru _ pptHRU = precip psta ×


  pmn_mo plaps − pmnn_mo psta 

 
 × ( hru_elev HRU − psta_elev psta )  

  psta_elev plaps − psta_elev psta 

 1.0 + padj_rn psta ,month × 

pmn_mo
psta







 .


(1-30)

If the form of the precipitation is all snow, or contains any fraction of snow, then precipitation at each HRU is computed as:
hru _ pptHRU = precip psta ×


  pmn_mo plaps − pmn
n_mo psta 

 
 × ( hru_elev HRU − psta_elev psta )  

  psta_elev plaps − psta_elev psta 

 1.0 + padj_sn psta ,month × 

pmn_mo
psta






 .



(1-31)

precip_dist2
Module precip_dist2 distributes precipitation to the HRUs by computing weights based on lapse rates and the inverse
of the square of the distance between the centroid of the HRU and the location of multiple precipitation measurement stations
(Dean and Snyder, 1977; Bauer and Vaccaro, 1987; Vaccaro, 2007), according to:
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 precip psta 

 snow_mon HRU ,month
psta =1 
HRU , psta 
= nrain
×
 psta_mon
psta , month
∑ distHRU , psta 
nrain

hru _ pptHRU

∑  dist




.

psta =1

(1-32)

If the form of the precipitation is all snow, or contains any fraction of snow, then precipitation at each HRU is computed as:
 precip psta 

 snow_mon HRU ,month
psta =1 
HRU , psta 
= nrain
×
 psta_mon
psta , month
∑ distHRU , psta 
nrain

hru _ pptHRU

∑  dist
psta =1




(1-33)

,

where

distHRU , psta



=



2

1

( hru_xlat

− psta_ylat psta ) + ( hru_xlong HRU − pstta_xlong psta )
2

HRU

2





 .

(1-34)

The value of dist is limited by parameter maxday_prec. The number of measurement stations can be a subset of the available stations (dimension nrain) based on the value of parameter dist_max that sets the maximum distance between a measurement station location and the HRU centroid for inclusion.

Combined Climate-Distribution Modules
The ide_dist and xyz_dist modules distribute maximum and minimum temperatures and precipitation to each
HRU. When either of these modules is selected for the Temperature-Distribution Module, it also must be selected for the
Precipitation-Distribution Module. The general guidelines outlined at the beginning of the Temperature-Distribution Modules
and Precipitation-Distribution Modules sections apply to these modules as well.

xyz_dist
Module xyz_dist uses a three-dimensional, multiple-linear regression based on longitude, latitude, and elevation to
distribute temperature and precipitation data from two or more measurement stations or from results at grid cells of atmospheric
models (Hay and others, 2000; Hay and Clark, 2003). The methodology was initially developed to distribute statistically downscaled precipitation and temperature from an atmospheric model (a single grid point) to each HRU in a watershed (Hay and
others, 2000). Further testing found module xyz_dist to be appropriate for distributing station data as well (Hay and McCabe,
2002; Hay and others, 2002; Hay and others, 2006a; 2006b; 2006c). Table 1-3 and table 1-5 list the input parameters and variables, respectively, for module xyz_dist.
Multiple linear-regression relations are developed for each dependent climate variable (precipitation and maximum and
minimum air temperature) by using station or grid cell latitude (y), longitude (x), and elevation (z) as the multiple linear regression independent variables (Hay and others, 2000, 2002). Multiple linear-regression parameters (ppt_lapse for precipitation and
max_lapse, and min_lapse for maximum and minimum air temperature, respectively) for the three independent variables in the
equation (x, y, and z) are computed for each month by using monthly mean values from the climate stations located in or near
the watershed. The general equation below describes a plane in three-dimensional space with multiple linear-regression parameters or “slopes” (lapse) intersecting the climate variable (CV) axis at b0.
CV = ( lapse x × xsta ) + ( lapse y × y sta ) + ( lapse z × zsta ) + b0 ,

(1-35)
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where
		lapsex, laspsey, and lapsez are the appropriate values of ppt_lapsedirection,month, max_lapsedirection,month,
and min_lapsedirection,month depending on which climate variable is being computed.
The climate variable precipitation (hru_ppt) is selected to illustrate how equation 1-35 is used. The procedure is identical
for calculation of maximum and minimum temperature (tmaxf and tminf). First, mean daily precipitation (ppt_mean) and corresponding mean location (x_mean, y_mean, and z_mean) are calculated from a set of stations specified by the parameter psta_
nuse. Any station that does not have a valid value for a time step is not included in this calculation. Consequently, a different
set of stations can be used each day. If none of the stations have valid values on a particular day, then the mean monthly value is
used (parameter psta_month_ppt). With these values, b0 is computed according to:
b0 = ppt_mean − ( ppt_lapse x ,month × x_mean ) − ( ppt_lapse y ,month × y_mean )
− ( ppt_lapse z ,month × z_mean )

.

(1-36)

Then, the precipitation amount for each HRU can be computed according to:
hru_pptHRU = ( ppt_lapse x ,month × hru_x HRU ) + ( ppt_lapse x ,month × hru_y HRU )
+ ( ppt_lapse x ,month × hru_z HRU ) + b0

.

(1-37)

All dependent and independent variables used in the regression (equations 1-36 and 1-37) are transformed by subtracting
the mean (parameters ppt_add, x_add, y_add, and z_add) and dividing by the standard deviation (parameters ppt_div, x_div,
y_div, and z_div) to remove the effects of units, magnitude, and inconsistency in specification of the origin. The multiple linearregression parameter (ppt_lapse) must be determined by using these normalized values.
A common problem with this approach is that precipitation amounts tend to increase as the elevation of the HRUs increase.
This means that at the higher elevations, there may always be precipitation simulated whether any precipitation is measured at
the stations or not. To address this problem, the parameter psta_freq_nuse is specified to indicate a set of stations used to determine if there actually is precipitation in the watershed. The value of the parameter rain_code determines how this information
will be used (table 1-3).

ide_dist
Module ide_dist can be used when data from three or more measurement stations are available to compute and distribute precipitation and temperature. The module uses a combination of Inverse Distance and Elevation (IDE) weighting for
interpolating maximum and minimum temperature-station data to each HRU. The IDE methodology was developed for use
when there is adequate station coverage in the domain. If there is a significant portion of the domain with no measured station
data, then an alternative module may be more appropriate. Tables 1-3 and 1-5 define the input parameters and input and output
variables, respectively, for module ide_dist.
Module ide_dist determines the closest two climate-stations with elevations above and below a given HRU’s elevation,
and linearly interpolates climate values (precip_elev, tmax_elev, and tmin_elev) for the HRU on the basis of the data from these
two stations. This interpolation is done in the vertical direction only. The station data are sorted by elevation and a three-station
moving average is computed for each of the two bounding stations. If the HRU elevation is not within the range of climate station elevations, then the lowest and highest three-station mean for the watershed is used to estimate the climate values. The set
of stations used in a simulation are specified by using the psta_nuse and tsta_nuse parameters.
Stations having values outside of two standard deviations from the mean for a time step are not included in the computation. If three or fewer stations have valid values, the climate values will be calculated from the station mean monthly values
(parameters psta_month_ppt for precipitation and tsta_month_max and tsta_month_min for maximum and minimum air
temperature, respectively). To avoid unrealistic temperature values, the slope will not exceed the dry adiabatic lapse rate (constant decrease of 2.4 °C per 1,000 meters gained) when extrapolating.
The climate values distance exponent (dist_exp) is determined by computing a weight, relating each HRU to each station
(identified by subscript sta) according to:
 1.0
wHRU , sta = 
d
 HRU , sta





dist_exp

,		

(1-38)
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where
wHRU,sta
dHRU,sta

is the weight factor relating an HRU to a station; and
is the distance between an HRU and a station.

Weight factors are computed for precipitation stations and for air temperature stations. Increasing the value of parameter dist_
exp increases the influence of stations that are farther away from the HRU. After the weights are calculated, the distance-based
component of precipitation and maximum and minimum air temperature values (precip_dist, tmax_dist, and tmin_dist) for each
HRU are computed as:
precip_distHRU =

tmax_dist HRU =

tmin_distHRU =
where
rain_nsta
temp_nsta

rain_nsta

∑ (w

× precipsta )

HRU , sta

sta =1

temp_nsta

∑ (w

HRU , sta

sta =1

temp_nsta

∑ (w

sta =1

HRU , sta

× tmax sta )

× tminsta )

,		

, and		

,		

(1-39)

(1-40)

(1-41)

is the number of precipitation measurement stations with the value of psta_nuse equal to 1, maximum
value = dimension nrain; and
is the number of air-temperature measurement stations with the value of tsta_nuse equal to 1, maximum
value = dimension ntemp.

Finally, precipitation and maximum and minimum air temperature values for each HRU are computed as:
hru_pptHRU = prcp_wght_dist month × precip_distHRU + (1 − prcp_wght_dist month ) × precip_elevHRU ,

(1-42)

hru_tmaxHRU = temp_wght_dist month × tmax_distHRU + (1 − temp_wght_dist month ) × tmax_elevHRU , and

(1-43)

hru_tminHRU = temp_wght_dist month × tmin_distHRU + (1 − temp_wght_dist month ) × tmin_elevHRU .

(1-44)

Climate-by-HRU Distribution Module: climate_hru
The Climate-by-HRU (CBH) Distribution Module (climate_hru) provides a method to input time-series of historic,
current, and projected climate values, pre-distributed to each HRU. This module broadens input of climate forcings from the
computation and distribution methods available within PRMS-IV to include the use of any user-determined, climate computation
and distribution method outside of a PRMS-IV simulation. Use of the CBH Distribution Module provides a convenient method
to investigate a range of potential climate-change scenarios and the impact on water resources.
Seven climate forcing values can be specified: (1) precipitation, (2) maximum and minimum air temperature, (3) potential
evapotranspiration, (4) solar radiation, (5) active transpiration, (6) wind speed, and (7) relative humidity. These values are read
from separate CBH Files for each data type, one file for types 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 and two for type 2. To use a CBH File for a data
type, set one or more of the control parameters temp_module, precip_module, et_module, solrad_module, or transp_module to climate_hru. For input of humidity and wind-speed values set control parameters humidity_cbh_flag and windspeed_cbh_flag to 1, respectively. Wind speed and relative humidity CBH Files are required for the Penman-Monteith potential
evapotranspiration distribution module (control parameter et_module = potet_pm) described in this report (see the “Potential
Evapotranspiration Modules” section).
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Data types not specified using CBH Files are computed and distributed to each HRU using the selected climate distribution
module. For example, if potential evapotranspiration values are not input in a CBH file, they will be computed for each HRU
and time step by the module specified for the value of potet_module. Any combination of these data types can be input to a
simulation. Thus, one to seven types and up to eight CBH files can be input to a simulation.
CBH files are identical in format to the PRMS Data File (see Appendix 2 for a description of the Data File format). As
with Data Files, the time period spanned in each CBH File can be different, as long as the selected simulation time period is
included within each file. Inclusion of Data File along with specification of values in a CBH file for one or more data type can be
helpful for comparison purposes. For example, if a CBH precipitation file is used to input distributed-precipitation values, then
measured precipitation values also can be input in the Data File. In any case, a Data File is required for all simulations, even
if all climate data are specified in CBH Files; at a minimum, the Data File must include columns for the daily simulation time
increments and at least one column of measured values. For example, measured streamflow values could be the only column(s)
specified in the Data File.
A method of generating CBH input file(s) is to have one or more of the PRMS-IV climate distribution modules compute
and output HRU climate values to a file, then the CBH Distribution Module can read the values from this file for a subsequent
simulation. A CBH file generated in this manner is described in the “Climate-by-HRU Files” section of Appendix 2. An example
of a user-determined method is to distribute precipitation from a time-series grid to each HRU with an area-weighted overlay
between the precipitation grid map and HRU map. Examples of precipitation grids include: results from general circulation and
regional climate models and DAYMET (Thornton and others, 2012, Thornton and others, 1997) and radar data sets. The source
time-series climate values can be grids or polygons of any spatial resolution that provides sufficient information to represent the
climate information required at the HRU spatial resolution.
There is no allowance for missing or invalid values when using the climate_hru module; thus, the user must ensure that
the input values are valid for all HRUs and time steps in each CBH file. If errant values are input to the climate_hru module
during the selected simulation time period an error message is issued and execution halts. If the CBH file does not include the
full specified simulation time period, an error message is issued and execution halts.
The climate_hru module allows for calibration of precipitation and air temperature values using multiplicative
and additive parameters, respectively. Monthly precipitation adjustments are applied by HRU or subbasin, using parameters
rain_cbh_adj and snow_cbh_adj or parameters rain_sub_adj and snow_sub_adj, respectively. The form of precipitation is
determined in the same manner as all other Precipitation-Distribution Modules. Users can set parameter adj_by_hru to 0 to
adjust by subbasin or 1 to adjust by HRU. Temperature adjustment factors are applied by HRU (parameters tmax_cbh_adj and
tmin_cbh_adj). Input parameters and input and output variables for module climate_hru are described in tables 1-3 and
1-5, respectively.

Solar-Radiation Distribution Modules
Computed daily shortwave radiation (swrad) for each HRU is estimated by using one of three methods. The first, module
ddsolrad, is a modification of the degree-day method described by Leaf and Brink (1973). The second, module ccsolrad,
uses (1) a relation between sky cover and daily range in air temperature and (2) a relation between solar radiation and sky cover.
The third option is to input solar radiation values that have been pre-distributed to each HRU and input using the climate_
hru module that is described in the “Climate-by-HRU Distribution Module” section in this appendix. The input parameters used
to compute the shortwave radiation variables and are defined in table 1-3. The input and computed variables are defined in table
1-5. Equation symbols, used in this section, that correspond directly to PRMS-IV input or output, are defined in these two tables.

ddsolrad
Module ddsolrad computes shortwave solar radiation with a modified degree-day method (Leavesley and others, 1983).
This method was developed for the Rocky Mountain region of the United States. It is most applicable to regions where predominantly clear skies prevail on days without precipitation.
The modified degree-day method is shown graphically in the coaxial relation of figure 1-3. A daily maximum temperature is
entered in the X-axis of part A and intersects the appropriate month line (parameters dday_slope and dday_intcp). These lines
express the relationship between monthly maximum air temperature and the degree-day coefficient (dd). From this intersection
point, one moves horizontally across the degree-day coefficient axis and intersects the curve in part B. From this point, the ratio
of actual-to-potential radiation for a horizontal surface (solf) can be obtained.
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Figure 1-3. Example of coaxial relationship for
estimating short-wave solar radiation from maximum
daily air temperature developed for northwestern
Colorado (modified from Leavesley and others, 1983).
(dd, degree-day coefficient; solf, ratio of actualto-potential radiation for a horizontal surface; the
superscript m refers to the index for monthly values).
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Then, the short-wave radiation (swrad) for each HRU is calculated according to:
swrad HRU =
where
		
soltab_potwsHRU		

solf HRU × soltab_potswHRU
cos ( arctan (hru_slope HRU )) ,		

(1-45)

is computed according to equation 6.

The ratio solf is developed for days without precipitation; thus, the computed value of swrad from equation 1-45 is for dry days.
For days with precipitation greater than the monthly parameter ppt_rad_adj, swrad is adjusted according to:
swrad HRU = swrad HRU × rad_adj 		
where

rad_adj

(1-46)

is radj_sppt for summer days and radj_wppt for winter days.

Monthly values of dday_slope and dday_intcp can be estimated from historical air-temperature and solar-radiation data.
One method is to make monthly plots of solar radiation versus their daily degree-day coefficients, dd, for days without precipitation. The dd values for this plot are computed by using figure 1-3, and the daily solf ratios computed from historical data. A more
rapid and coarse procedure is to establish two points for each monthly line by using some average values. One point for each
month is estimated by using the average solf and average maximum temperature for days without precipitation. The second point
is estimated by using the maximum observed temperature for each month and a dd value of 15. Estimates of radj_sppt and
radj_wppt can be obtained by comparing historical solar radiation on days with precipitation to amounts of solar radiation on
days without precipitation for summer and winter days, respectively.
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ccsolrad
The computation of solar radiation on each HRU, using a relation between sky cover and daily range in air temperature
and a relation between solar radiation and sky cover, is performed by module ccsolrad. This procedure is applicable to more
humid regions where extensive periods of cloud cover occur with and without precipitation.
The cloud-cover method (as described by Leavesley and others, 1983) uses a relationship between solar radiation and sky
cover developed by Thompson (1976) and a relationship between sky cover and a daily range in air temperature demonstrated
by Tangborn (1978). Daily clear sky (sky) is computed as:
sky = 1 − ccov_slope month × ( solrad_tmax − solrad_t min ) + ccov_intcp month

(1-47)

With this, solar radiation on a horizontal surface (orad) can be estimated as:
orad = MAX ( crad_coef + (1 − crad_coef ) × ( sky )crad_exp ) , radmax  × soltab_basinpotsw
where

soltab_basinpotsw

,

(1-48)

is computed according to equation 6 for each day of the year.

Finally, the short-wave radiation (swrad) is computed by adjusting for the slope of the HRU, according to:
swrad HRU =

soltab _ potswHRU × orad
soltab_basinpotsw × cos(arctan(h
hru_slope HRU ))

(1-49)

For days with precipitation, swrad is adjusted by the monthly parameter ppt_rad_adj, according to equation 1-46.

Transpiration Period Modules
The period of active transpiration is determined for each HRU by one of three user-specified methods. The first, modules
transp_frost and frost_date, uses the killing frost approach (Christiansen and others, 2011). The second, module
transp_tindex, uses a temperature index approach. The third option is to input transpiration values that have been pre-distributed to each HRU and input using the climate_hru module that is described in the “Climate-by-HRU Distribution Module” section in this appendix. The input parameters used for the transpiration modules transp_frost and transp_tindex
are defined in table 1-3. The input and computed variables are defined in table 1-5.

transp_frost and frost_date
The first option for determination of the period of active transpiration, or growing-season length, (module transp_
frost) uses the killing frost approach (Christiansen and others, 2011). The growing-season length for each HRU can be
defined as the time between the last (parameter spring_frost) and first (parameter fall_frost) freezing air temperatures (U.S.
Department of Agriculture National Agricultural Statistics Service [NSS], 1999) and has been used in numerous studies (Wang,
1963; Brinkman, 1979; Cooter and LeDuc, 1995; Kunkel and others, 2004).
The module frost_date can be used to determine the parameters spring_frost and fall_frost and writes them in the
Parameter File “frost_date.param”. This module uses the method described by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1987) and is
activated by setting the control parameter model_mode to FROST. The input parameters used to compute the frost date outputs
and are defined in table 1-3. The input and computed variables are defined in table 1-5.

transp_tindex
The second option for determination of the period of active transpiration (module transp_tindex) uses a temperature
index approach. This module computes a temperature index that is the cumulative sum of daily maximum temperature for each
HRU after the model reaches the transpiration starting month (parameter transp_beg). The period of active transpiration for
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each HRU begins once the temperature index reaches a threshold (parameter transp_tmax). The period of transpiration for each
HRU is terminated when the simulation reaches the month specified by parameter transp_end.

Potential Evapotranspiration Modules
Potential evapotranspiration (PET) is computed for each HRU by one of seven user-specified options. Selection of a
particular PET module will depend on the information available to the modeler. The least sophisticated PET modules require
measured air-temperature information, whereas the more sophisticated modules can additionally require measured shortwave
solar radiation, atmospheric pressure, relative humidity, and wind speed. There are also two modules that allow measured (or
externally computed) PET to be input directly to PRMS-IV.
The first option (module potet_jh) uses the modified Jensen-Haise formulation (Jensen and Haise, 1963; Jensen and others, 1969). The second option (module potet_hamon) uses the empirical Hamon formulation (Hamon, 1961). The third option
(module potet_hs) uses the Hargreaves-Samani formulation (Hargreaves and Samani, 1985). The fourth option (module
potet_pt) uses the Priestley-Taylor formulation (Priestley and Taylor, 1972). The fifth option (module potet_pm) uses the
Penman-Monteith formulation (Penman, 1948; Monteith, 1965). The sixth option (module potet_pan) is used when panevaporation data from one or more measurement stations are available and the measured data can be applied to each HRU. The
seventh option is to input PET values that have been pre-distributed to each HRU and input using the climate_hru module
that is described in the “Climate-by-HRU Distribution Module” section in this appendix.
The input parameters used to compute the variables for the PET modules are defined in table 1-3. The input and output
variables are defined in table 1-5. Equation symbols used in this section, which correspond directly to PRMS-IV input or output,
are defined in these two tables.

potet_jh
The first option (module potet_jh) uses the modified Jensen-Haise formulation to compute PET (potet) for each HRU.
PET is computed as a function of air temperature, solar radiation, and two coefficients, parameters jh_coef and jh_coef_hru,
which can be estimated by using regional air temperature, elevation, and saturation vapor pressure. PET for each HRU is calculated as:
potetHRU = jh_coefmonth × ( tavgf HRU − jh_coef_hru HRU ) ×

swrad HRU
2.554 × λHRU and

λHRU = 597.3 − ( 0.5653 × tavgf HRU ) ,		
where

λHRU

(1-50)

(1-51)

is the latent heat of vaporization on the HRU, calories/gram.

The air temperature parameter (parameter jh_coef_hru) used in Jensen-Haise PET computations can be estimated for each HRU
as:
jh_coef_hru HRU = 27.5 −  0.25 × ( ρ high _ temp − ρ low _ temp ) −
where
ρhigh_temp
ρlow_temp

hru_elev HRU
1000
,

(1-52)

is the saturation vapor pressure, in millibars, for the mean maximum air temperature for the warmest month of
the year; and
is the saturation vapor pressure, in millibars, for the mean minimum air temperature for the warmest month of
the year.
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For a rough estimate, assume rlow_temp is 10.02 millibars and rhigh_temp is 31.67 millibars. Thus, equation 52 is simplified to:

jh_coef_hru HRU = 22 −

hru_elev HRU
1000
.		

(1-53)

potet_hamon
The second option (module potet_hamon) uses the empirical Hamon formulation, in which PET is computed as a function of daily mean air temperature and possible hours of sunshine, according to Hamon (1961), Murray (1967) and Federer and
Lash (1978).
PET is calculated as:
2

 soltab_sunhrsHRU 
potetHRU = hamon_coef HRU × 
 × ρ HRU
12


, and

ρ HRU = 216.7 ×

 17.26939×tavgcHRU

 tavgcHRU + 237.3

6.108 × e
tavgcHRU + 273.3

(1-54)





,

(1-55)

where

ρHRU		 is the saturated water-vapor density (absolute humidity), grams per cubic meter; and
		
soltab_sunhrsHRU is the number of hours between sunrise and sunset (equation 1-5).

potet_hs
The third option (module potet_hs) uses the Hargreaves-Samani formulation, in which PET is computed as a function of
daily air temperature and solar radiation according to Hargreaves and Allen (2003, equation 8):
potetHRU = hs_krs HRU ,month × swrad HRU × tmaxcHRU − t min cHRU × ( tavgcHRU + 17.8 ) ,

(1-56)

potet_pt
The fourth option (module potet_pt) uses the Priestley-Taylor formulation, in which PET is computed as a function
of daily air temperature, atmospheric pressure, and solar radiation according to Priestly and Taylor (1972). The psychrometric
constant (psycnst), in kilopascals per degrees Celsius, for each HRU is computed:
psycnstHRU = 1.6286 ×
where

λHRU
hru_elevHRU

101.3 − ( 0.003215 × hru_elev HRU )
λHRU
,

(1-57)

is the latent heat of vaporization on the HRU, calories/gram (equation 1-51) and
is the HRU elevation in feet.

The slope of saturation vapor pressure versus air temperature curve (vp_slope), in kilopascals per degrees Celsius, according to
Irmak and others (2012), for each HRU is computed as:
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vp_slopeHRU

17.26939×tavgcHRU

4098 ×  0.6108e tavgcHRU + 237.3


=
2
( tavgcHRU + 237.3)





.

(1-58)

The heat flux density to the ground (G), in megajoules per square meter per day, according to Lu and others (2005) for each
HRU is computed as:
m −1
GHRU = −4.2 × ( tavgcHRU
− tavgcHRU ) .

(1-59)

Finally, PET is computed for each HRU according to Priestley and Taylor (1972, equation 8):

potetHRU
where

23.88
25.4

 1
pt_alpha HRU ,month × 
 λHRU
=

 
vp_slopeHRU
×
vp_slope
HRU + psycnstHRU
 
25.4

  swrad HRU

− GHRU 
×
.
23
88

 
,

(1-60)

converts the units of Langleys per day to megajoules per square meter per day; and
converts the units of millimeters to inches.

potet_pm
The fifth option (module potet_pm) uses a Penman-Monteith formulation in which PET is computed as a function of air
temperature, atmospheric pressure, relative humidity, wind speed, and solar radiation. The temperature at dew point (tempc_
dewpt), in degress Celsius, according to Murray (1967), as defined by equation 13 in Irmak and others (2012), for each HRU is
calculated as:
tempc_dewptHRU =

237.3
   humidity_hruHRU 
  tavgcHRU

1/  ln 
 /17.26939  +  237.3 + tavgcHRU  
100

  −1
 
  

,

(1-61)

where
humidity_hruhru is the relative humidity, decimal fraction, input in a CBH file.
The actual vapor pressure (evp_actual) in kilopascals as shown in Irmak and others (2012) for each HRU is calculated as:
vp_actual HRU = 0.6108e

tempc_dewptHRU ×17.26939
tempc_dewptHRU + 237.3

.

(1-62)

Saturated vapor pressure (vp_sat) in kilopascals for each HRU is calculated according to Irmak and others (2012):

vp_satHRU

t min cHRU ×17.26939
 tmaxcHRU ×17.26939

0.6108 ×  e tmaxcHRU + 237.3 − e t min cHRU + 237.3 




=
2
.

(1-63)

The vapor pressure deficit (vp_deficit), in kilopascals, for each HRU is computed as:
vp_deficit HRU = vp_satHRU − vp_actual HRU .

(1-64)

The net long-wave radiation is the difference between outgoing and incoming long-wave radiation, in megajoules per square
meter per day, is computed according to Irmak and others (2012):
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(

lwrad_netHRU = ( 4.903 × 10−9 ) × ( tavgcHRU + 273.16 ) × 0.34 − 0.14 vp_actualHRU


swrad HRU
×  1.35 ×
− 0.35 
soltab_potswHRU



)
.

(1-65)

where
soltab_potswHRU is the potential radiation for a horizontal surface (equation 1-6).
Finally, the Penman-Monteith equation can be solved for a daily time step for each HRU according to Irmak and others (2012):

potetHRU

 swrad HRU

− GHRU 
0.408 × vp_slopeHRU × 
23.88


=
vp_slopeHRU + γ HRU × (1 + pm_d_coef HRU ,month × wind_speed HRU )

(

 pm_n_coef HRU ,month 
γ HRU × 
 × wind_speed HRU × vp_deficit HRU
tavgcHRU + 273.16 

+
vp_slopeHRU + γ HRU × (1 + pm_d_coef HRU ,month × wind_speed HRU )

(

where

GHRU

)

)
,

(1-66)

is the heat flux density to the ground, in megajoules per square meter per day (equation 1-59).

potet_pan
The sixth option (module potet_pan) is used when pan evaporation data from one or more measurement stations are
available. The station associated with each HRU is specified by parameter hru_pansta. PET is computed from the measured pan
evaporation and a monthly coefficient. Daily PET for each HRU is calculated as:

potetHRU = epan_coef month × pan_evaphru_pansta.

(1-67)

Interception Module: intcp
Interception of precipitation by the plant canopy (hru_intcp_stor) and net precipitation (net_ppt) are computed as a function
of plant-cover density and the storage in each HRU by using module intcp. The input parameters used to compute the interception variables are defined in table 1-3. The input and computed variables are defined in table 1-5. Equation symbols used in
this section that correspond directly to PRMS-IV input or output are defined in these two tables.
During the summer (transp_on = 1), plant-cover density assumes the value of covden_sum; during winter (transp_on = 0),
plant-cover density assumes the value of covden_win. Similarly, the storage capacity of rain on the canopy will vary between
summer, srain_intcp; and winter, wrain_intcp. Snow capacity, snow_intcp, has a single value because the majority of snow
occurs only during winter. The ability to intercept and sublimate snow above the ground is a function of the plant-cover type,
cov_type. Water bodies (parameters cov_type = 0 and hru_type = 2) cannot store rain or snow; grass (cov_type = 1) can intercept rain but not snow, because it will be buried under the snow; and shrubs and trees (cov_type = 2 and 3, respectively) will
intercept both rain and snow.
An artifact of the two-mode canopy (summer/winter) is that an adjustment is made to account for the changing canopy density on the first day of winter and the first day of summer. The effect is that water stored on a summer canopy falls as throughfall
based on the difference between the summer and winter canopy density with the remainder remaining in the canopy on the first
day of winter . Similarly, the depth of water on the last day of winter will be adjusted based on the difference between the winter
and summer canopy density on the first day of summer, which typically decreases as a result of spreading the finite volume to a
larger plant canopy area, that is, the summer canopy density is greater than the winter canopy density. On all days except for the
first day of winter, intercepted rain is assumed to evaporate at a free-water surface rate. Intercepted snow is assumed to sublimate at a rate that is expressed as a decimal fraction of the potential evapotranspiration (parameter potet_sublim).
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Precipitation that exceeds the available canopy storage capacity will become throughfall. Available storage capacity (AvailCanSto) and throughfall of rain in the summer (Ptf) for each HRU are computed as:
AvailCanStoHRU = (srain_intcp HRU − intcp_storHRU ) × hru_areaHRU × covden_sum HRU

(1-68)

when
hru _ pptHRU >

AvailCanStoHRU
hru_area HRU × covden_sum HRU

Ptf HRU = hru _ pptHRU −

AvailCanStoHRU
hru_area HRU × covden_sum HRU

,

(1-69)

otherwise
Ptf HRU = 0.0 ,

(1-70)

where
AvailCanStoHRU is the available storage in the plant canopy of the HRU, in acre-inch; and
PtfHRU
is the precipitation throughfall on the HRU, in inches.
The precipitation that reaches the ground during the time step is referred to as net precipitation (net_ppt) and is the sum
of throughfall and precipitation on the HRU not covered by plants. Net precipitation (in summer) for each HRU is calculated
according to:
net _ pptHRU = hru _ pptHRU × (1.0 − covden_sum HRU ) + ( Ptf HRU × covden_su
um HRU ) .

(1-71)

Snow Module: snowcomp
The module snowcomp is always called by PRMS-IV and does not need to be specified in the Control File. The input
parameters used to compute the snow computation variables are defined in table 1-3. The input and computed variables are
defined in table 1-5. Equation symbols used in this section that correspond directly to PRMS-IV input or output are defined in
these two tables.

General Theory
PRMS-IV simulates the initiation, accumulation, and depletion of a snowpack on each HRU. Snowpack dynamics are
simulated through estimates of water and energy balances. These balances conserve mass and energy, such that the difference
between inputs and outputs is equal to the change in snowpack storage (see fig. 3 of the main body of this report).
Water input to the snowcomp module includes the form and net amount of precipitation reaching the snowpack as computed by the Precipitation-Distribution and Interception modules. Water outputs from the snowcomp module are snow-water
equivalent storage in the snowpack (pkwater_equiv), melt (snowmelt) and sublimation (snow_evap). Melt water becomes input
to the Surface-runoff and Soil Zone Modules (srunoff_carea, srunoff_smidx, and soilzone, respectively) described
in this appendix. Sublimation is a component of the actual evapotranspiration from each HRU (hru_actet).
Storage within the snowpack is tracked in two states: ice (solid) and free water (liquid). The amount of free water in the
snowpack is determined by the freeze-thaw cycles of the energy balance and the physical capacity of the space between the
individual ice crystals in the snowpack to hold free water. The total amount of water in a snowpack is expressed as a snow-water
equivalent (SWE), which is the volume of water that would result from melting all of the ice to liquid form, and does not include
the air space.
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Energy can be exchanged between the snowpack and the atmosphere in both directions through radiation, conduction,
or convection. A precipitation event occurring at a temperature other than freezing also will affect the energy storage of the
snowpack. The reference energy state for snowpacks, simulated by the snowcomp module, is the freezing point of water, or an
all-ice isothermal snowpack at 0 °C. When the snowpack has energy above this state, some ice will melt and produce a volume
of free water on the basis of the latent heat of fusion of water. If the volume of free water exceeds the pore space of the snowpack, then snowmelt exits the snowpack and is an output of both water and latent energy from snowpack storage. Regardless of
the amount of energy entering the snowpack, the temperature will never exceed 0 °C. When the snowpack lacks enough energy
to be isothermal at 0 °C, all water will be frozen and the snowpack temperature will drop below 0 °C. This lack of energy is
accounted for as a heat deficit, or the amount of energy per unit area that is required to bring the snowpack back to an isothermal
condition of 0 °C. The heat deficit and temperature are related by the specific heat of ice and SWE of the snowpack.
Other important structural characteristics of the snowpack that are simulated are albedo (albedo), average density (pk_den),
and snow-covered area of the HRU (snowcov_area). Albedo determines how much radiation is reflected from the snow surface,
density is used to estimate thermal conductivity of the snowpack, and snow-covered area is used to determine what proportion of
water balance outputs are affecting the snowpack SWE.

Simulation Details
Storage and fluxes within the snowpack are generally computed in units of depth-per-unit-area and depth-per-unit-area per
time, respectively. Similar to the snowpack SWE, the unit depth of falling snow in this module applies to liquid water content
only, not a depth of new fallen snow. When depth is applied over a specific area (for example, an inch of SWE on an HRU), the
absolute volume can be determined by multiplying the depth by the area.
Energy states and fluxes are computed in units of Langleys (calories per square centimeter) and Langleys per time, respectively. Calculations of energy exchange (latent or specific heat) are directly applied to volumes of water to determine the energy
flux. When computing heat energy in Langleys, the snowcomp module defines water volume as depth in inches over area in
square centimeters (cm2). This mixture of units tends to cancel out, which simplifies the calculations. For example, snowpack
heat deficit (pk_def in Langleys) for each HRU can be computed directly from snowpack temperature (pk_temp < 0°C) and SWE
(pkwater_equiv in inches):
pk_def HRU = − pk_tempHRU × pkwater_equivHRU × 1.27 ,
where

1.27

(1-72)

is the specific heat of ice, calories per inch per square centimeter per degrees Celsius.

This internal unit of volume (inch-square centimeters) is important when interpreting the constants used in internal functions of the snowcomp module (for example, specific heat of water or ice and latent heat of fusion), but typically will not affect
the interpretation of any simulated results.
The snowcomp module runs on a daily time step. Each calculation averages or aggregates over the day, with the exception
of the energy balance, which is divided into two half days (day and night). The snow module performs the water and energy balance calculations in five sequential steps:
1.

Compute the amount of incoming water and energy changes due to precipitation, including potential for generating melt.

2.

Compute the change in snow-covered area.

3.

Compute the change in albedo.

4.

Apply the remainder of the energy flux (radiant, convective, and conductive exchanges) to changing the temperature of the
snowpack for production of snowmelt.

5.

Compute sublimation and evaporation losses.
These steps are computed for each HRU. Note that snowmelt can be generated in both steps one and four.

Precipitation
The snowcomp module requires estimates of the net rain and net snow that fall on the snowpack for each HRU. In addition, atmospheric temperatures also must be available to estimate the energy state of the incoming precipitation. There are three
major steps to estimating the effects of precipitation on the snowpack:
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1.

Determine the temperature of rain and/or snow.

2.

Apply the effects of rain.

3.

Apply the effects of snow.

Because the rain is applied to the snowpack before the snow, mixed daily events that start as rain and change to snow are
most accurately simulated.

Precipitation Temperature
Computation of precipitation temperature differs between days of mixed precipitation and days of all-rain or all-snow
precipitation. If the precipitation is all rain or all snow, then the average temperature of the precipitation is assumed to be the
average of the minimum and maximum air temperature for the day. There is an exception for all-rain days that have an average
temperature at or below 0 °C. For example, within a 24-hour period there can be rain during the daylight period, but no snow
during a very cold night. If this type of event occurs, the snowcomp module treats the precipitation as if it were mixed in form.
This more accurately captures the energy-deficit nature of the precipitation. When rain occurs with below-freezing temperatures
or with snow, the rain temperature is estimated as the average of the maximum air temperature over the day and the threshold for
maximum air temperature, below which precipitation is all snow (parameter tmax_allsnow). Estimation of snow temperature
on a mixed day depends on the preexistence of a snowpack. If a snowpack already exists, the snow temperature is estimated as
the average of the minimum air temperature over the day and the parameter tmax_allsnow. If there is no existing snowpack, the
snow temperature is estimated as the average air temperature over the day, similar to an all-snow day.

Effects of Rain
Rain adds both free water and energy to the snowpack. The snowpack heat deficit cools the incoming water to 0 °C and
releases latent heat as the liquid water freezes. For rain at a given temperature (train), the amount of incoming energy (caln in
Langleys per inch) for each HRU is calculated as:
calnHRU = 203.2 + 2.54 × trainHRU ,
where

203.2
2.54

(1-73)

is latent heat released by each inch of freezing rainwater, in calories per inch per square centimeter (that is, 80
calories per cubic centimeter); and
is the amount of heat released by each inch of cooling rain for each degree Celsius of cooling, in calories
per inch per square centimeter per degree Celsius (the specific heat of liquid water is 1 calorie per cubic
centimeter per degree Celsius).

Because the heat deficit is defined as the amount of energy required to bring the snowpack to isothermal, it is straightforward
to determine if the snowpack has any capacity to freeze incoming rain. To freeze rain, the heat deficit must be greater than 0, and
the energy added by incoming rain is first applied to reducing the heat deficit toward 0. If the heat deficit is sufficient to cool and
freeze all of the rain, then all incoming rain becomes snowpack ice and the heat deficit is reduced by the appropriate amount. Any
time the heat deficit (pk_def) of an HRU changes without going to 0, a new snowpack average temperature is calculated as:
pk _ tempHRU =

−1 × pk _ def HRU
1.27 × pkwater _ equivHRU ,

(1-74)

where
pkwater_equivhru is the SWE of the snowpack, inches; and
1.27		 is the specific heat of ice, in calories per inch per square centimeter per degree Celsius.
This result will be negative (below 0 °C), when a heat deficit exists. If the heat deficit is not sufficient to cool and freeze
all of the rain, then the energy from the rain brings the snowpack to isothermal at 0 °C, and any excess energy is applied to melt
existing ice in the snowpack. If the total resulting free water exceeds the capacity for free-water storage, then snowmelt occurs
and both water and energy exit the snowpack. The capacity to hold water (parameter freeh2o_cap) is generally a fractional
value between 0.02 and 0.05 of the ice SWE in the snowpack (U.S. Army, 1956; Leaf, 1966).
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Effects of Snow
New snow adds to the ice content of the snowpack. If the new snow is at 0 °C, then there is no change to the heat deficit of
the snowpack. Though the deficit does not change, the snowpack temperature will increase if the snowpack was colder than 0 °C
before the new snow fell. If the original snowpack has a heat deficit, the temperature is readjusted according to equation 1-74.
If the new snow is colder than 0 °C, then the redistribution of heat after the new snowfall can both freeze water and/or
increase the heat deficit. The heat deficit of the new snow is calculated identically to that of the snowpack in equation 1-74, with
the calculation applied only to the new snow (net_snow) rather than the whole snowpack (pkwater_equiv). The heat deficit of the
new snow is first applied to freezing any free water in the snowpack. Then, if heat deficit from new snow has not been consumed
by freezing free water, the remainder adds to the heat deficit of the overall snowpack. When the snowpack is all ice before the
new snow, the heat deficit in the new snow is simply added to the snowpack heat deficit.

Snow-Covered Area
The snow-covered area is determined from the SWE by a depletion curve (Anderson, 1973). When SWE is below a defined
threshold (parameter snarea_thresh) but is increased by new snow, the snow-covered area is always initially set to its maximum
value. Then, as the snowpack melts, growing bare patches will gradually reduce the snow-covered area (fig. 1-4).
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Figure 1-4. Example of a snow-covered area depletion
curve (solid line), as defined by 11 points (diamonds). The
horizontal axis represents the fraction of the maximum
snow-water equivalent (SWE) attained by the modeled
snowpack. The vertical axis represents the fraction of
maximum land area covered by snow. The dashed line
is an example of a linearly interpolated depletion after
a secondary snow accumulation. For a hypothetical
snowpack, arrows indicate simulations for: (A to B)
initial accumulation, (B to C) melt, (C to D) secondary
accumulation (that is, new snow), and (D to E) melt of that
secondary accumulation.
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Starting at the maximum snow cover for a given area, the curve characterizing the relationship between declining snowcovered area and SWE is defined by 11 progressively smaller fractions of snow-covered area (parameter snarea_curve), from
right to left in figure 1-4. As the snowpack melts, the snow-covered area can be determined by the declining value on the y-axis
corresponding to the declining distance along the x-axis that is defined by the ratio of the current SWE to the threshold SWE
(parameter snarea_thresh).
When a snowpack is melting, it is possible that a new snowfall will not be sufficient to increase the SWE to the threshold
value; however, new snow will always increase the snow-covered area to its maximum. Due to a maximum snow-covered area
at a sub-maximum SWE, a different algorithm outside the curve is needed to calculate the snow-covered area until the new
snow melts. First, it is assumed that the snow-covered area will remain at the maximum until one-quarter of the new snow melts.
Then, it is assumed that the remaining three-quarters of the new SWE needs to melt before the snowpack returns to the original
snow-covered area, or the snow-covered area immediately prior to the new snow.
A linear interpolation is used to determine the snow-covered area between the maximum (previous SWE plus three-quarters
of the new snow) and the previous location on the depletion curve (SWE before the new snow occurred). The dashed line in
figure 1-4 provides an example of this transitory relationship between SWE and snow-covered area. Once the remaining threequarters of the new snow has melted, the snow-covered area is again determined by the depletion curve, resuming from the point
of departure when the new snow fell.
An example of this is shown as the melt cycle presented in figure 1-4. A large snowfall creates a snowpack (A to B). This
snowpack melts back to 40 percent of its maximum SWE and about 58 percent of its maximum snow-covered area (B to C). A
secondary snowfall accumulation occurs that increases the snow-water equivalent to 60 percent of its maximum value, corresponding to a 20 percent increase in SWE and an increase to the maximum snow-covered area (C to D). While the first quarter
of the new snow melts (5 percent of the maximum SWE), the snow-covered area remains at the maximum. Then, the remaining
three-quarters of the 20-percent increase (15 percent of the maximum SWE) must melt before returning to the original depletion
curve. While this new snow is melting, the snow-covered area is interpolated along a straight line (dashed line) from the peak
at 55-percent maximum SWE (maximum snow-covered area) to the 40-percent maximum SWE level (58 percent of maximum
snow-covered area, D to E). Further melt below the 40-percent maximum SWE level follows the original depletion curve (left of
E) originally dictated by the A to B increase in SWE maximum.

Albedo
The amount of short-wave radiant solar energy (swrad) applied to the snowpack is influenced by the albedo (albedo), or
“reflectiveness,” of the snowpack surface. The albedo quantifies the fraction of total incoming short-wave energy that is reflected
from the snow surface, such that 1 minus the albedo is the fraction of short-wave radiation applied to the snowpack energy balance. In other words, freshly fallen snow with a high albedo absorbs less energy and is less likely to melt than older snow with
lower albedo. Note that albedo does not affect long-wave radiation from the atmosphere or land cover.
The amount of time since the last new snowfall determines the albedo, where values decrease for each day that there is no
new snow. When a substantial new snowfall occurs, albedo is reset to one of two maximum values (fig. 1-5).
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Figure 1-5. Albedo decay curves relative to the
number of days since the last new snow. Different
curves apply for the snowpack accumulation and melt
seasons. Both curves can be used during accumulation
season, but only the lower curve will be used during
melt season. During accumulation season, the top
curve is used for the first 14 days since new snowfall.
The dashed line represents the albedo value at which
the curves overlap. During melt season, only the lower
curve is used.
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The selection of a maximum value depends on whether the snowpack is generally accumulating (higher maximum) or
the snowpack is generally melting (lower maximum). The delineation between accumulation and melt seasons is determined
by two parameters that indicate whether the snowpack has been in the isothermal state for five consecutive days. Parameter
melt_look determines the earliest day when the melt season can begin. Parameter melt_force determines the latest day to force
the initiation of melt season. The melt season will never start before the melt_look date. After the melt_look date but before the
melt_force date, five consecutive days at an isothermal 0 °C will trigger the start of melt season. Melt season is active after the
melt_force date, whether or not the five-days-at- 0°C condition has occurred. This seasonal view of snowpack accumulation and
melt is most appropriate in areas where snowpacks tend to persist over a significant portion of the year. For areas where snowpacks are more ephemeral, it may be appropriate to set both the melt_look and melt_force parameters to 1, disabling the higher
albedo curve.
For each day without new snow, the albedo is reduced according to the albedo-decay curves (fig. 1-5), where the initial
value is the maximum albedo immediately following a new snow. There are two separate curves that correspond to the albedo
values for accumulation season and melt season (U.S. Army, 1956). When snow is accumulating, the albedo-decay curve with
the higher maximum is used first. After 14 days without snow, the lower albedo decay curve is used. The lower albedo curve is
used during melt season. The minimum albedo occurs after 26 days without snow in the accumulation season and after 14 days
without snow in melt season.
Depending on the nature of rain or snow, there are two exceptions in the calculation of albedo: (1) rain in a mixed-precipitation event exceeds the parameters albset_rna (during the accumulation season) and albset_rnm (during the melt season), and
(2) new snowfall is less than parameters albset_sna (during the accumulation season) and albset_snm (during the melt season).

Energy
Estimates of exchanges in radiant, sensible, and latent energy depend primarily on interactions at the snow-atmosphere
interface and internal conduction within the snowpack. Due to differences between daytime and nighttime atmospheric energy,
the energy balance over a given day is calculated separately for the daytime and nighttime periods. In simulating energy transfers over a given day or night, the snowpack is conceptualized as two layers (Obled and Rosse, 1977): (1) a thin surface layer
with temperature controlled by the immediate atmospheric conditions and (2) the underlying bulk of the snowpack with temperature controlled by snowpack history. The type and quantity of energy transfer is determined by the energy flow at the surface
layer; this results in a temperature gradient between the surface layer and underlying snowpack (see fig. 3 of the main body of
this report).
The potential for energy changes in the snowpack is influenced by the snowpack surface-layer temperature. If the average air temperature is less than 0 °C, energy exchanges with the atmosphere are assumed to keep the snow surface layer at the
same temperature as the air. When the average air temperature is 0 °C or greater, the snow surface is 0 °C because ice cannot
be warmer than 0 °C. During the daylight period, the temperature applied to the surface is computed as halfway between the
maximum air temperature and the average air temperature. During the night period, the temperature applied to the surface is
computed as the average of the minimum air temperature and the average air temperature.
The energy exchange at the snow-atmosphere interface is the sum of short-wave radiation, net long-wave radiation, convection, and latent heat in condensation. The Solar Radiation Distribution module estimates the incoming shortwave radiation
(swrad) that is applied during the daylight period. To calculate the short-wave radiation applied to the snowpack (swn) for each
HRU, incoming radiation is limited by the vegetative transmission coefficient parameter (0 less than parameter rad_trncf less
than 1), (Miller, 1959; Vézina and Péch, 1964; Leavesley and Striffler, 1978) and reduced by the estimated albedo:
swnHRU = swrad HRU × (1 − albedoHRU ) × rad_trncf HRU .

(1-75)

Incoming long-wave radiation originates in land cover and the atmosphere. The vegetative canopy is assumed to have the
same temperature as the air (temp is either tminc or tmaxc, depending on whether the calculation is for the daylight or night
period) and perfect black-body emission (lwp) relative to that temperature for each HRU, estimated by the following empirical
relationship:
lwpHRU = 5.85 × 10−8 × ( tempHRU + 273.16 ) ,
4

where
273.16 		 is a constant that converts temperature in degrees Celsius to degrees Kelvin.

(1-76)
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The total incoming long-wave emission (cal) for each HRU is determined by summing the long-wave emission from the
land cover, on the basis of the winter vegetative cover (parameter covden_win), and from the air:
calHRU = covden_win HRU × lwpHRU + (1 − covden_win HRU ) × lwpHRU × emis
where

emis
emis
emis

(1-77)

is set to the value of parameter emis_noppt on days with no precipitation; or
is set to 1.0 on days with precipitation during months with predominately frontal storms (parameter tstorm_
mo = 0); or
is set proportionally to a value between 0.75 and 1.0 (U.S. Army, 1956) on days with precipitation during
months with predominately convective storms (parameter tstorm_mo = 1).

Outgoing long-wave radiation from the snowpack, which is assumed to behave as a perfect black body, is computed with
equation 1-76 by using the surface-layer temperature. The net long-wave radiation to the snowpack is calculated by subtracting
the outgoing from the incoming (equation 1-77).
The combined energy term for convection and latent heat from condensation (cecsub) for each HRU are combined into the
product of the parameter cecn_coef and the air temperature (temp, either tminc or tmaxc depending on whether the calculation is
for the daylight or night period):
cecsubHRU = cecn_coefmonth × tempHRU

(1-78)

Because vapor pressures need to be high for convection and condensation to be substantial, this energy is only applied
when there is precipitation and the air temperature is above 0 °C. To account for diminished wind, the energy applied is reduced
by half in areas with shrub or tree land cover.
The total energy exchange at the snow-atmosphere interface is estimated by adding the shortwave radiation, net long-wave
radiation, and convection/condensation terms. A positive value of total energy exchange indicates incoming energy at the snowpack surface. If the surface temperature is 0 °C and there is incoming energy from the atmospheric interface, then surface snow
melts and this water transfers energy to the lower snowpack. Under these conditions, any energy from conduction is negligible
compared to the transfer of energy from the melted snow. When the energy is applied to the snowpack, snowmelt occurs when
the heat deficit is overcome and the threshold capacity for free-water storage (parameter freeh2o_cap) is exceeded.
All atmospheric energy, other than precipitation, can only affect the lower layer of snowpack when it is in an isothermal
melt phase. When the snowpack is in accumulation phase, heat is transferred only by conduction between the lower layer and
surface layer. Only the surface layer is assumed to exchange energy with the atmosphere. If the lower layer is warmer than the
surface layer, then the loss of conducted energy can freeze free water in the lower layer and increase the heat deficit. If the lower
layer is colder than the surface layer, then incoming conducted energy from the surface layer will decrease the heat deficit in the
lower layer and possibly bring the entire snowpack to isothermal at 0 °C.
While the temperature of the surface layer varies with the air temperature, the lower layer tends to integrate the energy
exchanges over time, resulting in a reduced temperature range relative to the surface layer. The heat conducted between the
upper and lower layers is a function of the temperature gradient and the thermal conductivity of the snow. An estimate for
snowpack thermal conductivity can be calculated as function of snowpack density, where density is the ratio of the snowpack
SWE to the depth of the snow. In general, the density of a snowpack tends to increase over time, and therefore the depth tends
to decrease over periods without new snowfall. The decrease in the depth of the snowpack is determined as a function of current
snowpack depth (pk_depth), initial density of new snow (parameter den_init), maximum density of the snowpack (parameter
den_max), total current snowpack SWE (pkwater_equiv), amount of new snowfall (net_snow), and settling rate (parameter
settle_const). Snowpack depth for each HRU is based on the following ordinary differential equation (Riley and others, 1973):
d ( pk_depthHRU )
dt

+ settle_const × pk_depthHRU =
pkwater_equivHRU + net_snowHRU 
net_snowHRU 
+  settle_const ×

den_in
nit
den_max

.

(1-79)

An approximate numerical solution for the change in snow depth for each HRU over a finite time step (t) can be calculated as
follows:
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 net_snowHRU 
∆pk_depthHRU = ∆t × 
+
 den_init 


 pkwater_equivHRU + net_snowHRU
∆t × settle_const × 
− pk_depthHRU 
den_max
.


(1-80)

The snowpack depth for each HRU is computed as the snowpack depth from the previous day (pk_deptht-1) plus the change
computed with equation 1-80:
t-1
pk_depthHRU = pk_depthHRU
+ ∆ pk_depthHRU

.

(1-81)

After a new depth is computed, the new snowpack density (pk_den) is calculated as the SWE divided by the new depth:
pk_denHRU =

pkwater_equivHRU
pk_depthHRU
.

(1-82)

Conducted heat (qcond) will be either to or from (positive or negative) the lower layer relative to the surface layer, and is
estimated as a function of the snowpack density and temperature gradient between the surface and lower layer (temp – pk_temp)
(Anderson, 1968):


keff HRU × ∆t
qcond HRU = 2 × 0.5 × pk_denHRU
 × ( tempHRU − pk_tempHRU )
0.5 × pk_denHRU × À 

.

(1-83)

Both values of 0.5 in equation 1-83 are the specific heat of ice (in calories per cubic centimeter per degrees Celsius). This equation is computed twice for every day (daytime and night periods), so ∆t is 12 hours (hr). The effective thermal conductivity (keff)
is computed as:
keff HRU = 0.0077 × ( pk_denHRU )

2

(1-84)

It is assumed that the conduction of heat is not a substantial source of energy for melting snow, so conducted heat does not
generate snowmelt. However, conducted heat is important to proper simulation of temperature in the snowpack, and is capable
of freezing free water in an isothermal 0 °C snowpack. Heat exchange with the snow-land interface is considered negligible relative to the interactions at the snow-atmosphere interface.

Melt
When the 12-hr energy balance (tcal) is negative, heat flow occurs by conduction only and the amount is computed by
equation 1-83. When the 12-hr energy balance is positive, this energy is assumed to melt snow in the surface layer. Snowmelt
transports heat into the lower layer by mass transfer. Snowmelt (snowmelt) for each HRU is computed as:
snowmeltHRU =
where

203.2

tcal HRU
× snowcov_areaHRU
203.2
,

(1-85)

is a constant equal to the number of calories required to melt 1-inch of water-equivalent ice at 0 °C, in calories
per inch.

If the temperature of the lower layer (pk_temp) is less than 0 °C, then part or all of the snowmelt is refrozen. This
heat is used to satisfy the heat deficit (pk_def) in the lower layer and a new snowpack temperature is computed by using
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equation 1-74. When the temperature of the lower layer reaches 0 °C, any additional snowmelt is used to satisfy the free waterholding capacity (parameter freeh2o_cap). Once this capacity is satisfied, snowmelt leaves the snowpack and becomes infiltration and surface runoff.

Sublimation
Sublimation (snow_evap) can occur during periods of no transpiration for all HRUs, whereas sublimation can occur at any
time in HRUs that are covered by grass or bare ground. Sublimation for each HRU is calculated as a fraction of the PET that
evaporates from the snow-covered fraction of the HRU (snowcov_area):
snow_evapHRU = ( potet_sublim × potetHRU × snowcov_areaHRU ) − hru_intcpevapHRU

(1-86)

Sublimation from intercepted snow (hru_intcpevap) is computed by the Interception Module and is not included in snow_
evap. Sublimated water is removed from the ice component of the snowpack. If the ice content of the snowpack is colder than
the freezing point (pk_temp less than 0 °C), then sublimation will lower the heat deficit by an amount (scal) computed as:
scalHRU = pk_tempHRU × snow_evapHRU ×1.27 ,
where

1.27

(1-87)

is the specific heat of ice in calories per inch per square centimeter per degrees Celsius.

Surface-Runoff Modules: srunoff_smidx and srunoff_carea
The Surface-Runoff Modules compute surface runoff from infiltration excess and soil saturation by using a variable-sourcearea concept, where the runoff generating areas of the watershed surface vary in location and size over time (Dickinson and
Whiteley, 1970; Hewlett and Nutter, 1970). Module srunoff_smidx computes these values by using a non-linear, variablesource-area method, whereas module srunoff_carea computes them by using a linear, variable-source-area method.
The user selects a Surface Runoff Module by setting control parameter srunoff_module in the Control File to either
srunoff_carea or srunoff_smidx. Input parameters for the Surface Runoff modules are listed in table 1-3. Input and
computed variables for these modules are listed in table 1-5.
Rain throughfall, snowmelt, and any cascading Hortonian surface runoff from an upslope HRU are partitioned to the pervious, impervious, and surface-depression storage portions of each HRU on the basis of the fraction of impervious area (parameter hru_percent_imperv) and surface-depression storage area (parameter dprst_area) of the HRU. Both modules compute
retention storage, evaporation, and runoff on impervious and depression storage areas of each HRU by using continuity. Both
modules compute seepage from surface-depression storage. Surface runoff due to infiltration excess and exceeding impervious
storage capacity are summed and referred to as Hortonian surface runoff (Horton, 1933).

Impervious Storage and Evaporation
If the sum of rain throughfall, snowmelt, and the antecedent impervious storage (avail_water) exceeds retention storage
capacity on the impervious portion of an HRU for a time step, impervious Hortonian surface runoff is generated. Water up to
the impervious storage capacity (parameter imperv_stor_max) is retained until evaporated. Hortonian surface runoff from the
impervious portion of an HRU (hru_sroffi) for each time step is calculated from continuity according to:
t-1
avail_water = imperv_storHRU
+ net_rain HRU + snowmeltHRU .

by:

(1-88)

If avail_water > imperv_stor_maxHRU, then the impervious Hortonian surface runoff (hru_sroffi) for an HRU is computed
hru_sroffiHRU = ( avail_water − imperv_stor_max HRU ) × hru_percent_
_imperv HRU ,

(1-89)
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otherwise
hru_sroffiHRU = 0.0 .
Evaporation from the impervious portion of an HRU (hru_impervevap) for each time step is based on the available water
and unsatisfied PET. Available water (avail_water) and unsatisfied PET (avail_et) are calculated according to:
t −1
avail_water = imperv_storHRU
+ net_rainHRU + snowmeltHRU −

hru_sroffiHRU
hru_percent_imperv HRU and

avail_et = potetHRU − snow_evapHRU − hru_intcpevapHRU − dprst_evap_hruHRU ,
where
dprst_evap_hruHRU 		

(1-90)

(1-91)

is evaporation, in inches, from any surface-depression storage as computed in equation 1-112.

If avail_et is greater than or equal to avail_water, then the evaporation from the impervious portion for an HRU for each daily
time step is computed by:
hru_impervevapHRU = avail_water × (1 − snowcov_areaHRU ) × hru_perceent_imperv HRU

(1-92)

.

If avail_et is less than avail_water, then the evaporation from the impervious portion for an HRU for the time step is computed
by:
hru_impervevapHRU = avail_et × (1 − snowcov_areaHRU ) × hru_percent__imperv HRU

.

(1-93)

Storage on the impervious portion of an HRU is calculated from continuity for each daily time step according to:
t −1
hru_impervstorHRU = hru_impervstorHRU
− hru_sroffiHRU − hru_impervevapHRU

+ ( net_rain HRU + snowmeltHRU ) × hru_percent_imperv HRU .

(1-94)

Pervious Hortonian Surface Runoff and Infiltration
Infiltration excess on the pervious portion of each HRU occurs when the throughfall, snowmelt, and any upslope Hortonian
surface runoff available for infiltration exceed the capacity of the soil. The Hortonian surface runoff from the pervious portion of
an HRU (hru_sroffp) is calculated as:
hru_sroffpHRU = ca_fraction × ( upslope_hortonianHRU + net_rain HRU + snowmeltHRU )
where
ca_fraction

,

(1-95)

is the fractional variable-source area for the pervious portion of an HRU.

Module srunoff_carea computes ca_fraction on the basis of the antecedent (soil_rechr) and maximum (parameter soil_
rechr_max) soil-moisture content of the capillary reservoir recharge zone as:
t −1


soil_rechrHRU
ca_fraction = carea_min HRU + ( carea_max HRU − carea_min HRU ) × 
 soil_rechr_max HRU




 .

(1-96)
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Module srunoff_smidx computes the antecedent soil-moisture content of the capillary reservoir (soil_moist) as:
avail_et = potetHRU − snow_evapHRU − hru_intcpevapHRU − dprst_evap_hruHRU , and

ca_fraction = smidx_coef HRU × (10 )

smidx_exp HRU × smidx

(1-97)

.

(1-98)

If ca_fraction > carea_maxHRU, then ca_fraction is set to carea_maxHRU.
When no snowpack exists, infiltration to the area association with pervious portion of an HRU is calculated as:
infil HRU = (upslope_hortonianHRU + net_rain HRU + snowmeltHRU − hru_sroffiHRU − hru_sroffpHRU )
× (1 − hru_percent_imperv HRU )

.

(1-99)

If there is a snowpack, surface runoff on the pervious portion of the HRU and infiltration are adjusted on the basis of parameter
snowinfil_max. First, the storage capacity deficit (capacity) of, available water for inflow (avail_water) to, and potential excess
infiltration (excess) to the capillary reservoir are computed as:
t −1
capacity = soil_moist_max HRU − soil_moistHRU
,

(1-100)

avail_water = upslope_hortonianHRU + snowmeltHRU , and

(1-101)

excess = avail_water − capacity .

(1-102)

Second, any additional surface runoff (excess_infil) is computed as:
excess_infil = MAX ( 0.0, avail_water − capacity − snowinfil_max HRU )

.

(1-103)

If excess_infil is greater than 0.0, the value is added to hru_sroffp (equation 1-95) and the amount of water that infiltrates into the
capillary reservoir for the HRU is set according to:
infilHRU = snowinfil_max HRU + capacity HRU .

(1-104)

Surface-Depression Simulation
The Surface-Runoff Modules can simulate surface-depression processes that account for the effect of numerous, small,
unregulated water bodies. Although the effect of an individual surface depression may be negligible, numerous surface depressions can have an effect on the hydrologic response of an HRU. Typically, surface depressions provide for water storage during
and immediately after precipitation and snowmelt events; however, some may retain water year round. A surface depression
is distinct from a lake in that it is not large enough to warrant discretization as its own HRU. Examples of surface depressions
include prairie potholes, farm and mill ponds, and stormwater-retention structures. Specification of the control parameter dprst_
flag with the value 1 activates the surface-depression module.
The initial concept of surface depression, as implemented in PRMS, is described by Steuer and Hunt (2001). The first
direct simulation of surface depressions within PRMS was described by Vining (2002). A subsequent implementation of surface
depression simulation within PRMS was documented in Viger and others (2010).
Surface depressions that can generate surface runoff are called “open.” Surface depressions that do not spill are called
“closed.” The maximum capacity of open surface depressions (dprst_vol_open_max) for each HRU is calculated according to:
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dprst_vol_open_max HRU = dprst_area HRU × dprst_depth_avg HRU × dprsst_frac_open HRU .

(1-105)

Closed surface depressions are simulated with unlimited storage capacity. Open surface depressions generate surface runoff
when their storage reaches a threshold volume (dprst_vol_thres_open). Threshold volume for each HRU is computed according
to:
dprst_vol_thres_openHRU = dprst_vol_open_max HRU × op_flow_thress HRU .

(1-106)

The initial amounts of water in open and closed surface depressions for each HRU are computed as:
t =0
dprst_vol_openHRU
= dprst_vol_open_max HRU × dprst_frac_init HRU

(1-107)

and
t =0
dprst_vol_closHRU
= dprst_area HRU × dprst_depth_avg HRU × (1 − dprrst_frac_open HRU )

× dprst_frac_init HRU

(1-108)

.

Values of open and closed storage volumes for subsequent time steps are computed on the basis of inflows and outflows and
antecedent storage volumes. Cascading Hortonian surface runoff (upslope_hortonian), throughfall rain (net_rain) computed by
the Interception Module, and snowmelt (snowmelt) computed by the Snow-Computation Module are added directly to open and
closed surface depressions as depth, in inches, over the maximum area of the depressions. New storage volume in open depression storage for each HRU is calculated as:
t −1
dprst_vol_open HRU = dprst_vol_openHRU
+

( upslope_hortonian

HRU

t −1
× sro_to_dprst HRU + net_rain HRU + snowmeltHRU ) × dprst_area_openHRU

.

(1-109)

The storage volume for closed surface depressions is calculated in the same manner by using the “_clos” versions of the variables in equation 1-109.
The surface area for open surface depressions for each HRU is calculated, according to Vining (2002) as:

dprst_area_openHRU = e

 dprst_vol_openHRU
va_open_exp × LOG 
 dprst_vol_thres_open
HRU






(1-110)

.

The surface area for closed surface depressions is calculated in the same manner using the “_clos” versions of the variables in
equation 1-110.
Evaporation from both open and closed surface depressions is based on the PET. If a snowpack exists on an HRU, surfacedepression evaporation is reduced by the fraction of the HRU covered by snow. The maximum volume of surface-depression
evaporation for each HRU is computed as:
dprst_evap_vol_max HRU = potetHRU × (1 − snowcov_areaHRU )
× ( dprst_area_openHRU + dprst_area_closHRU )

.

(1-111)

The surface-depression evaporation is limited by the amount of PET used to satisfy evaporation from the canopy and sublimation from any snowpack. The actual evaporation from surface depressions (dprst_evap_vol) for each HRU is computed as:

dprst_evap_hruHRU

( potetHRU − hru_intcpevapHRU − snow_evapHRU ) ,


= MIN  dprst_evap_vol_max

HRU


hru_area
HRU
.


(1-112)
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Losses from both open and closed surface depressions also include seepage to the groundwater reservoirs for each HRU
and are computed as:
dprst_seep_hruHRU =

dprst_vol_openHRU × dprst_seep_rate_open HRU
hru_area HRU
+

dprst_vol_closHRU × dprst_seep_rate_clos HRU
hru_area HRU
.

(1-113)

Any open surface depression that exceeds the maximum open storage volume for an HRU (equation 1-105) spills as surface
runoff and is computed as:
dprst_sroff_maxHRU = MAX 0.0, dprst_vol_open HRU − dprst_vol_max HRU  ,

(1-114)

dprst_sroff_thresHRU = MAX 0.0, dprst_vol_open HRU − dprst_vol_thres_openHRU  , and

(1-115)

dprst_sroff HRU = dprst_sroff_maxHRU + ( dprst_flow_coef HRU × dprst_sroff_thresHRU )

(1-116)

.

If dprst_sroffHRU is greater than 0.0, then dprst_vol_openHRU is reduced by this amount. The surface runoff from the surface
depressions in each HRU is calculated as:
dprst_sroff_hruHRU =

dprst_sroff HRU
hru_area HRU .

(1-117)

The total Hortonian surface runoff for each HRU is calculated as:
hortonian_flowHRU = dprst_sroff_hruHRU + hru_sroffpHRU + hru_sroffiHRU .

(1-118)

Soil-Zone Module: soilzone
The soil-zone hydrologic processes are simulated by either the module soilzone or the combination of deprecated modules smbal_prms and ssflow_prms. The user has the option of setting control parameter soilzone_module in the Control
File to soilzone or smbal_prms. Modules smbal_prms and ssflow_prms are only retained for backward compatibility
with older PRMS applications. The remainder of this section describes the Soil-Zone Module. The smbal_prms and ssflow_
prms modules are documented by Leavesley and others (1996).
The input parameters used to compute soil-moisture and gravity-driven flow variables by the Soil-Zone module are defined
in table 1-3. The input and computed variables are defined in table 1-5. Equation symbols, used in this section, correspond
directly to PRMS-IV input or output, are defined in these two tables.
Computation of the water content of the soil zone is based on the summation of all moisture depletions and accretions.
Depletions include evapotranspiration, drainage to the groundwater reservoir, fast and slow interflow, and saturation excess
surface runoff (herein called Dunnian surface runoff) (Dunne and Black, 1970). Accretions are soil infiltration as computed by
the Surface Runoff Module and any cascading Dunnian surface runoff and interflow from upslope HRUs as computed by the
Soil-Zone Module.
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Description of Conceptual Reservoirs
The soil-zone module simulates three conceptual reservoirs. These reservoirs are the capillary reservoir, the gravity reservoir, and the preferential-flow reservoir (see fig. 2 of the body of this report). These three reservoirs are not physical layers in the
soil column but rather represent, and account for, soil-water content at different levels of saturation. The water contained in each
of these three reservoirs is subject to different physical processes and maximum storage capacities.
The capillary reservoir represents the water content between wilting point and field capacity (soil_moist) for each HRU
with maximum content specified by parameter soil_moist_max. This reservoir occupies the fraction of the HRU that is pervious (hru_frac_perv). This water is held in place by capillary forces. It is not available for drainage and is depleted only through
the process of evapotranspiration. As in previous versions of PRMS, the capillary reservoir is partitioned into two zones: the
recharge zone and the lower zone. The recharge zone contains water (soil_rechr) with a maximum content specified by parameter soil_rechr_max. The water in this zone is available for evaporation and transpiration. Thus, it is the water content of the
capillary reservoir that is available for direct evaporation at the land surface. The lower zone contains water (soil_lower) when
the water-saturation level in the capillary reservoir exceeds soil_rechr_max. Thus, the maximum available water-holding capacity of the lower zone is the difference between soil_moist_max and soil_rechr_max. Lower-zone water is available only for
transpiration.
Optionally, HRUs can include a preferential-flow reservoir when the preferential-flow density (parameter pref_flow_den)
is specified greater than zero. The storage of this reservoir (pref_flow_stor) is limited to the water content between the preferential-flow threshold (pref_flow_thrsh) and total soil saturation (parameter sat_threshold). The threshold for each HRU is calculated as:
pref_flow_thrshHRU = sat_threshold HRU (1 − pref_flow_den HRU )

.

(1-119)

The maximum storage capacity in the preferential-flow reservoir for each HRU is calculated as:
pref_flow_maxHRU = sat_threshold HRU − pref_flow_thrshHRU .

(1-120)

The storage of the gravity reservoir (slow_stor) is limited to the water-content between field capacity and pref_flow_thrsh.
Water content in the gravity reservoir and preferential-flow reservoir (ssres_stor) is subject to the force of gravity, hydraulic
conductivity, and storage capacity. Water content in the gravity reservoir is available for recharge to the groundwater reservoir, slow interflow, flow to the preferential-flow reservoir, and Dunnian surface runoff (see fig. 2 of the body of this report).
Recharge from the gravity reservoir is conceptualized as vertical, gravity-driven flow through pore space within the soil. Slow
interflow is conceptualized as lateral subsurface flow leaving the gravity reservoir. Dunnian surface runoff is conceptualized as
excess soil water flowing downslope laterally on the land surface. Water in the preferential-flow reservoir is available for fast
interflow and Dunnian surface runoff. Fast interflow is conceptualized as lateral subsurface flow through soil cracks, animal
borrows, or leaf litter.

Computation Order
Table 1-6 describes the soil-water content at different levels of saturation in relation to the three soil-zone reservoirs and
provides the sequence of steps for computations within the soil zone. This sequence is computed for each HRU according to the
following steps.
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Table 1-6.

Sequence of steps used in the computation of flow into and out of the soil zone.

[Input parameters are identified in bold, Times Roman font; computed variables and fluxes are identified in italic, Times Roman font; HRU, hydrologic
response unit; GWR, groundwater reservoir; PFR, preferential-flow reservoir]

Step

Description of flow into and out of soil zone

1

Partition soil infiltration (infil) between the capillary and preferential-flow reservoirs on basis of pref_flow_den to compute
infiltration to the PFR (pref_flow_maxin). Soil infiltration is computed by the Surface Runoff module as snowmelt plus
throughfall minus Hortonian surface runoff.

2

Compute the PFR storage (pref_stor) as the sum of the maximum infiltration (pref_flow_maxin) to the PFR and antecedent
storage up to the maximum storage capacity (pref_flow_max). The first component of Dunnian surface runoff (dunnian_
pfr) set to any excess.

3

Compute maximum inflow to the capillary reservoir (capwater_maxin) as the capillary inflow fraction of soil infiltration plus
any cascading Dunnian surface runoff (upslope_dunnian) and slow and fast interflow (upslope_interflow).

4

Add maximum inflow to the capillary reservoir (capwater_maxin) to the recharge zone up to the maximum recharge-zone
storage capacity (soil_rechr_max).

5

Add maximum inflow to the capillary reservoir (capwater_maxin) to the antecedent storage of the capillary reservoir up to
the maximum storage capacity (soil_moist_max). Any excess inflow (cap_excess) flows to the gravity reservoir.

6

Move any excess capillary inflow (cap_excess) to the associated GWR when soil2gw_max is greater than zero (soil_to_gw);
move remaining excess capillary inflow to gravity reservoir (gvr_maxin).

7

Compute gravity reservoir storage (slow_stor) as the sum of excess capillary inflow to gravity reservoir (gvr_maxin) and the
antecedent storage up to the maximum the preferential-flow threshold, computed from pref_flow_den and sat_threshold.
Any excess gravity reservoir inflow (gvr_excess) flows to the preferential reservoir.

8

Compute the PFR storage (fast_stor) as the sum of any excess inflow to the gravity reservoir (gvr_excess) to the PFR and the
current storage up to the maximum storage capacity (pref_flow_max). The second component of Dunnian surface runoff
(dunnian_gvr) set to any excess. Note, if a PFR is not present, this excess inflow is Dunnian surface runoff.

9

Compute and remove slow interflow (slow_flow) from the current gravity reservoir (slow_stor) on basis of slowcoef_lin and
slowcoef_sq and the storage.

10

Compute and remove gravity drainage (ssr_to_gw) from the current gravity reservoir (slow_stor) to the associated GWR on
basis of ssr2gw_rate and ssr2gw_exp and the storage.

11

Compute and remove fast interflow (fast_flow) from the current PFR (fast_stor) on basis of fastcoef_lin and fastcoef_sq and
the storage.

12

Compute Dunnian surface runoff (dunnian_flow) as the sum of excess infiltration to the PFR (dunnian_pfr), computed in step
1 and any excess water from the gravity reservoir to the PFR, , computed in step 8.

13

If cascades are active compute any cascading slow and fast interflow and Dunnian surface runoff to downslope HRUs and/or
stream segments.

14

Compute and remove evaporation and transpiration (perv_actet) from upper and lower zones of the capillary reservoir on
basis of soil_moist_max, soil_rechr_max, cov_type, soil_type, and the current storage (soil_rechr) in the upper zone and
capillary reservoir (soil_moist). The upper zone stores water available for evaporation and transpiration and lower zone
stores water available for transpiration only.
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Input to Storage Reservoirs
Step 1
The amount of available water for input to the preferential-flow and capillary reservoirs is determined and then the fraction
(parameter pref_flow_den) of soil infiltration (infil), as computed by the Surface-Runoff module, is apportioned to the preferential-flow reservoir as a maximum amount of water according to:
pref_flow_maxinHRU = infilHRU × pref_flow_den HRU

.

(1-121)

Step 2
This maximum amount of water is added to the antecedent preferential-flow reservoir storage up to the maximum storage
capacity (equation 1-120) according to:
t −1
pref_storHRU = MIN ( pref_flow_storHRU
+ pref_flow_ max inHRU , pref_flow_maxHRU ) .

(1-122)

Any excess preferential-flow reservoir inflow is the first component of Dunnian surface runoff and is calculated according to:
dunnian_pfrHRU = MAX ( 0, pref_flow_ max inHRU − pref_flow_maxHRU ) .

(1-123)

Step 3
The remainder of the soil infiltration (infil) and any cascading Dunnian surface runoff (upslope_dunnianflow) and interflow
(upslope_interflow) are added to the capillary reservoir according to:
capwater_maxinHRU =

upslope_dunnianflowHRU + upslope_interflowHRU
hru_frac_perv HRU
+

infilHRU − pref_flow_maxinHRU
hru_frac_pervHRU

.

(1-124)

Step 4
The amount of capwater_maxin is added to the antecedent storage in the recharge zone (soil_rechr) of the capillary reservoir up to soil_rechr_max and is computed according to:
t −1
soil _ rechrHRU = MIN ( soil _ rechrHRU
+ cap _ waterinHRU , soil_rechr_max HRU ) .

(1-125)

Step 5
The current storage in the capillary reservoir (soil_moist) is set to the sum of capwater_maxin and the antecedent storage in
the soil-zone reservoir (soil_moist), up to soil_moist_max, and is computed according to:
t −1
soil_moistHRU = MIN ( soil_moistHRU
+ capwater_maxinHRU ,soil_moist_max HRU )

.

(1-126)

Storage in the lower zone, soil_lower, is set to the difference between soil_moist and soil_rechr according to:
soil _ lowerHRU = soil _ moistHRU − soil _ rechrHRU .

(1-127)
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Step 6
Excess inflow to the capillary reservoir (cap_excess) and infiltration (cap_waterin) to the capillary reservoir are calculated
according to:
t −1
cap _ excessHRU = MAX ( 0, soil _ moistHRU
+ capwater_maxinHRU − soil_moist_max HRU ) and

cap _ waterinHRU = capwater_maxinHRU − cap_excessHRU .

(1-128)

(1-129)

Any excess inflow to the capillary reservoir is first distributed to the groundwater reservoir (soil_to_gw) is limited by a
maximum recharge rate (parameter soil2gw_max) and calculated according to:
soil_to_gwHRU = MIN ( cap_excessHRU , soil2gw_max HRU ) .

(1-130)

Any remaining excess is distributed to the gravity reservoir (gvr_maxin) and calculated according to:
gvr_maxin = cap_excess − soil_to_gwHRU .

(1-131)

Step 7
Storage in the gravity reservoir is set to the sum of gvr_maxin and the antecedent of the storage (slow_stor), up to the
maximum storage capacity of the gravity reservoir, and calculated according to:
t −1
grav_storHRU = MIN ( slow_storHRU
+ gvr_maxin, pref_flow_thrshHRU ) .

(1-132)

Excess flow (gvr_excess) and actual inflow (ssres_in) to the gravity reservoir are calculated according to:
t −1
gvr_excess = MAX ( 0, slow_storHRU
+ gvr_maxin − pref_flow_thrshHRU ) and

ssres_inHRU = gvr_maxin − gvr_excess .

(1-133)
(1-134)

Step 8
Preferential-flow reservoir inflow (gvr_excess; equation 1-133) greater than the maximum storage capacity
(equation 1-120) is the second component of Dunnian surface runoff and is computed according to:
dunnian_gvr = MAX ( 0, fast_storHRU + pref_flow_ max inHRU − pref_flow_maxHRU ) .

(1-135)

The remainder of the preferential-flow reservoir inflow (gvr2pfr) is added to the current storage (equation 1-122) and is
calculated according to:

=
gvr2pfrHRU pfr_flow_maxinHRU − dunnian_gvr and
pref2_storHRU = pref_storHRU + gvr 2 pf HRU .

(1-136)

(1-137)
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Outflows from Soil-Zone Storage Reservoirs
Step 9
There are four possible outflows from the soil zone: slow interflow, gravity drainage, Dunnian surface runoff, and fast
interflow. Slow interflow occurs when the gravity-reservoir storage (equation 1-132) is greater than 0.0. The interflow equation
is developed from continuity and an empirical relation (Leavesley and others, 1983; and Markstrom and others, 2008, p. 56–57).
Slow interflow is computed and removed from the gravity-reservoir storage according to:

(

slow_flowHRU = ( slowcoef_lin HRU × grav_storHRU ) + slowcoef_sq HRU × ( grav_storHRU )

grav2_storHRU = grav_storHRU − slow_flowHRU

2

) and

(1-138)

(1-139)

.

Step 10
Gravity drainage from the gravity reservoir is a function of the current storage and is computed and removed from the
gravity-reservoir storage according to:
ssr_to_gwHRU = ssr2gw_rate HRU × ( grav2_storHRU )

ssr2gw_exp HRU

and

(1-140)

slow_storHRU = grav2_storHRU − ssr_to_gwHRU .

(1-141)

Step 11
Fast interflow is computed and removed from preferential-flow reservoir storage (equation 1-137) according to:

(

fast_flowHRU = ( fastcoef_lin HRU × pref2_storHRU ) + fastcoef_sq HRU × ( pref2_storHRU )

2

) and

pref _ flow_storHRU = pref2_storHRU − fast_flowHRU .

(1-142)

(1-143)

Step 12
Any excess preferential-flow reservoir inflow (equation 1-135) plus excess infiltration (equation 1-123) is the total Dunnian
surface runoff (dunnian_flow) and is calculated according to:
dunnian_flowHRU = dunnian_pfr + dunnian_gvr .

(1-144)

Step 13
If the cascading flow procedure is active (see “Cascade Module” section in this appendix), interflow and Dunnian surface
runoff are added to the capillary reservoir of any downslope HRUs according to:
ncascade_hru

upslope_dunnianflowdnhru =

∑ ( dunnian _ flow
i =1

i

× hru_pct_upi × hru_areaai )

hru_areadnhru

and

(1-145)
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ncascade_hru

upslope_interflowdnhru =

∑ ( slow_flow
i =1

i

+ fast_flowi ) × hru_pct_upi × hru_areai
hru_areadnhru

.

(1-146)

Evapotranspiration from the Capillary Reservoir
Step 14
Evapotranspiration from the capillary reservoir (perv_actet) depends on soil type (parameter soil_type), plant-cover type
(parameter cov_type), snow-covered area (snowcov_area), and period of active transpiration (transp_on). If an HRU has
99 percent of its area covered by snow, then there is no evapotranspiration from the capillary reservoir. If an HRU is not in a
period of active transpiration, then there is no transpiration, but there is evaporation. Evapotranspiration is limited by available
water (soil_moist and soil_rechr) and remaining PET demand, which is computed according to:
avail_potetHRU = potetHRU − hru_intcpevapHRU − snow_evapHRU − hru_impervevapHRU
− dprst_evap_hruHRU

.

(1-147)

Evapotranspiration is computed separately for the recharge and lower zones (Zahner, 1967; Leavesley and others, 1983,
p. 22–23). Evapotranspiration in the recharge zone is based on a water-content ratio computed as:
soil_rechr_ratioHRU =

soil_rechrHRU
soil_rechr_max HRU .

(1-148)

If the soil in the HRU is predominantly sand (parameter soil_type = 1), then there are two possible values for potet_rechr.
If soil_rechr_ratio is less than 0.25, then potet_rechr is set to 0.5; otherwise, it is set to avail_et. If the soil in the HRU is
predominantly loam (soil_type = 2), then there are two possible values for potet_rechr. If soil_rechr_ratio is less than 0.5, then
potet_rechr is calculated according to:
potet_rechrHRU = soil_rechr_ratioHRU × avail_potetHRU .

(1-149)

Otherwise, potet_rechr is set to avail_et. If the soil in the HRU is predominantly clay (soil_type = 3), there are three possible
values for potet_rechr. If soil_rechr_ratio is less than or equal to one-third, then potet_rechr is calculated according to:
potet_rechrHRU = 0.5 × soil_rechr_ratioHRU × avail_potetHRU .

(1-150)

If soil_rechr_ratio is greater than or equal to two-thirds, then potet_rechr is set to avail_et. Otherwise, potet_rechr is set by
using equation 1-149.
Evapotranspiration in the lower zone (potet_lower) is computed similarly (using equations 1-149 and 1-150) on the basis of
a water-content ratio computed as:
lower_zone_ratio HRU =

soil_moistHRU
soil_moist_max HRU .

(1-151)

If potet_rechr is greater than or equal to potet_lower or the period of active transpiration is off, the evapotranspiration from
the capillary reservoir (perv_actet) is set to potet_rechr. Otherwise, perv_actet is set to potet_lower. The water content of the
recharge zone is reduced by potet_rechr. The water content of the capillary zone is reduced by perv_actet.
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Groundwater-Flow Module: gwflow
The Groundwater-Flow Module (gwflow) simulates storage and inflows to and outflows from the groundwater reservoir
(GWR). The GWR has infinite capacity and is the source of simulated baseflow. Applications developed with previous versions
of PRMS typically used a single GWR for the entire domain. Applications developed with PRMS-IV should have a GWR corresponding to each HRU. Input parameters used to compute groundwater flow are defined in table 1-3. The input and computed
variables are defined in table 1-5. All equation symbols used in this section are defined in these two tables.
Total inflow to each GWR (gwres_in) comes from excess soil water (equation 1-130), gravity drainage (equation 1-140),
groundwater flow from any cascading upslope GWRs (gw_upslope), and from surface-depression storage seepage
(equation 1-113) according to:
gwres_inGWR = soil_to_gwGWR + ssr_to_gwGWR + gw_upslopeGWR + gw_dprst_seepGWR .

(1-152)

If control parameter strmflow_module is set to strmflow_lake, then seepage is computed as:
seepagelake = ( elevlakelake − lake_seep_elev lake ) × gw_seep_coefGWR .

(1-153)

There are two mechanisms by which water leaves a GWR: baseflow (gwres_flow) and the groundwater sink (gwres_sink).
Baseflow is water that flows from a GWR to a stream segment, lake, or another GWR within the model domain, and is
computed as:
gwres_flowGWR = gwflow_coefGWR × gwres_storGWR .

(1-154)

The groundwater sink represents groundwater flow that leaves the domain and is computed as:
gwres_sinkGWR = gwsink_coefGWR × gwres_storGWR .

(1-155)

Storage in a GWR (gwres_stor) is computed from the inflows and outflows (equations 1-152–1-155) and the groundwater
storage from the previous time step according to:
t −1
t −1
gwres_storGWR = gwres_storGWR
+ gwres _ inGWR − gwres_flowGWR − gwres_sinkGWR − seepagelake
.

(1-156)

Streamflow Modules
Streamflow is computed by one of three user-specified options. The simplest approach is the strmflow module that calculates total streamflow leaving the domain as the sum of surface runoff, interflow, and groundwater discharge that reaches the
stream network. The muskingum module uses a Muskingum flow-routing method to compute streamflow to and from individual stream segments. The strmflow_in_out module uses the same stream network as the muskingum module, but sets
the outflow of each segment to the inflow. The user selects a Streamflow Module by setting control parameter strmflow_module
in the Control File to one of three module names: strmflow, muskingum, or strmflow_in_out.

strmflow
The Streamflow Module sums flow (surface runoff, interflow, and groundwater discharge) from the HRUs and GWRs to
calculate total streamflow out of the domain. There are no input parameters to the strmflow module. Input and computed variables are defined in table 1-5. Total streamflow out of the watershed, in inch-acres per day (basin_stflow) is computed as:
basin_stflow = basin_sroff + basin_ssflow + basin_gwflow .

(1-157)
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muskingum
The Muskingum module was originally developed for PRMS by Mastin and Vaccaro (2002) and developed further by
Markstrom (2012). The stream network used for Muskingum routing is conceptualized as a single-direction sequence of connected stream segments as specified by parameter tosegment. Typically, one segment is associated with each one-plane HRU
or the pair of left- and right-bank HRUs, as specified by parameter hru_segment. This module has been modified from past
versions (module musroute, Mastin and Vaccaro, 2002) to make it more stable for stream network routing in watersheds with
stream segments with varying travel times. The Muskingum module has an internal structure that allows for a different computational time step for each segment within each PRMS daily time step. Flow values computed at these finer time steps are aggregated for each segment. The input parameters used by the Muskingum module to compute flow are defined in table 1-3. The
input and computed variables are defined in table 1-5. All equation symbols used in this section are defined in these two tables.
The Muskingum routing equation (Linsley and others, 1982) assumes a linear relation between storage and the characteristics of the inflow (seg_inflow) and outflow (seg_outflow). Storage (storage) in a stream segment, for internal time step ∆t, is
computed as:
t
storagesegment
= k_coef segment

(

t
t
× ( x_coef segment × seg_inflowsegm
ent ) + (1 − x_coef segment ) × seg _ outflowsegment

).

(158)

Assuming that the average flow during an internal time step is equal to the average flow at the start and end times of the
internal time step, the continuity equation can be expressed as:
t
t
t −1
∆storagesegment
= storagesegment
− storagesegment
=
t
t −1
 seg _ inflowsegment
+ seg _ inflowsegment

2



 × ∆tsegment


t
t −1
 seg _ outflowsegment
+ seg _ outflowsegment
−

2



 × ∆tsegment

.

(1-159)

Substituting equation 1-156 into equation 1-157 and solving for the stream-segment outflow, for the internal time step,
results in:
t
t
t −1
seg _ outflowsegment
= ( c0segment × seg _ inflowsegment
) + ( c1segment × seg _ inflowsegment
)
t −1
+ ( c2segment × seg _ outflowsegment
)

,

(1-160)

where

c0segment =

− ( k_coefsegment × x_coef segment ) +

( k_coef

c1segment =

segment

) − ( k_coef

( k_coef

segment

segment

∆tsegment
2

× x_coef segment ) +

× x_coef segment ) +

∆tsegment
2

;

(1-161)

∆tsegment
2

k_coefsegment − ( k_coefsegment × x_coef segment ) +

∆tsegment
2

; and

(1-162)
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c2segment =

k_coefsegment − ( k_coefsegment × x_coef segment ) −
k_coefsegment − ( k_coefsegment × x_coef segment ) +

∆tsegment
2
∆tsegment
2

(1-163)

.

The internal time step (∆t) used in equations 1-159–1-163 is calculated by the Muskingum module for each stream segment
according to:

∆tsegment







24
=


24


   k_coef
segment 
  
   ,

(1-164)

which is the travel time, in hours, rounded down to an even divisor of 24 hours (for example, 24, 12, 6, 4, 3, 2, and 1).
PRMS-IV is restricted to daily time steps, so travel time, in hours, can never be greater than 24. This means that the travel time
of any segment in the stream network (parameter K_coef) must be less than one day. An implication of equation 1-164 is that
the routed streamflow in each segment can be computed by using different internal time steps. Consequently, streamflow must
be aggregated when flowing from segments with shorter ∆t to segments with longer ∆t. Likewise, streamflow must be disaggregated when flowing from segments with longer ∆t to shorter ∆t.

strmflow_in_out
The strmflow_in_out module uses the same stream network as the muskingum module, but directly sets the outflow of each segment to be the sum of the inflows. The input parameters used by the strmflow_in_out module to compute
flow are defined in table 1-3. The input and computed variables are defined in table 1-5. The Muskingum equations (equations
1-158–1-164) are not solved by the strmflow_in_out module so that the parameters K_coef and x_coef are ignored.

strmflow_lake
Lakes can have major effects on streamflow. In this report, any water bodies that occupy an entire HRU are referred to as
lakes (parameter hru_type = 2). Lakes are assumed to have constant surface area (parameter hru_area). Ice cover, snowpack
accumulation, and snowpack melt on lake surfaces are not simulated; however, any falling snow is added to the lake storage.
Control parameter strmflow_module is used to select the strmflow_lake module. The strmflow_lake module uses the
same stream network as the muskingum module. Input parameters used by the strmflow_lake module are defined in table
1-3. The input and computed variables are defined in table 1-5. All equation symbols used in this section are defined in these two
tables.
The lake identification number with each HRU is specified by parameter lake_hru. More than one HRU can be associated
with a lake. The dimension nlake specifies the total number of lakes. This module provides six simulation options to compute
and route flow through lakes: (1) modified Puls; (2) linear; (3) flow through; (4) hydraulic approximation of natural flow through
broad-crested weirs as a function of lake-surface elevation; (5) flow-through gates using rating tables and time series of gateheight openings; and (6) setting the stream outflow equal to the measured flow at a streamflow gage. Selection of the computation method for each lake is specified using parameter lake_type.
If modified Puls routing (parameter lake_type = 1) is specified for a lake, the dimension mxnsos specifies the maximum
number of storage/outflow values in all Puls rating tables. The modified Puls routing method is described by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (1971). Depletions from lakes include evaporation and streamflow. Inflows include precipitation, streamflow,
and any cascading surface runoff and interflow from neighboring HRUs.
The linear storage routing method (lake_type = 2) is based on the equations:
lakeinlake = lake _ preciplake + lake _ stream _ inlake + lake _ sroff lake + lake _ interflowlake
+ lake _ seep _ inlake

,

(1-165)
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t −1
avinlake = ( lakeinlake + lakeinlake
) × 0.5 , and

d ( lake _ storlake )
dt

= avinlake − ( lake_coeflake × lake _ storlake )

(1-166)

.

(1-167)

t −1
Solving this equation for lake storage from the previous time step ( lake _ storlake
) using the linear routing coefficient
(lake_coef), a time step of one day in duration, and substituting into the continuity equation, lake outflow is computed as:

 1 − e − ( lake_coeflake ×∆t ) 
− ( lake_coeflake × ∆t )
lake _ outqlake =  1 −
) × lake _ storlaket−1
 * avinlake × ∆t + (1 − e
∆
lake_coef
×
t
lake


.

(1-168)

If flow through routing (lake_type = 3) is specified for a lake, then the outflow is equal to the inflow:
lake_outqlake = lakeinlake .

(1-169)

Two methods provide for simulation of regulated and unregulated outflow from lakes based on lake-surface elevation,
storage, and allowing for lakebed permeability. These methods are (1) hydraulic approximation of natural flow through a broadcrested weir (lake_type = 4) and (2) flow through gates using a user-specified rating table (lake_type = 5). Depletions include
evaporation, streamflow, and lakebed seepage. Inflows include precipitation, streamflow, and groundwater discharge, as well
as any cascading surface runoff and interflow (equation 1-165). Groundwater discharge and lakebed seepage are computed as
a function of water-surface elevation. Dudley (2008) describes these methods as applied in the Denny’s River, Maine. Broadcrested weir flow is computed as:
lake_outqlake = ( elevlakelake ) × weir_coeflake × weir_lenlake .
1.5

(1-170)

If outflow from the lake is determined using rating tables (lake_type = 5), up to four rating tables can be specified. The
time series of gate opening heights (gate_ht) for each rating table are specified in the Data File. Each rating table specifies the
lake elevations and corresponding gate openings. Dimensions nstage, ngate, nstage2, ngate2, nstage3, ngate3, nstage4, and
ngate4 are used to specify the rows and columns of each rating table.
Also, this option allows for the possibility of a second outflow from these lakes that is removed from the model domain.
However, the second outflow remains in the code for downward compatibility of an existing model (Dudley, 2008) and is
planned to be removed in future versions of PRMS. The second outflow is a linear function of the lake-surface elevation (elevlake) and two flow coefficient parameters (lake_out2_a and lake_out2_b) that is computed as:
scnd_cfslake = ( lake_out2_alake × elevlakelake ) − lake_out2_blake

.

(1-171)

For lake_type = 4 or 5, seepage (seepage) is computed by the Groundwater Flow Module (equation 1-153).
Time series values (runoff) from the Data File can be used to specify lake outflow directly (lake_type = 6). Parameter
obsout_lake associates a lake to a column in the Data File. This method does not preserve a water balance and is typically used
for calibration downstream from regulated lakes.

Summary Modules
The summary modules provide summaries of selected variables at different spatial and temporal resolutions. The four
summary modules are basin_sum, subbasin, and map_results. The four Temperature-Distribution Modules included
in PRMS-IV are temp_1sta, temp_2sta_prms (deprecated), temp_laps, and temp_dist2. Module temp_2sta_
prms is only retained for backward compatibility with older PRMS applications.
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basin_sum
Module basin_sum writes to the Water-Budget File specified by control parameter model_output_file. This file is
described in Appendix 2; section “Output Files.” This module produces summaries for the domain on daily, monthly, yearly, and
the total simulation period on the basis of the values of parameters print_type and print_freq. Input parameters and input and
computed variables for module basin_sum are listed in table 1-3 and table 1-5, respectively.
Three types of reports are available: (1) Discharge reports (parameter print_type = 0) that describe measured and simulated streamflow; (2) Water-balance reports that include precipitation, evapotranspiration, storage, and simulated and measured
streamflow data (parameter print_type = 1); and (3) Detailed reports that include temperature, solar radiation, and input, output,
and storage results (parameter print_type = 2). The content of these reports is summarized in table 1-7.

Table 1-7. Summary fields for Model Output Report File produced by the basin_sum module.—Continued
The frequency of output is specified by parameter print_freq—daily (print_freq = 8), monthly (print_freq = 4), yearly (print_freq = 2), total (print_freq = 1)
simulation time, or any additive combination. Table 1-8 shows a sequence of summary reports that would be typical for a watershed modeler completing an initial
setup and manual calibration.

Variable

Description

Units

Output by module(s)

Discharge report (print_type=0)

runoff
basin_cfs

Streamflow at each measurement station

cfs

obs

Streamflow leaving the basin through the stream
network

cfs

strmflow, muskingum, strmflow_lake

Water balance report (print_type=1)
basin_ppt

Basin area-weighted average precipitation

inches

basin_actet

Basin area-weighted average actual ET

inches

basin_storage

Basin area-weighted average storage in all waterstorage reservoirs

inches

basin_stflow

Basin area-weighted average streamflow leaving
through the stream network

inches

strmflow, muskingum, strmflow_lake

obsq_inches

Measured streamflow at specified outlet station

inches

basin_sum

precip_1sta, precip_dist2, precip_
laps, climate_hru
soilzone

basin_sum

Detailed report (print_type=2)
basin_swrad

Basin area-weighted average shortwave radiation

basin_tmax

Basin area-weighted maximum air temperature

temp_units

basin_tmin

Basin area-weighted minimum air temperature

inches

basin_ppt

Basin area-weighted average precipitation

inches

basin_net_ppt

Basin area-weighted average throughfall

inches

basin_intcp_stor

Basin area-weighted evaporation from the canopy

inches

basin_intcp_evap

Basin area-weighted average interception storage

inches

basin_potet

Basin area-weighted average potential ET

inches

basin_actet

Basin area-weighted average actual ET

inches

basin_soil_moist

Basin area-weighted average capillary reservoir
storage

inches

basin_pweqv

Basin area-weighted average snowpack water
equivalent

inches

Langleys

temp_units

ddsolrad, ccsolrad
climate_hru, temp_1sta, temp_2sta_
prms, temp_dist2, temp_laps, ide_
dist, xyz_dist

climate_hru, temp_1sta, temp_2sta_
prms, temp_dist2, temp_laps, ide_
dist, xyz_dist

precip_1sta, precip_dist2, precip_
laps, climate_hru
intcp

intcp

intcp

potet_jh, potet_hamon, potet_hamon_prms, potet_pan, climate_hru
soilzone

soilzone
snowcomp
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Table 1-7. Summary fields for Model Output Report File produced by the basin_sum module.—Continued
The frequency of output is specified by parameter print_freq—daily (print_freq = 8), monthly (print_freq = 4), yearly (print_freq = 2), total (print_freq = 1)
simulation time, or any additive combination. Table 1-8 shows a sequence of summary reports that would be typical for a watershed modeler completing an initial
setup and manual calibration.

Variable

Description

Units

Output by module(s)
snowcomp

basin_snowmelt

Basin area-weighted average snowmelt

inches

basin_gwstor

Basin area-weighted average storage in GWRs

inches

basin_ssstor

Basin area-weighted average gravity and preferential-flow reservoir storage

inches

basin_gwflow

Basin area-weighted average groundwater flow to the
stream network

inches

gwflow

basin_ssflow

Basin area-weighted average interflow from gravity
and preferential-flow reservoirs to the stream
network

inches

soilzone

basin_sroff

Surface runoff leaving the basin through the stream
network

inches

srunoff_carea, srunoff_smidx

basin_stflow

Basin area-weighted average streamflow leaving
through the stream network

inches

strmflow, muskingum, strmflow_lake

obsq_inches

Measured streamflow at specified outlet station

inches

basin_sum

gwflow

climate_hru

Table 1-8. Typical sequence of output reports viewed during manual calibration exercise.

print_type

print_freq

[ET, evapotranspiration]

0

4

Monthly summaries of measured versus simulated streamflow for the basin.

1

4

Monthly report of basin area-weighted average precipitation, actual ET, and streamflow.

2

4

Detailed report of air temperature, precipitation, actual ET, streamflow, snowpack, snowmelt, and state variables.

1

15

Daily, monthly, yearly, and run summaries of basin area-weighted average precipitation, actual ET, and streamflow.

Content of model output file

subbasin
The Subbasin Module provides a method to divide the domain into groups of HRUs called subbasins (parameter hru_subbasin). Each HRU can only be assigned to one subbasin. This module computes summaries of streamflow and other variables
that can be used for calibration. Streamflow at the outlet of a subbasin is the sum of the components of flow generated by the
HRUs and GWRs contained in that subbasin. In addition, this streamflow contributes to the streamflow of any subbasin designated as being downstream (parameter subbasin_down). The subbasin module is active if the dimension nsub is specified
greater than 0 and the control parameter subbasin_flag = 1. Input parameters used by the subbasin module are defined in table
1-3. The input and computed variables are defined in table 1-5.

map_results
The Map Results Module (map_results) facilitates loosely coupling PRMS-IV with other models. The module summarizes simulated results into the spatial and temporal resolutions required by the coupled model. It writes results for each HRU
in a gridded format summarized at four temporal scales—weekly, monthly, yearly, and the total simulation time period. Summarized results can be written in the units of the output variable or converted from inches per day to either feet per day, centimeters
per day, or meters per day. The map_results module is active when the control parameter mapOutON_OFF = 1. The input
parameters used in the module are defined in tables 1-3.
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Four parameters are specified in the Parameter File to control the map_results module computations. The parameter
mapvars_units specifies the output units. If the value of mapvars_units is specified as 0, the output units remain unchanged.
If the value of the parameter mapvars_units is specified as 1, 2, or 3, the units of each output variable must be inches per day.
The parameter ncol specifies the number of columns for each row of the mapped results. If the value of ncol is not an even divisor of dimension nhru, the last line will have fewer than ncol number of values.
The parameter prms_warmup specifies the number of years the simulation will execute prior to computing summarized
results. For example, if the simulation start date (control parameter start_time) is specified to be 10/1/1980, the end date (control parameter end_time) is specified to be 9/30/1996, and parameter prms_warmup is specified to be 2, then map_results
computations begin on 10/1/1982. For this example, the first monthly results will be for October 1982, and the last monthly
results will be for September 1996; yearly results will be for the 14 water years 1983 through 1996 (where a water year extends
from October 1 of the previous calendar year to September 30 of the water year of interest). Total results will be the average
of the 14 water years. If a user wants results for calendar years, the simulation start time should be specified with a start day of
January 1.
Summaries of gridded results are written to one or more Map-Results Files as time series of selected variables averaged
over the temporal frequency (or frequencies) selected, as specified by parameter mapvars_freq. Results can be written for
average weekly rates (output file ‘variable_name.weekly’); monthly rates (output file ‘variable_name.monthly’), average yearly
rates (output file ‘variable_name.yearly’), and(or) the average rate over the total simulation period (output file ‘variable_name.
total’). The prefix “variable_name” of each output file is the name of each variable specified by control parameter mapOutVar_
names. Separate output files are written for each variable to the PRMS-IV execution directory. The number of output variables
is specified by control parameter nmapOutVars. Figure 1-6 shows an example of the control parameters required to use the
map_results module:
####
mapOutON_OFF
1
1
1
####
nmapOutVars
1
3
####
mapOutVar_names
3
4
potet
recharge
soil_moist

Figure 1-6. Example of the control parameters required to use the
map_results module.

Any variable dimensioned by nhru, ngw, or nssr shown in table 1-5 can be output to a Map Results File. The module
distributes simulated results from an HRU map to a target map by using an area-weighted scheme based on three topological
parameters, specified in the Parameter File, that are determined on the basis of the intersection of the HRU map and target map.
These topological parameters are: gvr_hru_id, gvr_cell_id, and gvr_cell_pct, the associated HRU identification number, the
associated target map spatial unit identification number, and the associated fraction of the target-map spatial unit, respectively,
of each intersection. These topological parameters are named on the basis of the USGS coupled Groundwater and Surface-Water
Flow Model (GSFLOW), as described on pages 25–27 and tables 1–25 of the GSFLOW documentation report (Markstrom and
others, 2008). Two dimensions are associated with these parameters, nhrucell and ngwcell, the number of intersections between
the HRU map and target map and the number of spatial units in the target map, respectively.
The HRU map and target map can be of different spatial extents. For example, the target map can extend beyond the HRU
map or be fully or partially coincident with the HRU map (Markstrom and others, 2008, fig. 16). If the HRU map and the target
map are the same (dimensions ngwcell = nhru), then the mapping is one to one, that is, 1.0 is specified for all values of parameter gvr_cell_pct. In this case, if there are 40 HRUs and the user specifies 4 as the value of ncol, the output will be a grid that has
10 rows and 4 columns; HRU 1 would correspond to row 1, column 1 and HRU 40 would correspond to row 10, column 4.
Groundwater-recharge estimates computed by PRMS have been loosely coupled to MODFLOW (Harbaugh, 2005) models
in various applications (see Bjerklie and others, 2010; Jeton and Maurer, 2007; Lee and Risley, 2002; Steuer and Hunt, 2001;
Vaccaro, 1992; and Vaccaro, 2007). The map_results module can facilitate this by summarizing values of recharge, computed by the soilzone module, to the MODFLOW finite-difference grid map. These values can be used as initial estimates of
the infiltration at land surface (defined by using variable “FINF” in the Unsaturated-Zone Flow Package; Niswonger and others,
2006). These groundwater recharge estimates do not reflect interactions with the underlying unsaturated and saturated zones that
would be calculated by an integrated GSFLOW simulation.
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Appendix 2. PRMS-IV Users’ Guide
Introduction
This appendix serves as the Users’ Guide for the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV). It includes
installation instructions, description of input and output files, and guidelines for running the executable on the Windows and
Linux operating systems.

Installation
PRMS-IV is available from the U.S. Geological Survey PRMS software web page (http://water.usgs.gov/lookup/
get?crresearch/prms, accessed January, 2014) and is distributed as a Windows zip file or Linux archive file. About 200 megabytes of disk space is required for installation and example projects.
The PRMS-IV distribution is installed into a directory named prmsIV\ (fig. 2-1). Five subdirectories are located within this
directory. The directories: (1) bin\ contains the PRMS executable, (2) doc\ contains a copy of this report and includes any errata
or documentation updates, (3) lib\ contains the compiled libraries necessary to run PRMS-IV and associated tools, (4) projects\
contains the files for the examples, and (5) src\ contains the source code.

prmsIV\
README.txt

doc\

projects\

merced\
merced.bat,
merced_gui.bat
control\
merced.control
input\
merced.data,
merced.params
output\
merced.out,
mkerced.statvar

lib\!

bin\
prms.exe

Figure 2-1. Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System distribution
directory structure.
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System Requirements
PRMS-IV is distributed for Windows- and Linux-based personal computers. Minimum system requirements include use of
Windows 7, Windows XP, or the Linux operating system; 800 megahertz Intel Pentium III processor (or equivalent); 8 megabytes random access memory; and 1 gigabyte of hard disk space. For instance, the Merced River basin example in Appendix
3 was developed on a Windows 7 personal computer with an AMD 3000+ Athlon processor, 2 gigabytes of random-access
memory, and 60 gigabytes of hard disk space. PRMS-IV installation on other computer operating systems can require platformdependent modifications.
The PRMS-IV executable requires installation of no additional software. Several of the associated graphical user interfaces
and tools require a third-party software package. The Object User Interface (Markstrom and Koczot, 2008) and Luca (Hay and
Umemoto, 2007) both require Java version 7 or later (http://java.com, accessed January, 2014). The GIS Weasel (Viger and
Leavesley, 2007) requires the Environmental Systems Research Institute Workstation software (http://www.esri.com, accessed
April, 2012).

Path Specification
Paths may be specified as either relative or absolute. There are two locations in a PRMS-IV project where paths are specified (1) the PRMS-IV Control File and (2) executable script files, such as the acf.bat for the Windows distribution. All relative
path specifications are made to the directory where the model is run. All path specifications in the example projects included
with the distribution are relative and need not be edited.

Input Files
This section describes the input file requirements for a PRMS-IV simulation. The Control File, Data File, and Parameter
File are based on the Modular Modeling System (MMS) input file formats (Leavesley and others, 1996).

Control File
The Control File contains all of the control parameters that PRMS-IV uses during the course of the simulation (see table 1-2
in Appendix 1 for a description of PRMS-IV control parameters). There are five basic types of control parameters specified in
this file: (1) those related to model execution, (2) those related to model input, (3) those related to model output, (4) those related
to initial conditions, and (5) those related to specification of the active
modules. Specifically, the Control File is used to specify input and
output file names, content of the input and output files, simulation
starting and ending dates, and the active modules.
1. PRMS Control File
2. ####
A Control File consists of a header line (fig. 2-2, line 1) followed
3. aniOutON_OFF // Set this to 1 to
by
a
sequence
of control-parameter items. Each line in the Control File
print Animation File, 0 to turn off.
can
include
descriptive
text to allow annotation of any data (fig. 2-2,
4. 1
5. 1
line 3). The descriptive text is added to lines following the required
6. 0
data and preceded by at least one space and two forward slashes (//).
7. ####
Each line in the Control File can be up to 256 characters.
8. aniOutVar_names
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

3
4
pkwater_equiv
soil_moist
hru_actet
####
ani_output_file
1
4
./output/animation.out
####
data_file
1
4
./input/data

Figure 2-2. The first 22 lines of an example Control File. Only 4 control
parameters (aniOutON_OFF, aniOutVar_names, ani_output_file,
and data_file) are shown. Note that the line numbers are not part of the
Control File but are included here for reference purposes.
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Control-parameter items consist of four lines followed by parameter values, one per line, that have a standard structure
and order. The first line (fig. 2-2, line 2) is used as a delimiter, signifying the start of a control-parameter item, and must specify
a string of four pound signs (####) beginning in column 1. The second line (fig. 2-2, line 3) specifies the name of the control
parameter. The third line (fig. 2-2, line 4) specifies the number of parameter values that are specified. The fourth line (fig. 2-2,
line 5) identifies the data type of the control parameter by using an integer flag. Valid values are: 1 for integer, 2 for real, and 4
for character string.
The next lines specify data values, one value per line. Thus, each control-parameter item must consist of at least five lines.
Table 1-2 is a list of the control parameters and provides parameter names, definitions, number of values, data-type flag, and
whether the parameter is optional. Control-parameter names are case-sensitive and must be specified as defined in table 1-2. The
control-parameter items can be specified in any order in the Control File.

Data File
A Data File contains measured time-series data used in a PRMS-IV simulation, consisting of three items: a header, inputvariable declaration items, and time-series data items (fig. 2-3). Multiple Data Files can be specified for use in a single simulation. PRMS-IV simulates on a daily time step. Thus, Data Files with time increments other than 24 hours cannot be used.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Created by downsizer
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Station IDs (listed in the same order as the data)
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Station IDs for tmax, tmin, precip:
// 20k05s 39.43
-120.31
2545.6897 INDEPENDENCE LAKE
// 047641 39.43167 -120.24056 1931.5176 SAGEHEN CREEK
//
// Station IDs for runoff:
// 10343500 39.431572 -120.237976
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Unit: temperature = °F, precipitation = in
//
runoff = cfs
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
tmax 2
tmin 2
precip 2
runoff 1
########################################
1980 10 1 0 0 0 -999 85 -999 30 -999 0 2.3
1980 10 2 0 0 0 -999 81 -999 32 0 0 2.3
1980 10 3 0 0 0 -999 83 -999 30 0 0 2.3

Figure 2-3. Lines from an example Data File. The header
and only three lines of data are shown. Note that the line
numbers are not part of the Data File but are included here
for reference purposes.

The set of Data Files determines the possible range of time of a simulation but not the simulation time period, which is
specified by control-parameter items start_time and end_time in the Control File. Both start_time and end_time must be
specified as dates and times that occurred between the earliest beginning and latest ending time of the time-series data specified
in the Data File(s).
The header item in a Data File is a single line of text, up to 256 characters in length, which can be used by the user to
identify the file (fig. 2-3, line 1). Input-variable declaration items are used to specify the type of time-series data included in
each Data File. One line is used to identify each time-series data item. Blank lines or comment lines can be included before or
after an input-variable declaration item; comment lines begin with two backslashes (//) in columns 1 and 2 to add descriptive information about an input variable (fig 2-3, lines 2–302). Each input-variable declaration item specifies two values: (1) a
character string that is the name of the input variable, and (2) an integer value that is the number of values (or columns) specified
in each time-series data item for the input variable (fig. 2-3, lines 303–306). The number of values must equal the size of the
dimension associated with the input variable as defined by the dimensions specified in the Parameter File. For example, the two
input-variable declaration items tmax and tmin indicate that daily maximum and minimum air-temperature data (fig. 2-3, lines
303–304) will be specified for 79 stations in each time-series data item (and dimension ntemp is set to 79 in the dimensions
section of the Parameter File). In this example, each time-series data item must contain 79 columns of tmax values followed by
79 columns of tmin values. If the number of values and the associated dimension specified in the Parameter File are different, an
error message is printed and model execution stops.
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A delimiter that consists of a single line specifying at least four pound signs (####; fig. 2-3, line 307) beginning in
column 1 indicates the end of the input-variable declaration items and that the next and following lines each specify a timeseries data item for consecutive daily time steps. Each time-series data item consists of columns of values separated by at least
one blank space, with the number of columns equal to six plus the sum of the number of values for each input variable (fig. 2-3,
lines 308–310). The first six columns specify the time step of each time-series data item as integer values in the order: year,
month, day, hour, minute, and second. A time-series data item must be specified for each day. Values for hour, minute, and second must be specified as zero (that is, columns 4 through 6 must be 0 0 0). The remaining columns for each time-series data
item specify the data values.
Table 1-4 is a list of valid time-series input variables and provides definitions, units, valid range, and the dimension name
associated with each variable. The input-variable names are case-sensitive and must be specified as defined in table 1-4. Missing
values can be identified by specifying negative numbers out of the valid range for the input variable.

Parameter File
The Parameter File specifies dimensions and parameters required for a PRMS-IV simulation. The Parameter File consists
of three sections: header, dimensions, and parameters. Figure 2-4 shows a portion of an example Parameter File that includes
the header section, a dimensions section with two dimension-declaration items, and parameters section with two parameterdeclaration items. The parameter-declaration items required in the Parameter File depend on the modules that have been selected
in the Control File.

1. Example parameter file with
128 HRUs, 201 reaches,
15 segments, cascading flow
2.
3. ** Dimensions **
4. ####
5. one
6. 1
7. ####
8. nrain
9. 2
70. ** Parameters **
71. ####
72. albset_snm
73. 1
74. one
75. 1
76. 2
77. 0.2000000029802
7813. ####
7814. rain_adj
7815. 2
7816. nhru
7817. nmonths
7818. 1536
7819. 2
7820. 1.443504095078
7821. 1.397023320198
7822. 1.389276504517
7823. 1.400896668434

Figure 2-4. Selected lines of an example Parameter File. The header and parts of
the dimensions and parameters sections are shown. Note that the line numbers are
not part of the Parameter File but are included here for reference purposes.

The first two lines in the header describe the Parameter File (fig. 2-4, lines 1 and 2). These lines can contain up to
256 characters. The dimensions section is used to define the size of dimensions that are used to allocate memory for parameters
and variables required by the PRMS-IV modules. The dimensions section begins with the dimensions identifier (fig. 2-4, line 3).
The identifier is followed by a series of 3-line dimension-declarations items. The first line is used as a delimiter for each of the
dimension declarations, specified as a string of four pound signs (####) that begins in column 1 (fig. 2-4, line 4). The second
line is the name of the dimension, specified as a character string without spaces, using lowercase letters (fig. 2-4, line 5). The
third line is the dimension size, specified as an integer value (fig. 2-4, line 6). Table 1-1 lists the names, definitions, and default
values of the 36 dimensions that can be specified in the dimensions section. This example requires 13 of the 36 possible dimensions (to populate lines 4–42). Dimension-declarations items may be specified in any order in the dimensions section of the
Parameter File.
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The dimensions section is followed by the parameters section of the Parameter File (fig. 2-4, line 43). This section contains
the parameter-declaration items, each one starting with a line with four pound signs (####), which are used as a delimiter (fig. 2-4,
line 44). The second line of the parameter-declaration item specifies the name of the parameter (fig. 2-4, line 45) (see table 1-3 for
a list of valid parameter names). The third line specifies the number of dimensions (fig. 2-4, line 46). The next lines specify the
dimension name(s) (fig. 2-4, line 47), one value per line, starting in column one (see table 1-1 for a list of valid dimension names).
The dimension name must be specified as one if the parameter is a single value scalar. Most PRMS-IV parameters are singledimensional arrays, including scalars. A few parameters consist of two-dimensional arrays; that is, an array of values that consists of
rows and columns. An example parameter that consists of a two-dimensional array of values is rain_adj (fig. 2-4, line 13650). This
parameter is defined over the dimensions nhru by nmonths; that is, the parameter has nhru rows and nmonths columns.
The next line (fig. 2-4, line 13654) is an integer that specifies the total number of values that are input for the parameter. For
scalars or one-dimensional arrays, this value is the size of the associated dimension, as declared in the dimensions section of the
file. The total number of values specified for each two-dimensional parameter is equal to the product of its two dimension sizes.
For the rain_adj parameter mentioned above the value is specified as the product of the sizes of nhru and nmonths.
The next line (fig. 2-4, line 13655) indicates the type of the parameter values; options are:
1 for integer
2 for real (single-precision, floating decimal point)
3 for double (double-precision, floating decimal point)
4 for character string
Note, no double-precision real (option 3) parameters are used in PRMS-IV.
The remaining line(s) (fig. 2-4, line 13656) in the parameter-value section contain the parameter value(s). Two-dimensional
array values are read column by column. For example, for the rain_adj parameter mentioned above, a value for each hydrologic
response unit (HRU) (nhru values) for January are specified first, followed by nhru values for February, and so forth, until a
total of the product of nhru and nmonths values are specified (fig. 2-4, line 7818).
Parameter-declaration items can be listed in any order. All PRMS-IV parameters and the modules in which they are used
are listed in table 1-3. If multiple parameter-declaration items are specified for the same parameter, the values specified last in
the Parameter File will be used. Any parameter not specified in the Parameter File that is required by a PRMS-IV simulation is
assigned a default value. Any parameter specified in the Parameter File that is not required by a PRMS-IV simulation is ignored.
Warning messages are printed in both cases.

Output Files
This section describes the primary output files produced by a PRMS-IV simulation: the Water-Budget File, the Map Results
File, Statistic Variables File, and Animation File. Any of the variables shown in Appendix 1 (tables 1-4 and 1-5) can be output to
the Statistic Variables and Animation Files.

Water-Budget File
The Water-Budget File (fig. 2-5) provides model-domain summary table(s). The pathname of the Water-Budget File is
specified by control parameter model_output_file in the Control File. Three types of summary tables are available, depending on the value specified for parameter print_type in the Parameter File. The first (print_type=0) is a listing of the measured
streamflow at a station and simulated streamflow produced for the whole model domain. The second (print_type=1) is a table
of the area-weighted averages of net precipitation, evapotranspiration, storage, and the simulated and measured streamflows. The
third (print_type=2) is a detailed summary of states
and fluxes. The frequency of output is specified by
1. Surface water and energy budgets simulated by PRMS version 2.118 2008-05-07
parameter print_freq in the Parameter File—daily
2. Start time: 1981/10/01 00:00:00
(print_freq=8), monthly (print_freq=4), yearly
3. End time: 1986/09/30 00:00:00
4. Sum of HRU areas: 218250.00 Active basin area: 218250.00
(print_freq=2), total (print_freq=1) simulation
5. 1 Year Month Day Precip
ET
Storage P-Runoff O-Runoff
time, or any additive combination.
6.
(inches) (inches) (inches) (inches)
(inches)
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

1982:
56.609
24.338
5.230
29.925
26.732
1983:
59.653
25.764
5.771
33.348
34.103
1984:
37.971
20.928
1.738
21.076
19.893
1985:
29.305
17.972
1.890
11.181
10.581
1986:
43.549
21.022
3.080
21.337
24.111
*****************************************************************
Total for run
227.087 110.024
3.080
116.867
115.419

Figure 2-5. Selected lines of an example Water-Budget
File. The header and table sections are shown. Note that
the line numbers are not part of the Water-Budget File,
but are included here for reference purposes.
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Statistic Variables File
The Statistic Variables File (fig. 2-6) is a text file that provides model results as a time series of selected output variables
that can be used with visualization and statistics programs. This file is commonly referred to as the “statvar” file. The file is
generated when the control parameter statsON_OFF is set to 1 in the Control File. The name of the file is set by control parameter stat_var_file. The first line of the file is the number of variable values that are written in the file; this value is specified by
using control parameter nstatVars. The next group of lines (nstatVars in number) lists the names and array indices of each
output variable; the output variables that are listed are specified by using control parameter statVar_names. The array index for
variables that are scalar, meaning a single value, is set to 1. The remaining lines provide the model-calculated values. These data
lines have the following order: model time-step number, year, month, and day of month, hour, minute, second, and each variable
value in the order specified by the list of variable names. Each value is separated by a space.
2
basin_cfs 1
runoff 1
1. 1987 10 1 0 0 0 3.120303 2.100000
2. 1987 10 2 0 0 0 3.108914 2.100000
3. 1987 10 3 0 0 0 3.097567 2.100000
4. 1987 10 4 0 0 0 3.086260 2.100000
5. 1987 10 5 0 0 0 3.074996 2.100000
6. 1987 10 6 0 0 0 3.063772 2.100000
7. 1987 10 7 0 0 0 3.052589 2.100000
8. 1987 10 8 0 0 0 3.041447 2.100000
9. 1987 10 9 0 0 0 3.030346 2.200000
10. 1987 10 10 0 0 0 3.019285 2.200000
11. 1987 10 11 0 0 0 3.008265 2.200000
12. 1987 10 12 0 0 0 3.211840 2.800000
13. 1987 10 13 0 0 0 3.052822 2.400000
14. 1987 10 14 0 0 0 3.021113 2.300000
15. 1987 10 15 0 0 0 2.994755 2.300000

Figure 2-6. Selected output from a Statistic
Variables (statvar) File that lists simulated (basin_cfs)
and measured (runoff) streamflow. The header and
data sections are shown.

Animation File
The Animation File (fig. 2-7) is a text file that provides model results as a time series of spatial arrays for selected output
variables that can be used with visualization and statistics programs. The file is generated when control parameter aniOutON_OFF is set to 1 in the Control File. The name of the file is set by control parameter ani_output_file. The first group of
lines in the file, starting with pound characters (#), describes the format of the file (that is, provides metadata that define the file
format and contents); these lines can be used by external programs to
reformat the file. The first line beyond the metadata is a tab-separated
#
# Begin DBF
list of names of the output variables whose values are provided in
# timestamp,#FIELD_ISODATETIME,19,0
a column in each data line. These output variables are specified
# nhru,#FIELD_DECIMAL,10,2
# pkwater_equiv,#FIELD_DECIMAL,10,2
by using control parameter aniOutVar_names. The next line is a
# soil_moist,#FIELD_DECIMAL,10,2
tab-separated list of the field width and data type, defined as a single
# hru_actet,#FIELD_DECIMAL,10,2
text string, of each output variable in the same sequence as the list
# End DBF
#
of variable names. The remaining lines provide the model-calculated
timestamp nhru
pkwater_equiv
soil_moist hru_actet
values, containing the date and corresponding index number within
19d 10n 10n 10n 10n
the spatial feature dimension and variable values in the order speci1987-10-01:00:00:00
1 0.000e+000
9.420e-002 5.794e-003
1987-10-01:00:00:00
2 0.000e+000
9.442e-002 5.574e-003
fied by the list of variable names for each simulation time step. A
1987-10-01:00:00:00
3 0.000e+000
9.496e-002 5.034e-003
date
value (or timestamp) is output as a 19-character string in the
1987-10-01:00:00:00
4 0.000e+000
9.475e-002 5.240e-003
following
format: YEAR-MO-DY:HR:MN:SE. The index number is
1987-10-01:00:00:00
5 0.000e+000
9.497e-002 5.029e-003
1987-10-01:00:00:00
6 0.000e+000
9.407e-002 5.921e-003
an integer value. Data values are numbers written in a 10-character
1987-10-01:00:00:00
7 0.000e+000
9.445e-002 5.547e-003
exponential format.
1987-10-01:00:00:00
8 0.000e+000
9.411e-002 5.889e-003
1987-10-01:00:00:00
1987-10-01:00:00:00
1987-10-01:00:00:00
1987-10-01:00:00:00
1987-10-01:00:00:00
1987-10-01:00:00:00
1987-10-01:00:00:00

9 0.000e+000
10 0.000e+000
11 0.000e+000
12 0.000e+000
13 0.000e+000
14 0.000e+000
15 0.000e+000

9.491e-002
9.429e-002
9.447e-002
9.561e-002
9.613e-002
9.416e-002
9.426e-002

5.082e-003
5.701e-003
5.528e-003
4.386e-003
3.867e-003
5.832e-003
5.732e-003

Figure 2-7. Selected output from an example of an Animation File
that lists snowpack-water equivalent, soil moisture, and actual
evapotranspiration,for each hydrologic response unit. The header and
data sections are shown.
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Map Results File
The Map Results Module generates up to three Map Results Files for each specified variable when control parameter
mapOutON_OFF is specified with the value 1. The list of variables is specified by using control parameter mapOutVar_
names. Only variables that have the number of HRU values can be included in Map Results Files. The number of Map Results
Files for each variable is determined from the value of parameter mapvars_freq. This parameter is similar to control parameter
print_freq, as described in section “Water Budget File” in this appendix. For mapvars_freq = 1, 2, 3, or 6 one Map Results
File for each variable is generated, with file names “variable_name.monthly,” “variable_name.yearly,” “variable_name.total,”
and “variable_name.weekly,” respectively. For example, when mapvars_freq = 4, the monthly and yearly files are generated;
likewise, when mapvars_freq = 5, the monthly, yearly, and total files are generated.
All Map Results Files, regardless of time step, have the same output format. An output item is written for each time step.
First, a line that specifies the ending date and the basin area-weighted mean value for the time step is written. Next, the results
for the HRU spatial units as mapped to the target spatial units is written over multiple lines, each line containing ncol number of
values. The number of lines of values equals the dimension ngwcell divided by ncol. If ngwcell is not an even multiple of ncol,
the last will have fewer than ncol number of values. An example Map Results File for a yearly summary is shown in figure 2-8.
Finally, a line with 22 “#” characters and a blank line are written as a delimiter and signify the end of the output item.
2001/09/30 Basin yearly mean: 0.227E-03
0.186E-03 0.225E-03 0.259E-03 0.273E-03 0.264E-03 0.226E-03
0.202E-03 0.312E-03 0.312E-03 0.312E-03 0.312E-03 0.312E-03
0.182E-03 0.247E-03 0.238E-03 0.231E-03 0.295E-03 0.312E-03
0.130E-03 0.130E-03 0.130E-03 0.161E-03 0.264E-03 0.312E-03
0.130E-03 0.130E-03 0.135E-03 0.183E-03 0.284E-03 0.312E-03
######################

Figure 2-8. Selected output from an example of a Map
Results File that lists yearly output of recharge values for
a 6-by 5-grid.

The first line of a Map Results File that summarizes the entire simulation period specifies the time period and basin areaweighted mean value for the time period. This file contains only one output item and does not need an output item delimiter. An
example Map Results File for a total summary is shown in figure 2-9.
Time period: 1999/10/01 2006/09/30. Basin simulation mean: 0.698E-03
0.593E-03 0.679E-03 0.755E-03 0.785E-03 0.765E-03 0.681E-03
0.628E-03 0.870E-03 0.871E-03 0.871E-03 0.871E-03 0.871E-03
0.585E-03 0.729E-03 0.709E-03 0.694E-03 0.834E-03 0.871E-03
0.471E-03 0.471E-03 0.471E-03 0.542E-03 0.766E-03 0.871E-03
0.471E-03 0.471E-03 0.481E-03 0.587E-03 0.811E-03 0.871E-03

Figure 2-9. Selected output from an example of a Map
Results File that lists total simulation period output of
recharge values for a 6-by-5 grid.

Climate by HRU Files
The CBH files are used as input by module climate_hru (described in section “climate_hru” in Appendix 1). To activate this option, set the control parameter model_mode to the value WRITE_CLIMATE. When this option is selected, PRMS-IV
writes the values computed for each HRU by the selected modules for the temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, and potential evapotranspiration distribution processes (see table 2 for complete list of modules available for each process) to individual
CBH Files. The modules used for simulation of these processes are specified by the control parameters temp_module, precip_
module, et_module, solrad_module, and transp_module, respectively (see table 1-2 in Appendix 1 for descriptions of these
control parameters). CBH Files are not written for any process that is simulated with the climate_hru module. All CBH
Files are written to the user’s current directory. After the CBH Files have been generated, it is necessary to set control parameter
model_mode back to PRMS for regular simulations.
The file name for each CBH File is determined by combining the climate variable name with the suffix “_day”. The
temperature process will produce two CBH Files, one each for maximum and minimum daily temperature, tmax_day and
tmin_day, respectively. A single CBH File will be written for each of the other climate distribution processes, precip_day,
potet_day, swrad_day, and transp_day, respectively.
The CBH files have the same format as the Data Files (fig. 2-3). Each CBH file includes distributed values for one variable,
with the number of values equal to the number of HRUs. The WRITE_CLIMATE flag for control parameter model_mode writes
the values for each time step as a single line. The format allows use of a CBH file as input to spreadsheet software that accepts
text files with space delimited values (fig. 2-10).
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Generated by write_climate_hru module
precip 829
########################################
1996 10 1 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1996 10 2 0 0 0 0.0145 0.0144 0.0120 0.0118 0.0135 0.0127
1996 10 3 0 0 0 0.0048 0.0048 0.0045 0.0048 0.0047 0.0041
1996 10 4 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1996 10 5 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1996 10 6 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1996 10 7 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1996 10 8 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1996 10 9 0 0 0 0.0827 0.0823 0.0837 0.0815 0.0813 0.0869
1996 10 10 0 0 0 0.0868 0.0879 0.0975 0.1000 0.0925 0.0929
1996 10 11 0 0 0 0.0024 0.0024 0.0035 0.0033 0.0026 0.0037
1996 10 12 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1996 10 13 0 0 0 0.0139 0.0137 0.0114 0.0111 0.0128 0.0122

Figure 2-10. Selected output from an example of a Climate
by hydrologic response unit (HRU) (CBH). File containing
precipitation data (precip) for six HRUs.

Running the PRMS-IV Executable
PRMS-IV runs from the command line in either a text based window or by double clicking on the appropriate icon in a
Windows browser.

Command Line Execution
The simplest way to run PRMS-IV is from a directory that contains the PRMS-IV executable and a Control File named
“prms.control” with the command:
prms
Alternatively, specify the name of a Control File as the first command line argument:
prms control_file_name
Use the “-set” flag on the command line to override any control parameter set in the Control File. For example, to change the
start time of the simulation:
prms control_file_name –set start_time 1994,10,1,0,0,0
To change the name of the Parameter File:
prms control_file_name –set param_file ./input/example.params
Use the “-por” flag to simulate the full time period specified in the Data File:
prms –por
Use the “-print” flag to generate the Parameter Name File, Variable Name File, Module Name File and the Default Parameter
File:
prms –print
The files generated with the “-print” flag are described below.

Parameter Name File
The Parameter Name File describes the dimensions and parameters used by the active modules that are selected in the
Control File. This file is written into the directory with the Control File and uses the name of the Control File with “.par_name”
appended. The Parameter Name File consists of three sections: header, dimensions, and parameters. Figure 2-11 shows a portion
of an example Parameter Name File. Shown are the header section, one dimension item, and one parameter item. This file is
used by the Object User Interface (Markstrom and Koczot, 2008), Luca (Hay and Umemoto, 2007), and other tools that run and
calibrate PRMS-IV. This file also provides useful debugging information.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
112.
113.
114.
115.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.

PRMS
============
Printout of parameters.
Parameter file: ./input/sagehen.params
Sagehen PRMS Parameter File
--------------- DIMENSIONS --------------Name: nhru
Value: 128
Desc: Number of hydrologic response units
-------------- PARAMETERS --------------Name: adjmix_rain
Module: precip
Descr: Adjustment factor for rain in a rain/snow mix
Help: Monthly factor to adjust rain proportion in a mixed
Ndimen: 1
Dimensions: nmonths - 12
Size: 12
Type: float
Units: decimal fraction
Width: 15
Max: 3.000000
Min : 0.000000
Default: 1.000000

Figure 2-11. Selected lines of an example Parameter Name File.
The header, dimensions, and parameters sections are shown. Note
that the line numbers are not part of the Parameter Name File but
are included here for reference purposes.

The header of the Parameter Name File specifies the name of the Parameter File used for the simulation (fig. 2-11,
line 3). The dimensions section reports the size of all dimensions. The dimensions section begins with the dimensions identifier (fig. 2-11, line 7). This identifier is followed by a series of four-line dimension items. The first line is blank and is used as a
delimiter for each of the dimension items (fig. 2-11, line 112). The second line is the name of the dimension (fig. 2-11, line 113).
The third line is the dimension size (fig. 2-11, line 114). The fourth line is the description of the dimension (fig. 2-11, line 115).
This 4-line pattern is repeated for each dimension.
The parameters section begins with the parameters identifier (fig. 2-11, line 242). The identifier is followed by a series of
14-line parameter items. The first line is blank and is used as a delimiter for each of the parameter items (fig. 2-11, line 243). The
second line is the name of the parameter (fig. 2-11, line 244). The third line is the module in which the parameter was declared
(fig. 2-11, line 245). The fourth line is the description of the parameter (fig. 2-11, line 246). The fifth line is the help text for the
parameter (fig. 2-11, line 247). The sixth line is the number of dimensions for the parameter (fig. 2-11, line 248). The seventh
line is a list of dimensions used by the parameter (fig. 2-11, line 249). The eighth line is the array element size of the parameter
(fig. 2-11, line 250). The ninth line is the data type of the parameter (fig. 2-11, line 251). The tenth line is the unit of the parameter (fig. 2-11, line 252). The eleventh line is the column width used to display the values of the parameter in a table (fig. 2-11,
line 253). The twelfth line is the maximum valid value of the parameter (fig. 2-11, line 254). The thirteenth line is the minimum
valid value of the parameter (fig. 2-11, line 255). The fourteenth line is the default value of the parameter (fig. 2-11, line 256).
This pattern is repeated for each parameter.

Variable Name File
The Variable Name File describes the variables used by the active modules that are selected in the Control File. This file is
always written into the directory with the Control File and uses the name of the Control File with “.var_name” appended. The
Variable Name File consists of two sections: header and variables. Figure 2-12 shows a portion of an example Variable Name
File. Shown are the header section and one variable item. The information contained in this file is used by the Object User Interface (Markstrom and Koczot, 2008), Luca (Hay and Umemoto, 2007), and other tools that run and calibrate PRMS-IV. This file
also provides useful debugging information.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
11.
12.
13.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

PRMS
============
Printout of variables after a run.
Parameter file: ./input/sagehen.params
Data file: ./input/sagehen.data
Start time: 10/01/1987
End time: 09/30/2000
Name: basin_cfs
Module: strmflow
Ndimen: 1
Dimensions: one - 1
Size: 1
Type: float
Desc: Streamflow from basin
Units: cfs

Figure 2-12. Selected lines of an example Variable Name File. The header
and variables sections are shown. Note that the line numbers are not part of
the Variable Name File but are included here for reference purposes.

The header of the Variable Name File specifies the name of the Parameter File (fig. 2-12, line 6) and the Data File (fig. 2-12,
line 7) used for the simulation. Start and end times are shown on lines 12 and 13, respectively. The variables section begins after
the header section is finished (fig. 2-12, line 16, not shown). Each variable item is a series of 9-lines. The first line is blank and is
used as a delimiter for each variable item (fig. 2-12, line 70). The second line is the name of the variable (fig. 2-12, line 71). The
third line is the module in which the variable was declared (fig. 2-12, line 72). The fourth line is the number of dimensions for the
variable (fig. 2-12, line 73). The fifth line is a list of dimensions used by the variable (fig. 2-12, line 74). The sixth line is the array
element size of the variable (fig. 2-12, line 75). The seventh line is the data type of the variable (fig. 2-12, line 76). The eighth
line is the description of the variable (fig. 2-12, line 77). The ninth line is the units of the variable (fig. 2-12, line 78). This pattern
repeats for each variable.

Module Name File
The Module Name File lists the active modules. This file is written into the directory with the Control File and uses the
name of the Control File with “.mod_name” appended. The Module Name File consists of two sections: header and modules.
Figure 2-13 shows a portion of an example Module Name File. Shown are the header section and three module items. The
information contained in this file is used by the Object User Interface (Markstrom and Koczot, 2008), Luca (Hay and Umemoto,
2007), and other tools used to aid in running and calibrating of PRMS-IV. This file also provides useful debugging information.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

PRMS
============
Printout of module call order, version, variables, and parameters.
call_modules,$Id: call_modules.f 4144 2012-01-30 17:18:40Z rsregan $
basin,$Id: basin.f 4125 2012-01-20 16:31:44Z rsregan $
soltab_prms,$Id: soltab_prms.f 3673 2011-10-05 00:40:23Z rsregan $

Figure 2-13. Selected lines of an example Module
Name File. The header and modules sections are
shown. Note that the line numbers are not part of
the Module Name File but are included here for
reference purposes.
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The header of the Module Name File is fixed (fig. 2-13, lines 1–4). The modules section begins after the header section is
finished (fig. 2-13, line 6). Each module item is a single line. The module item line (fig. 2-13, line 6) contains the name of the
module and the file version identifier string.

Default Parameter File
The Default Parameter File is a PRMS-IV format Parameter File as described in section “Parameter File” in this appendix. This file is written into the directory with the Control File and uses the name of the Control File with “.param” appended.
Figure 2-4 shows a portion of an example Parameter File. The Default Parameter File contains all dimensions and parameters
required as input for the active modules. If the Parameter File name(s) specified in the Control File does not exist, the Default
Parameter File will be created with default values; otherwise, the Default Parameter File is created by: (1) removal of any
unused parameters; (2) addition of any required parameters, which are assigned default values; (3) retaining all currently specified dimensions and parameters; and (4) combining multiple parameter files, if specified.

Script Execution
In many situations, it is convenient to write Windows batch files or Linux shell scripts to run PRMS-IV. For example, specifying long command-line arguments is tedious and prone to error. The example included with the PRMS-IV distribution (Appendix 3) includes many examples of Windows batch files. These files are identified by their “.bat” extension. In addition, users may
want to run PRMS-IV many times while using different Data or Parameter Files. Figure 2-14 shows an example Linux Korn
shell script with nested loops. In this example, the model is used to make 7 runs (each one year in length for water years 1970 to
1976) for three separate watersheds (East, Yampa, and Sagehen), which results in a total of 21 runs.
#! /bin/ksh
for YEAR in 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
do
let SYR=YEAR-1
START="$SYR,10,1,0,0,0"
END="$YEAR,3,31,0,0,0"
For BASIN in east yampa sagehen
do
prms $BASIN.control -set start_time $START -set end_time $END -set
stat_var_file output/$YEAR/$BASIN.statvar
done
done

Figure 2-14. Example of a Linux Korn shell script that
runs the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System (prms)
executable 21 times with nested loops.

Supporting Software for PRMS-IV
A number of software tools can be used to develop PRMS-IV applications. A graphical user interface for PRMS-IV
(fig. 1-15) is described by Markstrom and Koczot (2008). This is an alternative to executing PRMS-IV with the command line.
Also, parameter values in the Control and Parameter Files can be modified within the interface rather than making changes with
a line editor. Luca is the sensitivity and optimization tool for PRMS-IV (fig. 2-16) and is described by Hay and Umemoto, 2007.
The Downsizer is the climate and streamflow time-series Data File creation tool for PRMS-IV (fig. 2-17) and is described by
Ward-Garrison and others, 2009. In addition to downloading online data, the Downsizer also writes daily precipitation, air temperature, and streamflow data into Data File format.
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Figure 2-15. Screen image showing Precipitation-Runoff System running inside of the Object User Interface (from Markstrom and Koczot, 2008).
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Figure 2-16. Screen image showing Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System running inside of Luca (from Hay and Umemoto, 2007).
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Figure 2-17. Screen image showing the Downsizer (from Ward-Garrison and others, 2009).
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Appendix 3. PRMS-IV Merced River Example Application
Introduction
This appendix describes an example Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4 (PRMS-IV) application for simulation of the watershed above the Merced River at Pohono Bridge near Yosemite National Park (NP), California (Calif.) (U.S.
Geological Survey [USGS] streamflow-gaging station 11266500). The Merced River is a mountainous watershed where the
runoff is strongly dependent on snowmelt. See Sorenson (1982) for more details about the Merced River setting. The part of
the watershed modeled in this example is 517 square kilometers in area and ranges in elevation from 1,200–3,320 meters. This
example compares the use of the xyz_dist and ide_dist modules (described in Appendix 1, this report) for precipitation
and temperature distribution and utilizes the Luca software (Hay and Umemoto, 2007) for calibration. All files, including documentation, input and output data, source code, Luca, and the executable files necessary to run this example are available from
the PRMS web page (http://wwwbrr.cr.usgs.gov/projects/SW_MoWS/PRMS.html, accessed January 2014).
The initial and calibrated Parameter Files provided with the Merced River example application, including data, plots,
tables, and other simulation results described in this section, should not be used for assessing water-resource assets in the Merced River watershed. The input and output data sets and simulation results are provided for illustrative purposes only and may
not match the current software distribution exactly.

Input Files
The Data File was assembled for the PRMS-IV Merced River watershed application for the time period October 1, 1989
through September 30, 2008 by using the Downsizer software (Ward-Garrison and others, 2009), a computer application that
selects, downloads, verifies, and formats station-based time-series data. The Data File includes daily measured streamflow from
the Merced River near Yosemite NP, Calif. (USGS streamflow-gaging station 11266500; http://waterdata.usgs.gov/usa/nwis/
uv?11266500, accessed October 2014) and daily maximum and minimum temperatures and precipitation data from 26 climate
stations, in and around the watershed, compiled from the National Weather Service Cooperative network (http://www.ncdc.noaa.
gov/data-access/land-based-station-data/land-based-datasets/cooperative-observer-network-coop, accessed October 2014) and
the Natural Resources Conservation Service Snow Telemetry network of observing stations (http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/snow/,
accessed October 2014). Only one of these climate stations (049855) is actually located within the watershed. Table 3-1 lists the
climate station identification, type, location, and elevation. Table 3-2 lists the number of missing days occurring in each water year
for the climate stations listed in table 3-1.
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Table 3-1. Climate station list for the Merced River basin. Stations are maintained as part of
either the National Weather Service Cooperative (NWS) network or the the Natural Resources
Conservation Service Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL) network.
[ID, identifier]

Station
ID

Station
type

Longitude
(decimal degrees)

049855

NWS

–119.590

Latitiude
(decimal degrees)
37.750

Elevation
(meters)
1,225

044881

NWS

–119.119

37.957

2,072

042756

NWS

–119.231

37.936

2,940

043939

NWS

–119.783

37.961

1,180

043369

NWS

–119.140

37.752

2,734

048380

NWS

–119.634

37.507

1,566

045400

NWS

–119.856

37.881

1,375

19l13s

SNOTEL

–119.233

38.067

2,879

040943

NWS

–119.014

38.212

2,551

041878

NWS

–119.705

37.250

680

045280

NWS

–118.962

37.648

2,379

041072

NWS

–119.229

38.257

1,972

045352

NWS

–119.986

37.495

640

041697

NWS

–119.916

37.975

1,452

043672

NWS

–120.098

37.823

959

044176

NWS

–119.221

37.228

2,140

040379

NWS

–119.513

37.092

637

040755

NWS

–119.242

37.206

1,487

19l38s

SNOTEL

–119.600

38.267

2,931

048406

NWS

–118.571

37.168

2,920

19l19s

SNOTEL

–119.800

38.533

2,672

046252

NWS

–119.507

37.231

802

19l17s

SNOTEL

–119.350

38.433

2,814

19l06s

SNOTEL

–119.617

38.500

2,358

19l08s

SNOTEL

–119.550

38.300

2,194

19l07s

SNOTEL

–119.583

38.300

2,690

Table 3-2. Number of missing days per water year for temperature and precipitation stations in and around the Merced River Basin.—Continued
[ID, identifier]

Station
ID

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Number of missing daily temperature values per year
049855

29

54

42

80

155

287

214

203

230

59

53

54

30

25

80

137

131

226

257

044881

41

51

32

76

21

35

18

55

66

62

44

26

30

16

78

27

26

48

17

042756

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

043939

25

20

24

27

75

27

11

49

16

37

14

35

24

10

25

4

5

24

23

043369

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

048380

88

102

175

321

292

298

256

254

289

276

257

315

19

10

31

12

68

106

24

045400

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

19l13s

78

122

29

56

47

30

37

30

41

33

19

50

39

37

41

31

31

32

33

040943

29

30

18

27

33

17

18

26

54

23

12

32

26

13

14

40

27

78

33

041878

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

045280

365

365

366

338

81

35

25

65

76

48

52

79

35

25

43

26

52

55

84

041072

34

23

31

24

28

24

29

56

74

81

66

64

17

66

225

365

127

82

73

045352

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

041697

24

20

7

17

16

6

39

7

6

7

4

9

17

1

4

12

7

7

12

043672

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

044176

41

5

95

7

1

95

47

1

6

3

30

17

12

200

52

34

21

44

49

040379

26

15

42

5

7

3

11

11

11

11

7

11

8

15

12

9

3

5

7

040755

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

31

6

13

2

17

14

6

4

36

31

45

47

129

54

55

51

48

38

55

43

40

66

50

48

57

36

57

43

43

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

19l19s

43

41

39

88

63

50

50

41

61

45

63

42

29

24

26

17

36

28

38

046252

38

48

78

44

60

70

78

82

72

126

50

54

75

21

72

68

124

133

155

19l17s

32

27

21

41

41

35

34

28

40

33

26

52

40

26

34

18

33

31

40

19l06s

68

40

36

69

133

36

21

25

31

42

12

28

21

9

11

6

20

19

24

19l08s

20

9

7

25

23

5

11

11

9

7

1

18

22

7

6

13

21

12

12

19l07s

106

44

28

62

63

43

41

33

60

32

26

56

39

37

84

15

32

30

31
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19l38s
048406

[ID, identifier]

Station
ID

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Number of missing daily precipitation values per year
049855

305

302

303

238

320

229

294

159

3

0

160

153

310

275

225

227

220

213

257

044881

208

272

264

257

274

279

222

271

303

326

270

299

300

267

287

264

240

291

157

042756

9

1

0

31

0

0

29

0

0

0

93

60

0

31

30

334

365

365

366

043939

19

3

2

2

31

117

2

67

2

0

3

4

1

0

2

1

22

2

0

043369

0

0

31

24

0

0

29

0

0

154

53

31

61

92

142

365

365

365

366

048380

297

304

325

346

348

354

340

252

21

2

55

170

322

303

326

257

117

130

25

045400

303

247

254

254

295

322

245

297

225

281

266

286

306

269

294

236

232

274

245

19l13s

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

040943

271

268

286

299

274

258

85

168

228

289

288

287

311

287

298

303

268

299

282

041878

4

0

17

7

38

18

220

275

179

184

85

98

272

236

327

282

263

251

366

045280

365

365

366

365

240

292

72

154

239

284

307

294

303

297

312

293

280

311

310

041072

257

290

288

303

325

325

229

259

304

345

323

248

317

300

339

365

226

194

66

045352

230

292

334

365

365

304

305

213

69

31

57

76

359

302

281

252

329

365

366

041697

37

0

3

4

3

17

33

0

1

1

27

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

043672

300

311

278

290

247

282

301

305

235

323

313

310

309

297

321

281

201

263

351

044176

1

1

90

0

11

91

31

20

0

52

49

0

0

7

0

0

0

30

30

040379

323

317

324

301

294

226

296

314

244

281

276

240

322

302

322

297

264

233

123

040755

365

365

366

365

365

365

366

365

365

110

23

0

0

7

0

0

0

30

30

19l38s

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

048406

0

0

1

29

0

0

28

0

0

0

50

36

38

1

314

365

365

365

366

19l19s

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

046252

267

259

248

249

249

251

262

259

154

252

172

43

79

137

307

68

88

96

134

19l17s

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

19l06s

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

19l08s

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

19l07s

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Table 3-2. Number of missing days per water year for temperature and precipitation stations in and around the Merced River Basin.—Continued
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The Parameter File was assembled for the Merced River watershed application with the parameters required by the modules listed in table 3-3 (see Appendix 1 for detailed descriptions of the modules used in this example).
Table 3-3. Modules used in the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling
System Merced River application in the order they are called.
Module name
basin
soltab
obs
ide_dist or xyz_dist
ddsolrad
transp_tindex
potet_jh
intcp
snowcomp
srunoff_smidx
soilzone
gwflow
strmflow
basin_sum

Hydrologic Response Unit Delineation
For this application, hydrologic response unit (HRU) delineation, characterization, and parameterization were done by
using the GIS Weasel (Viger and Leavesley, 2007). The HRUs were delineated by: (1) subdividing the watershed into two flow
planes for each channel, (2) subdividing the watershed by using three equal-area elevation bands, and (3) intersecting the flowplane map with the elevation-band map. This process resulted in 90 HRUs for the Merced River application.

Climate Distribution
This application compares the xyz_dist and ide_dist modules for distribution of daily values of precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum temperature to each HRU. Significant geographic factors affecting the spatial distribution of
precipitation and temperature distributions within a watershed are longitude (x), latitude (y), and elevation (z). The xyz_dist
and the ide_dist modules were developed to account for these geographic factors. The xyz_dist module uses predetermined monthly regional relations between the given climate variable and x, y, and z, whereas the ide_dist module (Inverse
Distance-Elevation) uses an x, y, and z relation on the basis of the data available for a given day. Detailed descriptions of both
modules and associated parameters can be found in Appendix 1.

xyz_dist
The xyz_dist module uses a multiple linear regression (MLR) method to distribute daily measured precipitation and
maximum and minimum temperature data from a group of stations (a single daily mean value) to each HRU in a watershed on the
basis of the x, y, and z values of the HRU. To account for seasonal climate variations, an MLR equation was developed for each
month for each of the dependent variables of precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature by using the independent
variables of x, y, and z from a set of climate stations that fell within and around the Merced River watershed (listed in table 3-1).
These equations were developed outside of the PRMS simulation.
Starting with an initial pool of 26 climate stations, all combinations of x, y, and z were tested in each monthly MLR by
eliminating some stations. An adjusted coefficient of determination (R2) value (a modification of R2 that adjusts for the number
of explanatory terms in a model; see Helsel and Hirsch, 2002) was calculated for each combination of x, y, and z, and the MLRs
associated with the highest adjusted R2 were chosen. Table 3-4 shows the “slope” values determined for each dependent variable
in the Merced River watershed for the MLR associated with the highest adjusted R2. Note that a station was not used in the MLR
if it had greater than 20 percent missing record over the period of record (see table 3-2).
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ide_dist
The ide_dist module uses a combination of inverse distance and elevation weighting for interpolating station-based
precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature data to each HRU. For each HRU, the three closest stations with nonmissing data were used.
Table 3-4. Multiple linear regression coefficients for the Merced watershed.
[R2, coefficient of determination; x, x-coordinate direction; y, y-coordinate direction; z, z-coordinate direction]

Month

Adjusted R2

max_lapse(x)

max_lapse(y)

max_lapse(z)

Maximum temperature
January

0.854780

0.000000

0.000000

–0.344710

Feburary

0.944355

0.000000

0.000000

–0.465483

March

0.964202

0.000000

0.069704

–0.585910

April

0.963717

0.000000

0.000000

–0.643905

May

0.929923

0.000000

0.000000

–0.717476

June

0.998897

–0.361945

–0.374187

0.000000

July

0.905855

0.000000

0.110676

–0.794772

August

0.902110

0.000000

0.000000

–0.708938

September

0.957635

0.000000

0.000000

–0.743576

October

0.946124

0.000000

0.000000

–0.651466

November

0.926118

0.000000

0.000000

–0.522494

December

0.879448

0.000000

–0.075288

–0.318254

Minimum temperature
January

0.910925

–0.820891

–0.223762

0.000000

Feburary

0.943623

–0.502175

–0.192010

–0.379683

March

0.969557

–0.412762

–0.138875

–0.484279

April

0.968961

0.000000

0.000000

–0.793531

May

0.976760

0.000000

0.000000

–0.837777

June

0.980469

0.000000

0.000000

–0.946149

July

0.998724

–0.413322

–0.156225

–0.572160

August

0.999214

–0.485418

–0.221267

–0.484273

September

0.988945

–0.585525

–0.253950

–0.397008

October

0.968533

–0.655606

–0.239455

–0.332201

November

0.944882

–0.862145

–0.280742

0.000000

December

0.927056

–0.803910

–0.259120

0.000000

January

0.803708

–2.186436

–0.455580

1.161595

Precipitation
Feburary

0.754866

–1.792950

–0.475403

1.085278

March

0.694469

–0.963488

–0.117560

0.575561

April

0.724228

–0.899676

–0.178538

0.576006

May

0.610259

–0.566289

0.000000

0.200880

June

0.150563

–0.077511

0.000000

0.045962

July

0.412416

0.108589

0.000000

0.000000

August

0.729505

0.089965

0.041431

0.000000

September

0.515176

–0.103636

0.000000

0.134836

October

0.771054

–0.480913

–0.112650

0.254883

November

0.735599

–1.040447

0.000000

0.591963

December

0.672498

–1.434026

0.000000

0.788680
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PRMS Calibration
A step-wise, multiple-objective calibration scheme (Luca; Hay and Umemoto, 2007) was used to calibrate PRMS-IV for the
Merced River application. Luca uses the Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE) technique (Duan and others, 1992; 1993; and 1994)
optimization algorithm, which has been used successfully by a number of researchers (Yapo and others, 1996; Kuczera, 1997;
Hogue and others, 2000; and Madsen, 2003). The SCE method selects a population of points distributed randomly throughout
the parameter space. The population is partitioned into several complexes. Each of these complexes “evolves” by using the
downhill simplex algorithm. The population is periodically “shuffled” to form new complexes so that the information gained by
the previous complexes is shared. The evolution and shuffling steps repeat until prescribed convergence criteria are satisfied.
Figure 3-1 illustrates the step-wise, multiple-objective calibration scheme used for this application. Table 3-5 lists the
calibration step and associated calibration data sets, objective function, model parameters calibrated in each step, minimum
and maximum parameter value range, and calibration description. For each of the four calibration steps, the following calibration data sets are derived from measured data to compare with PRMS-IV outputs: (1) mean monthly solar radiation, (2) mean
monthly potential evapotranspiration, (3) streamflow volumes (annual mean, mean monthly, and monthly mean), and (4) streamflow timing (daily and monthly mean).

Step 1
Solar
radiation

Streamflow
timing

Potential
evapotranspiration

Step 2

Step 4

Rounds

Streamflow
volume

Step 3

Figure 3-1. Multi-objective, step-wise calibration procedure
for a Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4
(PRMS-IV) application.
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Table 3-5. Parameters calibrated in each step of the calibration process for a Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System, version 4
(PRMS-IV) application of the Merced River Basin.
Data
sets

Objective
function

Parameter

Parameter
range

Parameter
units

Calibration
description

Calibration step 1: Solar Radiation
Mean Monthly

Sum of absolute
difference in
measured and
simulated

dday_intcp

–70 to 10

dday

Calibrate individual values

dday_slope

0.2 to 0.9

dday/temp_units

Calibrate the mean

tmax_index

50 to 90

temp_units

Calibrate the mean

Calibration step 2: Potential Evapotranspiration
Mean Monthly

Sum of absolute
difference in
measured and
simulated

jh_coef

0.005 to 0.09

per degrees Fahrenheit

Calibrate individual values

Calibration step 3: Streamflow (volume)
Annual Mean
Mean Monthly
Monthly Mean

Normalized root
mean square error

adjust_rain

0 to 1

decimal fraction

Calibrate the mean

adjust_snow

0 to 1

decimal fraction

Calibrate the mean

psta_nuse2

0 or 1

decimal fraction

Parameters are binary

psta_freq_nuse1

0 or 1

decimal fraction

Parameters are binary

Calibration step 4: Streamflow (timing)
Daily
Monthy Mean

Normalized root
mean square error

adjmix_rain

0 to 1

decimal fraction

Calibrate the mean

cecn_coef

0 to 20

calories per degree Celsius > 0

Calibrate the mean

emis_noppt

0.757 to 1

decimal fraction

Calibrate the mean

fastcoef_lin

0.0001 to 1

fraction/day

Calibrate the mean

fastcoef_sq

0.00001 to 1

none

Calibrate the mean

freeh2o_cap

0.01 to 0.2

inches

Calibrate the mean

gwflow_coef

0.0005 to 0.052

fraction/day

Calibrate the mean

gwstor_init

0.1 to 20.0

inches

Calibrate the mean

potet_sublim

0.1 to 0.75

decimal fraction

Calibrate the mean

smidx_coef

0.0001 to 1

decimal fraction

Calibrate the mean

smidx_exp

0.2 to 0.8

1/inch

Calibrate the mean

soil_moist_max

0 to 20

inches

Calibrate the mean

soil_rechr_max

0 to 20

inches

Calibrate the mean

soil2gw_max

0.0 to 0.5

inches

Calibrate the mean

tmax_allrain

50 to 75

temp_units

Calibrate the mean

tmax_allsnow

30 to 35

temp_units

Calibrate the mean

tsta_nuse2

0 or 1

none

Parameters are binary

Parameter tsta_freq_nuse only calibrated for module xyz_dist, not calibrated for module ide_dist.

1

A minimum of one station must be selected for parameters psta_nuse and tsta_nuse.

2

To begin the calibration procedure, an initial Parameter File containing all PRMS-IV parameters was assembled. Parameter
values characterizing land-surface processes were computed from GIS data by using the GIS Weasel program. All other parameters were set to their default values. Step by step, the parameters designated in table 3-5 were calibrated. Calibrated parameter
values are used in subsequent steps. Completion of the four calibration steps constitutes a round. This process was repeated for
six rounds. The following section describes the four calibration steps in detail and the optimization algorithm.
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Calibration Step 1—Solar Radiation
The calibration data set used for the first step was mean monthly solar radiation values for the Merced River watershed.
These “measured” mean monthly solar radiation values were pre-calculated (outside of the PRMS simulation) as per Hay and
others (2006). In this application, daily solar radiation values were simulated by the ddsolrad module from computed air
temperature. Three parameters are calibrated (table 3-5).
The objective function used to calibrate the mean monthly solar radiation values was the absolute difference and was
calculated as follows:
12
 ( MSDm − SIM m ) 
OFSR = ∑ abs 

MSDm
m =1

,

where

		
OFSR
		
m
MSD and SIM

(3-1)

is the objective function,
is the month, and
are the mean monthly measured and simulated solar radiation values, respectively. The ‘abs’
function refers to the absolute value.

Calibration Step 2—Potential Evapotranspiration
The calibration data set used for the second step was “measured” mean monthly potential evapotranspiration (PET) values
for the Merced River watershed. The watershed mean monthly PET values were derived from the National Weather Service
freewater evaporation atlas (Farnsworth and others, 1982). Daily estimates of PET were simulated by the potet_jh module by
using a procedure developed by Jensen and Haise (1963). One parameter is calibrated (table 3-5). The objective function used to
calibrate PET was the same one used to calibrate solar radiation (equation 3-1).

Calibration Step 3—Streamflow Volume
The calibration data set used for the third step was measured streamflow from USGS gaging station 11266500. Four
parameters were calibrated when using the xyz_dist module, while two were calibrated when using the ide_dist module
(table 3-5).
The streamflow volume objective function (OFSV) is the sum of three objective functions: (1) annual mean water volumes
(OFann), (2) mean monthly water volumes (OFmnmth), and (3) monthly mean water volumes (OFmthmn) according to:
OFSV = OFann + OFmnmtn + OFmthmn ,
where

OFann, OFmnth, and OFmthmn

are computed by using the normalize root mean square error (NRMSE) according to:
nstep

nstep

n =1

n =1

NRMSE = ( ∑ ( MSD ( n ) − SIM ( n )) 2 / ∑ ( MSD ( n ) − MN ) 2 )1/ 2
where

nstep
MSD, SIM, and MN

(3-2)

(3-3)

is the total number of time steps, and
are the measured, simulated, and mean values associated with OFann, OFmnmth, or OFmthmn, respectively.
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Calibration Step 4—Streamflow Timing
The calibration data set used for the fourth step was measured streamflow from USGS gaging station 11266500. The
parameters used for calibration are shown in table 3-5.
The streamflow timing objective function (OFST) is the sum of the two objective functions: (1) daily streamflow (OFdaily)
and (2) monthly mean streamflow (OFmthmn) and is calculated according to:
OFST = OFdaily + OFmthmn

,

(3-4)

Both OFdaily and OFmthmn were calculated by using all daily measured flow values for the period of record or for each month of
interest, respectively; and were computed by using the NRMSE (equation 3-3).

Calibration Results
For this application, a split sample test was used for calibration and evaluation. Ten water years (1991–2000) were chosen
for model calibration. Eight water years (2001–08) were chosen for model evaluation. Results from the sixth round of the stepwise calibration procedure are presented.

Solar Radiation
Figure 3-2 shows measured (gray line), calibrated (red line), and evaluated (blue line) values of mean solar radiation by
month. The results produced by the xyz_dist and ide_dist modules are similar: calibrated solar radiation values are
almost identical to those shown for measured and evaluated solar radiation values. Evaluated solar radiation values show close
agreement with measured values except for the months of May and June.

XYZ

Solar radiation, langleys per day

800

IDE

EXPLANATION

EXPLANATION

Measured
Calibrated
Evaluated

Measured
Calibrated
Evaluated

600

400

200
Feb

Apr

Jun

Month

Aug

Oct

Dec

Feb

Apr

Jun

Aug

Oct

Month

Figure 3-2. Measured, calibrated, and evaluated watershed mean-monthly solar radiation for the
calibration and evaluation periods. (XYZ, xyz_dist module; IDE, ide_dist module)

Dec
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Potential Evapotranspiration
Figure 3-3 shows measured (gray line), calibrated (red line), and evaluated (blue line) PET values by month. The results
produced by the xyz_dist and ide_dist modules are similar: calibrated PET values are almost identical to those shown for
measured and evaluated PET values. Evaluated PET values show close agreement with measured values except for the months
of May, June, and July.

IDE

Potential evapotranspiration, millimeters per day

XYZ
6

EXPLANATION

EXPLANATION

Measured
Calibrated
Evaluated

Measured
Calibrated
Evaluated

5
4
3
2
1
0
Feb

Apr

Jun

Month

Aug

Oct

Dec

Feb

Apr

Jun

Aug

Oct

Dec

Month

Figure 3-3. Measured, calibrated, and evaluated watershed mean-monthly potential evapotranspiration
for the calibration and evaluation periods. (XYZ, xyz_dist module; IDE, ide_dist module)

Streamflow Volume
Figures 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6 show results produced by the xyz_dist and ide_dist modules for calibration of mean
annual, mean monthly, and monthly mean streamflow, respectively. When evaluated on different temporal resolutions, the
discrepancies in the results produced by the xyz_dist and ide_dist modules become more apparent. When streamflow
is evaluated on a mean annual basis, the results from the xyz_dist module show close agreement to measured data for both
calibration and evaluation periods. However, the results from the ide_dist module show less agreement (fig. 3-4). When
streamflow is evaluated on a mean monthly basis, it is very apparent that the ide_dist module is not performing as well as
the xyz_dist module in this application (fig. 3-5). A comparison of monthly mean measured versus simulated streamflow
further show the differences between the results produced by the two modules (fig. 3-6).
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Figure 3-4. Measured, calibrated, and evaluated mean-annual streamflow for the calibration (red line)
and evaluation periods. (XYZ, xyz_dist module; IDE, ide_dist module)
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Figure 3-5. Measured and simulated mean-monthly streamflow for the calibration and evaluation
periods. (XYZ, xyz_dist module; IDE, ide_dist module)
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XYZ

Simulated monthly mean streamflow,
cubic meters per second
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150

Measured monthly mean streamflow,
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Figure 3-6. Measured versus simulated monthly mean streamflow for the calibration and evaluation
periods. (XYZ, xyz_dist module; IDE, ide_dist module)

Streamflow Timing
Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show results produced by the xyz_dist and ide_dist modules, respectively, for daily time step
streamflow. When streamflow is evaluated on a daily basis, both the Nash-Sutcliffe Goodness of Fit statistic by water year (Nash
and Sutcliffe, 1970) and the daily streamflow hydrographs indicate that the xyz_dist module is performing better than the
ide_dist module in this application.
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Figure 3-7. Annual Nash Sutcliffe goodness of fit values for daily flows for the calibration and evaluation
periods. (XYZ, xyz_dist module; IDE, ide_dist module)
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Figure 3-8. Measured and simulated daily streamflow for the calibration and evaluation periods. (XYZ, xyz_dist module; IDE, ide_
dist module)
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Discussion and Conclusion
A comparison of climate-distribution techniques (xyz_dist and ide_dist) was used to emphasize the importance of
the climate-distribution module choice when applying PRMS. This example used the snowmelt-dominated Merced River watershed in California. For this particular application, the xyz_dist module was found to give superior results compared to the
ide_dist module. Both modules were able to reproduce the timing and volume of measured streamflow when evaluated on an
annual basis. However, the differences between the modules became apparent when evaluated on a monthly and daily basis. This
can be attributed primarily to the available climate data used in the distribution process (tables 3-1 and 3-2). It is probable that
the data were not of a high enough density, temporally or spatially, to support the ide_dist module.
Simulations of snowmelt-dominated watersheds typically need accurate estimates of temperature to show the melting of
the snowpack. The spatial and temporal coverage of the climate stations used for this Merced River watershed application was
sparse. The algorithms used in the ide_dist module may not be appropriate under these conditions. In contrast, this application demonstrates that the algorithms used in the xyz_dist module can produce better results under these conditions.
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